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PREFACE
Almanacs of Law
This is the 14th Green Bag Almanac & Reader. For an explanation of why
we at the Green Bag think the world is a better place with the Almanac &
Reader than without it, read the “Preface” to the 2006 edition. It is available
on our website (www.greenbag.org).

I.
A Slightly Diﬀerent Title for this Almanac & Reader
Q: Why the title change?
A: Some old almanacs.
The answer is a bit grim, but good, we think. This year, for the first time,
the full title of our long-running annual begins “The Green Bag Almanac of
Useful and Interesting Tidbits” rather than the customary “Green Bag Almanac of Useful and Entertaining Tidbits.” That is because some of the more
substantial tidbits in this year’s edition include passages that do not qualify
as entertaining by any reasonable measure.
This volume features complete (or very nearly complete) facsimiles of 11
old almanacs, each of which contains some material relating to law or lawyers. It should come as no surprise that some of that material is not pleasant.
A life in the law involves at least some experience with the ugliness as well as
the loveliness of humanity. Popular portrayals of the law and lawyers have
always tended to highlight, and exaggerate, the extremes of that experience
— and in days gone by almanacs of the sorts reproduced in this volume were
very popular. (Indeed, pre-20th-century almanacs were, in some respects,
analogous to both Google and Facebook today: they were the universally
used go-to resources for useful information . . . and for confirmation of one’s
own prejudices.)
The most obvious example here of both the loveliness and the ugliness of
humanity is the American Anti-Slavery Almanac. Its appealingly abolitionist
themes are mixed with treatments of race and gender that would be considered unacceptable if they were expressed today. Most of the other almanacs
here — and especially Crockett and Rough and Ready — also mix the appealing
with the appalling.1 And every one of them includes law and lawyers in the
1

See, e.g., Catherine Falzone, Davy Crockett Almanacs, in From the Stacks (New-York Historical
Society June 19, 2012), blog.nyhistory.org/davy-crockett-almanacs/.
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mix. All of this — the heartening, the disturbing, the intriguing, and so on,
all spangled with shimmerings of law — makes these almanacs — each with
its own hodge-podge characteristic of the cultural and chronological context
in which it originally appeared — worthwhile reading for lawyers interested
in our own history. Thus, “Interesting” seems like a better term than “Entertaining” this year.
Which is not to say that this volume lacks entertaining features. We expect, for example, that all readers — and especially librarians — will enjoy
the manifold insights and timeless attributes of The Old Librarian’s Almanack
or An Astronomical Diary of Coelestial Motions & Aspects For the Year of Our
Lord Christ 1774.2 In addition, there is, as always, plenty in our superb set of
years-in-review to prompt chuckles and eye-rolls. Moreover, the respectable
authorities who have recommended the exemplary legal writing honored in
this volume occasionally deliver pretty entertaining lines themselves. Finally,
we do manage to have some fun with almanacs of various sorts throughout.
One aspect of the work on this volume that has turned out to be both a
great disappointment and a great inspiration for us is the tremendous quantity of law-related content (some explicit, some between the lines) in old
almanacs of all sorts, . . .

Advertisement, San Francisco Examiner,
December 24, 1902, at 5.
________________________________

. . . most of which we did not have room for here. So, you should not be surprised if some year we issue another Almanac & Reader filled with “Interesting” old almanacs.
2

To learn more about that extraordinary booklet, read Wayne A. Wiegand’s classic 1979 study
published by Beta Phi Mu, the international honorary society for library and information studies.
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II.
A Slightly Tardy Almanac & Reader
Q: Why did this almanac take so long to print?
A: One modern publisher.
The answer is easy and educational, though it takes some telling. Read
Cattleya Concepcion’s description (starting on page 526 below) of her dealings with HarperCollins.

III.
A Slightly Revised List of Exemplary Legal Writing
Q: Why another round of changes?
A: One likeable but tiresome system abandoned.
We still like the system we had planned to use to select exemplary legal
writing for this year’s Almanac & Reader. As we said last year,
To us, [that system] does not yet feel corrupt or unfair. But then, we
still feel that we are honest and diligent and fair-minded, and that the
voters on our secret panel are too. We might be wrong about some of
that. You will, of course, judge for yourself, and we will carry on as
best we can.

Since then, however, experience has taught that while we were and are correct about the integrity and fairness of the system, it has become too darned
tiresome to administer.
For example, in last year’s Almanac & Reader we also said,
The ballot [for 2017 legal writing honorees] lacked nominees in the
“briefs filed in a state or federal appellate court” . . . . In [the previous]
year’s Almanac & Reader we gently jawboned against self-promotion.
Maybe that gentleness was why every brief nominated for this year’s
Almanac & Reader was submitted by a lawyer whose name was on the
brief or who worked for a lawyer whose name was on the brief. So,
now we are being less gentle about the jawboning: If the Green Bag
ever goes into the business of knowingly facilitating self-promotion by
writers or publishers, we will retain our high-toned professionalism
(of course), but we will also charge for the service.3
3

See, e.g., Welcome to the entry site for The Pulitzer Prizes in Journalism!, entrysite.pulitzer.org (“Entry
fee: $50 per entry - paid by credit card only (MasterCard, Visa, American Express and Discover).”).
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The result? Almost every brief nominated for this year’s Almanac & Reader
was submitted by a lawyer whose name was not on the brief and who was not
an employee of a lawyer whose name was on the brief, but who was a close
co-worker or close relative or former co-clerk of a lawyer whose name was
on the brief. (No, figuring all that out was not diﬃcult, though it did take a
lot of time. And yes, figuring all that out was not heartening.) So much for
the spirit of the rule. And the few nominations that were not of this sort
were of the types we’d seen in quantity the year before: self-nominations and
nominations by subordinates.
Variations on this story (some involving more obviously unethical or antisocial behavior) could be told about other categories in which we had
planned to honor exemplary legal writing. But why waste your time with
more editorial whining? The bottom line is that we aspire to employ a system
that both (a) has an integrity enabling us to honor with confidence some of
the best of legal writing each year, and (b) has a simplicity enabling us to do
that work eﬃciently (and happily). In 2017 and 2018, policing the integrity
of the nominating process and protecting the confidentiality of the balloting
process — both of which we are proud to have preserved — became too
complicated and generally burdensome and unpleasant. So, we ended up
tinkering again.

IV.
A Slightly Longer List of Respectable Authorities
Q: What is the new system this time?
A: One likeable and promising system extended.
Fortunately, we had an excellent alternative model at hand. Since 2015,
we’ve been using a special system to select books worthy of recognition for
the exemplary legal writing between their covers. As we explained in the
2016 Almanac & Reader,
Who could nominate? We enlisted a few respectable authorities to give
us lists of their five favorite new law books — with short explanations, which we have published, with the listers’ bylines, in this Almanac. What could they nominate? This time around, any books about
law with 2015 publication dates. We will treat other types of writing
this way in the future — news reporting, scripts, and poetry seem like
good candidates — but for this year we started simple.

And that system has worked smoothly — with, as best we can tell, integrity
and simplicity — ever since.
142
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At the time, we had no idea that judicial opinions would be the second
type of writing to which we would extend this system. But that’s how things
turned out.
During 2018, we enlisted six judges and former judges — respectable authorities on both the reading and the writing of judicial opinions — to recommend a handful of exemplary judicial opinions written by other judges
and published in 2018. A gratifyingly high two-thirds of that group did in
fact deliver their recommendations, accompanied in all cases by thoughtful
commentary. You will find their recommendations in the January, April,
July, and November sections of this Almanac & Reader. Each set of recommendations is accompanied by the complete text of one of the recommended
works.
We were also fortunate to retain all four of our excellent original recommenders of books. Femi Cadmus, Lee Epstein, and Cedric Powell returned
to recommend books again, and Susan Phillips Read became one of our inaugural recommenders of judicial opinions. We also enlarged our roster of
respectable authorities on books by enlisting nine more senior scholars to
recommend books published in 2018. Each new recommender committed to
collaborate with a junior (in years toiling in the fields of legal writing, not
necessarily in years on this earth) respectable authority of their own choosing.
A disappointingly low one-third of that new group delivered recommendations. But the recommendations and associated commentary of the three sets
of collaborators who did deliver was most gratifying. You will find their
good work, and the work of our veterans, in the February, March, May,
June, August, and September sections of this Almanac & Reader.
Assuming all goes well this year, you should expect to see more of the
same sort of treatment of books and of judicial opinions (with perhaps a few
more recommenders) in next year’s Almanac & Reader. And perhaps similar
treatment of another category or two.
Working with these respectable authorities and putting their good work
in print has been a great pleasure for us and, we believe, will be a great service
to our community. Please do not hesitate to let us know what you think.

IV.
Other Business
Our Goals
Our goals remain the same, year after year: to present a fine, even inspiring, year’s worth of exemplary legal writing — and to accompany that fine
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work with a useful and interesting (and sometimes entertaining) potpourri of
distracting, thought-provoking oddments. Like the law itself, the 2018 exemplars in this volume are wide-ranging in subject, form, and style. With
any luck we’ll deliver some reading pleasure, a few role models, and some
reassurance that the nasty things some people say about legal writing are not
entirely accurate.

Our Thanks
We always end up owing thanks to many good people for more acts of
kindness than we can recall. And so we must begin by thanking and apologizing to all those who deserve to be mentioned here but aren’t. We cannot,
however, forget that we owe big debts of gratitude to O’Melveny & Myers
LLP (especially Nadine Bynum and Greg Jacob); to Paul Kiernan for helpful tips; to Amanda Zimmerman of the Library of Congress for kindly and
generous advice and assistance with the The Rhode-Island Almanack For the
Year, 1741; and to the extraordinary Ira Brad Matetsky, who never fails to
make any work he touches better.
Finally, the Green Bag thanks you, our readers. Your continuing support
for the Green Bag and your kind remarks about the Almanac & Reader are
inspiring.
Ross E. Davies
June 2, 2019
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Gregory Jacob, Rakesh Kilaru,
Kristi Gallegos & Brian Quinn†

THE YEAR IN LAW
2017-2018
NOVEMBER 2017
November 1: President Donald Trump calls on Congress to abolish the Diversity Visa Lottery Program, through which Sayfullo Saipov — who the
day before killed eight people in a New York City terrorist attack by driving
a truck onto a bicycle path — gained admission to the U.S. from Uzbekistan
in 2010. • Harvey Weinstein files a lawsuit in Delaware Chancery Court
against the Weinstein Company, seeking documents to help defend himself
against rape and sexual harassment claims. The Weinstein Co. responds that
†

Greg Jacob and Brian Quinn practice law in the Washington, DC office of O’Melveny & Myers
LLP, Kristi Gallegos is Senior Legal Counsel with Western Digital Corporation, and Rakesh Kilaru
practices in the Washington, DC office of Wilkinson Walsh + Eskovitz.
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Weinstein is actually seeking to gain an improper advantage in an ongoing
arbitration in which Weinstein is contesting his ouster from the company. •
The U.S. Senate confirms Michigan Supreme Court Justice Joan Larsen,
who is on President Trump’s “List of 20” from which he has pledged to pick
any Supreme Court nominees, to the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals. • The
Louisiana Court of Appeal strikes down Governor John Edwards’s executive
order purporting to require all state agencies to include in their contracts
with service providers provisions prohibiting discrimination against LGBT
workers, saying that the Governor could not go beyond ensuring the faithful
execution of existing Louisiana anti-discrimination law.
November 2: Former Akin Gump partner and former U.S. Department of
Justice attorney Jeffrey Wertkin announces he will plead guilty to charges
after he attempted to sell two companies sealed False Claims Act complaints
he had taken with him when he left the government the year before.
November 3: A federal district court in Texas applies the attorney immunity
doctrine to dismiss a $5 billion lawsuit against law firm Proskauer Rose LLP
for its alleged role in abetting the $7 billion Ponzi scheme of Robert Stanford.
November 6: Law360 reports that there has been a significant uptick in
BigLaw pro bono challenges to government policies since the election of
President Trump, particularly in the areas of immigration and legal protections for LGBT individuals.
November 7: The New York Times fires Boies Schiller Flexner LLP, alleging
that while representing the Times on another matter, litigator David Boies
waged a “reprehensible” secret campaign on behalf of Harvey Weinstein that
included the use of former Mossad agents employing fake identities to try to
kill a Times story about Weinstein’s sexual misconduct. Boies asserts that an
“advance conflict waiver” signed by the Times resolved any potential ethical
concerns.
November 8: The U.S. Supreme Court releases its unanimous decision in
Hamer v. Neighborhood Housing et al., holding that Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 4(a)(5)(C)’s one-month time limit for extensions on notice-ofappeal filings is not jurisdictional and may in certain circumstances be further extended.
November 9: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit allows Dallas
Cowboy star Ezekiel Elliot’s suspension by the NFL for allegedly abusing a
former female acquaintance to go into effect pending appeal.
November 10: U.S. Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan recuses herself from
further participation in Jennings v. Rodriguez after her chambers belatedly
146
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discovers that she had greenlighted a filing in the case while serving as U.S.
Solicitor General. The case, which concerns whether the Due Process
Clause requires that immigrants who have been detained for six months
pending removal proceedings be given bond hearings, had been held over
from the previous term and reargued in October.
November 13: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reverses
most of an October 17 injunction entered by the U.S. District Court for the
District of Hawaii against the Trump Administration’s third “travel ban,”
leaving in place only provisions related to people with a “bona fide relationship” to U.S. persons or entities.
November 16: U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley
announces he will no longer strictly enforce informal Senate “blue slip” rules
allowing Senators to indefinitely block judicial nominees from their home
state. • The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit rules that Fox’s hit
show “Empire” does not infringe the trademark of hip-hop record label
Empire Distribution, Inc., noting that the title choice was protected by the
First Amendment because it was made for “artistically relevant reasons.”
November 17: U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions issues a policy banning the
Justice Department from issuing “guidance documents that purport to create
rights or obligations on persons or entities outside the Executive Branch.” •
President Trump adds five names to his list of potential Supreme Court
nominees, including D.C. Circuit Judge Brett Kavanaugh.
November 20: 21st Century Fox enters into a $90 million settlement over
numerous workplace harassment complaints relating to Fox News, which
includes a commitment to create a new advisory council on workplace culture.
• San Francisco-based Sedgwick LLP shutters its doors after a series of office
closures and defections.
November 21: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit rules that
$1.68 billion of the Iran Central Bank’s money held in an account in Luxembourg and sought by families of the victims of the 1983 Beirut Marine Corps
Barracks bombing is not beyond the jurisdiction of U.S. courts because a
district court could order the assets in question to be brought to New York
State. • President Trump issues his second and third pardons (following the
first in August 2017 to Sherriff Joe Arpaio) to turkeys Drumstick and
Wishbone. He notes that the White House Counsel’s office has informed
him that President Obama’s Thanksgiving 2016 pardons of turkeys Tater
and Tot cannot be revoked, so “Tater and Tot, you can rest easy.”
November 25: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit Senior Judge
Harry Pregerson dies at age 94.
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November 27: Cravath, Swaine & Moore announces its market-leading
bonus structure, unchanged from the previous two years. With a $15,000
bonus, first-year associates will make $195,000. • The U.S. Supreme Court
lifts its suspension from its bar of New York attorney James A. Robbins after
realizing that it was a different James A. Robbins who had been convicted in
New York State of forging documents to cover up the misplacing of a decedent’s will.
November 28: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit holds that
anonymous internet users who are adjudicated copyright infringers presumptively should be unmasked because their First Amendment right to anonymity
will typically be offset by public interest in the adjudicated decision.
November 29: The U.S. House of Representatives passes a resolution requiring all members and their staffs to receive sexual harassment training in
each session of Congress. • NBC fires Matt Lauer after receiving a sexual
misconduct complaint. • Minnesota Public Radio fires Garrison Keillor following its receipt of harassment allegations, and ends broadcast of his “The
Writer’s Almanac” and rebroadcasts of his “A Prairie Home Companion.”

DECEMBER 2017
December 3: CVS Health Corp. announces it will purchase Aetna in a $69
billion cash and stock deal. Antitrust concerns are immediately raised, but
the government ultimately signs off on the merger, leaving one remaining
hurdle for the deal to clear: approval by Judge Richard Leon of the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia.
December 5: President Trump announces that he will recognize Jerusalem
as the capital of Israel, reversing nearly 70 years of U.S. foreign policy. • The
Department of Homeland Security releases a report stating that the number
of people caught crossing illegally from Mexico into the U.S. has dropped to
the lowest level in 46 years, and that arrests by Immigration and Customs
Enforcement of people living in the U.S. illegally increased by 42% over the
same period in the prior year.
December 7: U.S. Senator Al Franken announces he will resign following
sexual misconduct allegations from multiple women. • Former U.S. gymnastics doctor Larry Nassar is sentenced to 60 years in prison in connection
with 37,000 child pornography images investigators found on his electronic
devices. Nassar also faces separate sentencing in January following his guilty
plea to three charges of first degree criminal sexual conduct with children
under the age of 16.
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December 8: The European Union and the United Kingdom announce
agreement on the general terms of their “Brexit” split. • Judge Alex Kozinski
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit is accused of sexual harassment by six women who allege he made inappropriate sexual comments
and showed them pornographic material.
December 12: Voters head to the polls in Alabama’s special election between
Roy Moore and Doug Jones to fill the Senate seat vacated by Jeff Sessions
following his appointment by President Trump as U.S. Attorney General.
Jones wins, reducing the GOP’s edge in the Senate to a 51-49 margin.
December 14: Walt Disney Co. and 21st Century Fox announce a deal in
which Disney will purchase certain of Fox’s assets, including the 20th Century
Fox television and movie studio and cable networks, in an all-stock deal valued
at over $75 billion. • The Federal Communications Commission repeals net
neutrality rules that were enacted by the Obama Administration. The
change removes rules that barred service providers from blocking or slowing
access to certain content online.
December 15: Federal Judge Wendy Beetlestone grants a preliminary injunction sought by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to block new Trump
Administration rules that expand the exceptions to the Affordable Care
Act’s requirement that employer health care plans provide free FDAapproved contraception. • Republicans introduce the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,
which includes $1.5 trillion in tax cuts and lowers the corporate tax rate
from 35% to 21%.
December 18: The City of Detroit files a complaint in the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of Michigan, charging opioid manufacturers with
“aggressively over-promot[ing] highly addictive, dangerous opioid products,”
and seeking damages under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (“RICO”) Act, among other causes of action. • Judge Tanya S. Chutkan
of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia issues a temporary
restraining order preventing the federal government from interfering with or
obstructing two undocumented immigrants from accessing abortion care. •
Russian cybersecurity firm Kaspersky Labs files suit in the U.S. District Court
for the District of Columbia, alleging that the federal government violated the
Administrative Procedure Act when it banned federal government agencies
from using Kaspersky products, and seeking an order invalidating the Department of Homeland Security’s directive implementing the ban. • Pennsylvania
Governor Tom Wolff vetoes a bill that would have banned abortions after
the 20th week of pregnancy, criminalized certain medical techniques for
performing abortions, and omitted any exceptions in cases of rape or incest.
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December 19: The Connecticut Supreme Court hears argument in Burke v.
Mesniaeff, which raises the question whether a husband who purchases a
home during a marriage but titles it solely in his name can thereafter treat
his wife as a criminal trespasser and forcibly expel her if she refuses his
command to leave the premises. • With 227 in favor and 203 opposed, split
largely along party lines, the U.S. House of Representatives approves the
conference committee version of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. • The U.S. Department of Justice voluntarily dismisses its appeal from the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia’s entry of a temporary restraining order
requiring the government to cease its efforts to obstruct or interfere with an
undocumented immigrant’s attempts to obtain an abortion.
December 20: The U.S. Senate votes along party lines to approve a revised
version of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act after the Senate Parliamentarian strikes
three provisions of the House version of the bill because they violate the
Senate’s “Byrd Rule.” • In a largely party-lines vote, the U.S. House of Representatives votes 224-201 in favor of the Senate version of the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act, sending the legislation to President Trump for his signature.
December 21: Judge Haywood S. Gilliam Jr. of the U.S. District Court for
the Northern District of California enters an order preliminarily enjoining a
Trump Administration rule permitting employers who cite religious or moral
objections to avoid the contraceptive mandate of the Affordable Care Act. •
Judge George B. Daniels of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of New York dismisses a lawsuit accusing President Trump of violating the
Emoluments Clause of the Constitution. • The U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit denies the Trump Administration’s motion for an emergency stay of a district court order preventing the federal government from
excluding transgender individuals from consideration for service in the
armed forces.
December 22: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirms an
order of the U.S. District Court for the District of Hawaii enjoining President
Trump’s travel ban, finding that the President failed to “make a legally sufficient
finding that the entry of the specified individuals would be ‘detrimental to the
interests of the United States.’” • New York, Philadelphia, and San Francisco
file a complaint against the Department of Defense (“DOD”) in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, in connection with the DOD’s
alleged failure adequately to report data to the national gun backgroundcheck database concerning criminal convictions before military tribunals.
December 27: Judge A. Wallace Tashima of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit, sitting by designation in the U.S. District Court for the
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District of Arizona, permanently enjoins Arizona from enforcing a ban on
ethnic studies in public schools.
December 28: Alabama certifies Democrat Doug Jones’s victory over Republican Roy Moore in an election for U.S. Senate, mooting Moore’s eleventhhour lawsuit seeking to forestall certification.

JANUARY 2018
January 3: Paul Manafort sues the U.S. Justice Department in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, alleging that Special Counsel Robert
Mueller has strayed from his mandate by filing charges against Manafort for
lobbying work.
January 4: Attorney General Sessions issues a memorandum to all U.S. Attorneys rescinding prior guidance on marijuana prosecutions and stating that
marijuana crimes should be investigated and prosecuted like all other crimes.
January 9: Judge Daniel Polster of the U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Ohio orders lawyers in the multidistrict National Prescription
Opiate Litigation to begin private settlement talks.
January 10: Judge Timothy Kelly of the U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia declines to invalidate the temporary appointment of Mick
Mulvaney as acting Director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau,
rejecting a challenge by Leandra English, the Deputy Director that former
CFPB director Richard Cordray attempted to install as his successor.
January 11: A Los Angeles jury issues a $3.5 million verdict against an
apartment complex in a lawsuit based on a bed bug infestation.
January 12: James Duff, the director of the Administrative Office of the
U.S. Courts, announces the composition of a working group formed, at the
direction of Chief Justice John Roberts, to evaluate the judiciary’s codes of
conduct and procedures for addressing inappropriate workplace behavior.
January 18: The CFPB announces the dismissal of CFPB v. Golden Valley
Lending, a lawsuit against four economic development arms of the Habematolel Pomo of Upper Lake, a sovereign Indian Nation based in California.
The CFPB had filed the lawsuit during the tenure of former Director Richard
Cordray as part of a campaign against tribal online lending. The dismissal
marks the first lawsuit filed during Cordray’s tenure that is dropped during
the tenure of Acting Director Mick Mulvaney.
January 19: The U.S. Supreme Court appoints O’Melveny & Myers partner
Anton Metlitsky to argue, in Lucia v. SEC, in defense of the constitutionality
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ministrative law judges. The SEC (represented by the Office of the Solicitor
General) and Lucia agree that the appointment process is unconstitutional. •
The Supreme Court grants review in Trump v. Hawaii, a lawsuit over President Trump’s third “travel ban” on foreign nationals primarily from countries
with a predominantly Muslim population.
January 22: Same-sex couples file lawsuits in federal court challenging the
State Department’s classification of their children as “born out of wedlock,”
a classification that results in the denial of U.S. citizenship to some of the
children. • The U.S. Department of Labor ratifies the appointments of
many of its administrative law judges in preparation for the Supreme Court’s
resolution of Lucia v. SEC, a challenge to the appointment process for SEC
administrative law judges (see January 19 entry).
January 24: Singer Enrique Iglesias files a lawsuit against Universal International Music B.V. in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of
Florida, claiming the improper denial of royalties based on streams of his
music.
January 25: Judge Gregg Costa of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit writes a post on the Harvard Law Review Blog suggesting that cases
seeking nationwide injunctions should be presented to three-judge panels
rather than individual district judges.
January 29: In a public address hosted by the Bronx Defenders, U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor calls for experienced Supreme Court advocates
to present argument in criminal defense cases at the Court, stating that she
“want[s] to kill” inexperienced advocates who do an ineffective job at argument. • Thomas Perrelli and Ian Gershengorn of Jenner & Block sign on to
represent Kentucky residents seeking to file a class action lawsuit challenging
the state’s new Medicaid work requirements.
January 31: The en banc U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit issues
its opinion in PHH Corp. v. CFPB, holding that Article II of the U.S. Constitution does not require invalidation of the provisions of the Consumer
Financial Protection Act providing that the CFPB director shall be appointed
for a five-year term in which they can be removed only for cause. The court
nevertheless provides PHH Corporation with another opportunity to challenge the $109 million penalty levied against it by the agency. • The U.S.
Department of Justice announces that it will not attempt to re-try U.S. Senator Bob Menendez on corruption charges after the first trial ends with a
hung jury. • Days before the Super Bowl, US Foods and Sysco sue chicken
wing producers, claiming that they have conspired to fix poultry prices.
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FEBRUARY 2018
February 1: Shanlon Wu, Walter Mack, and Annemarie McAvoy, lawyers
for ex-Trump campaign aide Rick Gates, file a sealed motion to withdraw as
his counsel in a criminal prosecution for money laundering and other charges
brought by Special Counsel Robert Mueller.
February 2: An article in the National Law Journal notes that Arnold & Porter
Kaye Scholer — a merged entity created from law firms Arnold & Porter
and Kaye Scholer — has rebranded itself as just Arnold & Porter.
February 5: The Judicial Council of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit announces that it will take no further action on a sexual misconduct
claim against former Judge Alex Kozinski of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit, observing that Kozinski’s retirement deprives the panel of
authority to take any further action.
February 6: Eleven states file a lawsuit in the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York, challenging that the EPA’s suspension of
the 2015 Clean Water Rule (which defined the waters of the United States).
February 9: Waymo and Uber reach a $244.8 million settlement that resolves
their trial over whether Uber stole trade secrets from Waymo by acquiring a
startup created by a former Google engineer who specializes in self-driving
vehicles. The settlement occurs less than a week into the trial. • Associate
Attorney General Rachel Brand announces that she is leaving the Justice Department to become the head of global corporate governance at Walmart Inc.
February 13: Judge Richard Young of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Indiana issues an injunction barring Wildlife in Need, an Indiana roadside zoo, from declawing tigers and lions, and from displaying cubs
under 18 months old. PETA filed a lawsuit challenging those practices.
February 15: The en banc U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit strikes
down President Trump’s third “travel ban” on foreign nationals primarily from
countries with a predominantly Muslim population. Chief Judge Roger Gregory writes the majority opinion, which is joined by eight other judges. • Judge
William Alsup of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California certifies a class action brought by Uber drivers claiming that the ridesharing company collects too big of a portion of fees paid by passengers. Alsup
was also the judge in the Uber-Waymo lawsuit (see February 9, 2018 entry).
February 20: The U.S. Supreme Court denies review in Silvester v. Becerra, a
case involving the constitutionality of California’s 10-day waiting period for
the purchase of firearms. Justice Clarence Thomas dissents, writing that the
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“Second Amendment is a disfavored right in this Court.” • Judge Richard
Leon of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia denies
AT&T’s request for internal White House communications regarding the
company’s acquisition of Time Warner. AT&T had suggested that the Department of Justice’s opposition to the merger was directed by President
Trump. • The U.S. Supreme Court hears oral argument in City of Hays v.
Vogt, which presents the question whether the Fifth Amendment applies to
the use of statements at a probable cause hearing. All three advocates in the
case — Toby Heytens, Elizabeth Prelogar, and Kelsi Brown Corkran —
clerked for Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
February 21: A coalition of law firms and The League of United Latin
American Citizens files a lawsuit challenging the “winner-take-all” method
of selecting electors in Presidential elections.
February 23: Special Counsel Mueller issues a 32-count superseding indictment of Paul Manafort and Rick Gates, which adds tax fraud and bank
fraud charges, and expands on allegations of money laundering. • Kentucky
Governor Matt Bevin files a countersuit against residents of his state who
are challenging new Medicaid work requirements.
February 26: The en banc U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit issues
its decision in Zarda v. Altitude Express, holding that Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
The court’s decision is 10-3, with Chief Judge Robert Katzmann writing the
majority opinion. • The U.S. Supreme Court hears argument in Janus v.
AFSCME, a case challenging the constitutionality of union “fair share” fees.
The Court heard oral argument in a similar case during the October 2016
Term but split 4-4 after the death of Justice Scalia. At the oral argument in
Janus, Justice Neil Gorsuch asks no questions despite the perception that he
will be the deciding vote. • Judge Randolph Moss of the U.S. District Court
for the District of Columbia dismisses a lawsuit challenging President
Trump’s Executive Order requiring two deregulatory actions for every new
regulation, finding the plaintiffs lack standing.
February 27: The U.S. Supreme Court issues its 5-3 decision in Jennings v.
Rodriguez, reversing a Ninth Circuit decision holding that federal law gives
detained aliens the right to periodic bond hearings during the course of their
detention. Justice Stephen Breyer dissents, joined by Justices Ginsburg and
Sotomayor — and reads portions of his opinion from the bench during the
decision announcement. • Judge Gonzalo Curiel of the U.S. District Court
for the Southern District of California issues a decision holding that the
Trump Administration can waive environmental laws that might stand in the
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way of building a border wall. President Trump had previously contended
that Curiel should recuse himself from presiding over a separate lawsuit involving Trump University because the judge is “Mexican.”
February 28: Judge Amy Berman Jackson of the U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia sets a September 14 date for Paul Manafort’s trial on
several criminal charges, including conspiracy to defraud the United States.
This trial is one of two involving Manafort.

MARCH 2018
March 1: The federal judiciary announces a new, two-year pilot project for
hiring law clerks. Judges who participate will agree not to make any job offers
for 2020 law school graduates before June 17, 2019, and for 2021 law school
graduates before June 15, 2020. Participating judges also agree to leave offers
open for at least 48 hours, rather than making on-the-spot or “exploding”
offers.
March 6: The office of Special Counsel Mueller issues a report to the White
House stating that Kellyanne Conway, a senior advisor to President Trump,
should be disciplined for violating the Hatch Act based on comments she
made in television interviews about the 2017 Alabama Senate election. •
The United States sues California in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of California, seeking to invalidate provisions of California law that
allegedly (1) prohibit private employers from cooperating with federal officials seeking information relevant to immigration enforcement, (2) create an
inspection and review scheme in which the California Attorney General
investigates federal law enforcement agents, and (3) limit cooperation of
state and local law enforcement officers with the federal government regarding
enforcement of the immigration laws. • A study by Tonja Jacobi and Matthew
Sag contends that the Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court are asking more
questions, and are advocating to each other rather than seeking information
from the advocates.
March 8: Judge Thomas Ellis of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of Virginia schedules another criminal trial for Paul Manafort to
start July 10, 2018 (see February 28 entry).
March 9: “Pharma Bro” Martin Shkreli receives a seven-year prison sentence
for three federal securities law violations.
March 12: The U.S. Department of Education announces that it will extend
the period in which students from the now-defunct Charlotte School of
Law can seek to have their federal loans discharged.
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March 13: The Federal Judiciary Workplace Conduct Working Group, led
by James C. Duff, announces that it is either implementing or developing 20
measures to address workplace harassment. The Working Group solicited
input from current and former law clerks and current judiciary employees,
and also created a mailbox at uscourts.gov for the same purpose.
March 14: Chadbourne & Parke, and its successor firm, Norton Rose Fulbright, agree to a settlement with three former women partners that resolves
their gender discrimination claims. • The SEC announces securities fraud
charges against Elizabeth Holmes, founder and CEO of Theranos Inc., and
Ramesh Balwani, former president of the company. The complaints allege
that Theranos, Holmes, and Balwani perpetrated an extensive fraud in which
they raised over $700 million based on false claims about the company’s
products and performance. The SEC simultaneously announces a settlement
with Theranos and Holmes in which the latter pays $500,000 and agrees to
return 18.9 million shares of Theranos and relinquish voting control of the
company. Holmes also agrees to a bar on serving as an officer or director of a
public company for 10 years. • Dean Ted Ruger of the University of Pennsylvania Law School announces that Professor Amy Wax will no longer
teach required first-year law school courses after a video surfaces of her
claiming that African-American law students underperform academically.
March 15: The judge presiding over the retrial of sexual assault charges against
Bill Cosby announces that five former accusers will be permitted to testify, in
addition to the woman whose claims gave rise to the prosecution. The first
trial ended in a hung jury and thus a mistrial. • The U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit issues a 2-1 decision striking down the U.S. Labor Department’s “Fiduciary Rule,” which was promulgated and finalized during the
Obama Administration. The rule purported to target conflicts of interest in
the retirement-savings industry by broadening the definition of a fiduciary.
March 19: The widely-anticipated trial over the AT&T-Time Warner merger begins before Judge Richard Leon of the U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia. • Dr. Stephen Ungerleider, a sports psychologist, files
a lawsuit in the U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts, claiming
that the U.S. Olympic Committee and a member of its board spread lies
about him to thwart his efforts to expose sexual abuse of Olympic athletes. •
The U.S. Supreme Court denies review in Hidalgo v. Arizona, a case that
presented a challenge to the constitutionality of the death penalty. Justice
Breyer, joined by Justices Ginsburg, Sotomayor, and Kagan, issues a statement respecting the denial of certiorari suggesting a willingness to hear the
issue in a case that more properly presents it. • The Court also denies certio156
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rari in Garco Construction, Inc. v. Speer; Justice Thomas, joined by Justice
Gorsuch, dissents from the denial, stating that the Court should have granted
review to overrule precedents, including Auer v. Robbins, that grant significant
deference to an agency’s interpretation of its own regulations.
March 20: William Voge, the chairman of Latham & Watkins, steps down
as chair and retires from the firm over inappropriate “communication of a
sexual nature” with a woman with no ties to the firm. • A California jury
awards former Major League Baseball pitcher Greg Reynolds $2.3 million
for hand injuries he suffered when fighting a man who was high on LSD.
Reynolds claimed that the injuries were career-ending.
March 21: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit upholds a $5
million copyright infringement jury verdict against Pharrell Williams and
Robin Thicke. In the lawsuit, the family of Marvin Gaye claimed that the
song “Blurred Lines” unlawfully drew from Gaye’s 1977 song, “Got to Give
It Up.” • President Trump tweets criticism of the Department of Justice’s
decision not to seek Supreme Court review of a Ninth Circuit ruling stopping
Arizona from denying driver’s licenses to DACA recipients.
March 23: Judge Ellen Segal Huvelle of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia hears oral argument on a motion for summary judgment
in National Veterans Legal Services Program v. United States, a case about
whether the federal judiciary’s PACER system overcharges the public for
access to court records.
March 25: The New York Attorney General’s office announces a $30,000
settlement with three health app developers based on allegedly misleading
claims. The three apps are Cardiio, which measures heart rate; Runtastic,
which measures both heart rate and cardiovascular performance under stress;
and Matis, which purportedly turns any smart phone into a fetal heart
monitor.
March 26: Chief Judge Robert Katzmann of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit issues a concurring opinion in Christiansen v. Omnicom
Group, urging the court to go en banc to determine whether Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
March 27: Uber agrees to pay $10 million to settle a class action lawsuit
brought by over 400 women and minority software engineers raising workplace harassment claims. • Michael J. Gottlieb, a partner at Boies Schiller
Flexner, announces that the firm has filed a defamation lawsuit on behalf of
Aaron Rich, the brother of Seth Rich, a Democratic National Committee
staffer whose 2016 murder has given rise to various conspiracy theories. The
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defendants in the lawsuit are several conspiracy theorists, including Ed Butowsky, Matt Couch, America First Media, and the Washington Examiner. •
The U.S. Supreme Court hears oral argument in Hughes v. United States, a
case about how lower courts should interpret Supreme Court decisions that
do not involve a clear majority opinion. • Judge Mary E. Wiss of the Superior
Court of California issues an order permitting a pay equity class action to
proceed against Google. The lawsuit claims that Google violated pay discrimination laws by using prior salary data to set salaries for new hires. • The
Tennessee Attorney General issues a legal opinion stating that a law requiring
all license plates in the state to say “In God We Trust” would be constitutionally suspect. The opinion also states that there would be fewer concerns with
a law that permitted citizens to obtain such plates, but did not require them
to do so. • The American Bar Association puts Arizona Summit Law School
on probation, after its bar passage rate drops to 25% for first-time test takers.
(The Law School previously had featured bar passage rates as high as 97%.)
March 28: Judge Peter Messitte of the U.S. District Court for the District of
Maryland denies a motion to dismiss a lawsuit, filed by the attorneys general
of Maryland and the District of Columbia, claiming that President Trump is
violating the U.S. Constitution’s Emoluments Clause based on the earnings of
the Trump International Hotel in Washington, DC. • Several anti-smoking
groups and doctors file a lawsuit in the U.S. District Court for the District
of Maryland, challenging the FDA’s decision to delay its review of ecigarettes. • The U.S. Supreme Court announces that Justice Alito is no
longer recused in Rimini Street v. Oracle USA. • General counsel from 185
companies send a letter to Congress urging it to continue funding the Legal
Services Corporation, a major provider of civil legal aid to individuals who
cannot afford legal assistance.
March 29: Uber reaches a confidential settlement with the family of Elaine
Herzberg, who died in a car crash involving one of Uber’s self-driving vehicles. • Judge Claudia Wilken of the U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of California denies a summary judgment motion by the NCAA in
a class action lawsuit seeking to end all restrictions on the compensation and
benefits that Division I basketball players and Football Bowl Subdivision
players can receive. • Guilford County, North Carolina District Judge Mark
Cummings orders a man to stand in front of the Guilford County courthouse
with a sign saying, “This is the face of domestic abuse.” The man pleaded
guilty to assaulting women a week earlier.
March 30: Bloomberg reports that 3,700 former students at Trump University
— out of around 6,000 potential claimants — have submitted claims on the
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$25-million-dollar settlement of their class action fraud lawsuit. • The Huffington Post reports that the University of Pittsburgh Law School has created
a class titled “Crime, Law and Society in ‘The Wire,’” which will explore
contemporary issues in the criminal justice system by discussing episodes of
the critically-acclaimed HBO show. • Judge Derrick Watson of the U.S. District Court for the District of Hawaii converts his temporary restraining order
into a preliminary injunction against President Trump’s second “travel ban.”
March 31: Judge Ellen Segal Huvelle denies plaintiffs’ motion for summary
judgment in National Veterans Legal Services Program v. United States, but rules
that certain government expenses are not permissible uses of fees collected via
PACER (see March 23 entry). • The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit upholds New York’s ban on non-lawyer investment in law firms,
concluding that the ban is consistent with the First Amendment.

APRIL 2018
April 1: President Trump announces, via Twitter, that he has reached a plea
deal with Special Counsel Mueller that clears him of any and all wrongdoing
in exchange for his agreement to livestream, also via Twitter, all “Executive
Time” on the President’s calendar.*
April 3: Attorney Debra Katz announces the filing of a sexual harassment
lawsuit against celebrity chef Mike Isabella and his businesses that (among
other things) challenges the validity of a lifetime nondisclosure agreement
that employees were required to sign. • Alexander van der Zwaan, formerly
an associate at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, receives a 30-day jail
sentence for lying to Special Counsel Mueller during his investigation into
Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election.
April 5: Judge Anita Brody of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District
of Pennsylvania announces that she will award $112.5 million in attorney
fees in concussion litigation brought by former football players against the
NFL. The lawsuit had previously settled for $1 billion.
April 9: The FBI raids the offices of President Trump’s personal attorney,
Michael Cohen.
April 11: A jury in New Jersey awards $80 million in punitive damages in a
lawsuit against Johnson & Johnson and Imerys Talc America by a man who
claimed that he developed mesothelioma from baby powder. The award
brings the total damages in the case to $117 million — which is on top of
billions of dollars of verdicts issued elsewhere.
*

April Fools!
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April 12: Judge Daniel Polster of the U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Ohio announces an aggressive discovery schedule, including a
potential trial date in March 2019, for the sprawling federal opioids MDL. •
George Garofano pleads guilty to a hacking scheme that targeted over 200
people, including actresses Jennifer Lawrence, Kate Upton, and Kirsten Dunst.
April 14: In a statement provided to various media outlets, Tobi Young, a
citizen of the Chickasaw Nation, announces that she has been hired by Justice
Gorsuch. Young is likely the first-ever Native American Supreme Court law
clerk.
April 16: Yale Law Professor James Forman, Jr. wins the Pulitzer Prize for
Locking Up Our Own: Crime and Punishment in Black America, a book about
racial disparities in the American criminal justice system.
April 17: The U.S. Supreme Court hears arguments in South Dakota v. Wayfair, a case about whether states may require online retailers to collect sales
taxes in states where they do business, but do not have a physical presence. •
Nine former security representatives for the NFL file a lawsuit against the
league, claiming that their dismissals violated federal age discrimination
laws. • The Supreme Court dismisses, as moot, United States v. Microsoft —
a case about whether law enforcement agencies can access emails stored outside the United States — based on the passage of the federal CLOUD Act.
• Justice Sotomayor participates in oral arguments at the Supreme Court
despite breaking her left shoulder at home.
April 19: Former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani announces that he is
leaving his law firm to join President Trump’s legal team in the investigation
by Special Counsel Mueller.
April 23: The SEC sanctions “Pharma Bro” Martin Shkreli by preventing him
from associating with brokers and ratings agencies. Shkreli had previously
been convicted of several federal securities fraud offenses and sentenced to
seven years’ imprisonment (see March 9, 2018 entry). • Deputy Attorney
General Rod Rosenstein presents oral argument at the U.S. Supreme Court
in Chavez-Meza v. United States, a case about the amount of explanation
federal district judges must give in certain sentencing proceedings. •
O’Melveny & Myers LLP announces that Jeffrey Fisher, a prominent Supreme Court advocate and a professor at Stanford Law School, has joined
the firm as a special counsel.
April 24: The U.S. Supreme Court issues its decision in Jesner v. Arab Bank,
holding that foreign corporations cannot be held liable in U.S. courts, under
the Alien Tort Statute, for torts committed overseas. The decision is 5-4;
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Justice Kennedy writes the majority opinion, but parts of his opinion are
joined only by the Chief Justice and Justice Thomas. Justice Sotomayor pens
the dissent. The Court had issued several decisions in recent years over the
scope of the Alien Tort Statute, including its 2013 decision in Kiobel v. Royal
Dutch Petroleum, a case that presented the same question as in Jesner, and
featured two rounds of oral argument at the Court.
April 25: Lucasfilm survives a motion to dismiss in its lawsuit against app
maker Ren Ventures over the developer’s attempt to create an app that would
allow users to play Sabacc, a fictional game famously played by characters in
the Star Wars franchise (the most famous instance of the game being when
Han Solo won the Millennium Falcon from Lando Calrissian). • The U.S.
Supreme Court hears oral argument in Trump v. Hawaii, a lawsuit over
President Trump’s third “travel ban” on foreign nationals primarily from
countries with a predominantly Muslim population. Much of the argument
focuses on statements made by President Trump during his campaign and
after becoming President (see Jan. 19, 2018 entry).
April 26: Lawyers for Connie Bertram, the head of Proskauer Rose’s Washington, DC labor and employment practice, announce that she is the plaintiff
in a $50 million gender bias suit against the law firm. The plaintiff’s identity
had previously been unknown.
April 27: Judge Amy Berman Jackson of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia dismisses Paul Manafort’s lawsuit challenging the appointment of Special Counsel Muller, stating that the lawsuit is not an “appropriate
vehicle” for raising concerns with a prosecutor’s investigation (see Jan. 3, 2018
entry). • Fish & Richardson opens its Washington, DC office in the new
waterfront “Wharf” development, making it the first law firm to join the
development.
April 29: T-Mobile and Sprint, the third- and fourth-largest wireless carriers,
announce a nearly $27 billion merger. The proposed merged company
would be named T-Mobile. The two companies had discussed mergers on
and off for several years.
April 30: The U.S. Supreme Court grants review in Frank v. Gaos, which
presents the question whether a cy pres award of proceeds to third-party organizations, as part of a settlement of a class action, comports with Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 23. • The Supreme Court announces that Justice Sotomayor
will undergo a “reverse shoulder replacement surgery” in connection with her
fall earlier in the month (see April 17, 2018 entry). • Three associates at
Morrison & Foerster file a class action lawsuit against the firm, claiming
that it has routinely discriminated against mothers and pregnant women.
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MAY 2018
May 3: California detectives hope to find the identity of the Zodiac Killer by
comparing DNA obtained from saliva samples on stamps and envelopes that
the killer sent to news outlets during his crime spree to information available
on open-source DNA databases.
May 4: The NSA releases a report indicating it collected 534 million call
records and messages of Americans in 2017, which was more than three times
greater than the 151 million American records the agency collected in 2016.
The records include the numbers and time of a call or message, but not its
content.
May 8: Former CIA officer Jerry Chun Shing Lee is indicted by a federal
grand jury for allegedly collecting classified information for the Chinese
government, after the FBI discovered handwritten notes including the true
names of informants in China in Lee’s hotel room in 2012. The FBI’s investigation began after more than a dozen informants in China were killed or
imprisoned.
May 9: Andre Young, aka Dr. Dre, loses a trademark dispute against Pennsylvania gynecologist Draion M. Burch, who had begun proceedings in 2015 to
trademark the name “Dr. Drai” to be used in connection with the sale of
audiobooks and webinars on sex education and other health-related topics. •
Wu Xiaohui, former chairman of Anbang Insurance Group, is sentenced to
18 years in prison after being convicted on fraud and embezzlement charges
in Shanghai for his involvement in a fundraising scheme that inflated the
company’s capital through the unauthorized sales of high-yield investment
insurance products and diverted $10.4 billion of the company’s funds.
May 11: Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin vetoes a bill that would have allowed anyone 21 years old or older who had not been convicted of certain
crimes to carry a loaded firearm in public without a permit or training.
May 15: 21st Century Fox settles lawsuits filed by 18 current and former
employees (including former Fox News anchor Kelly Wright) alleging race,
gender, and pregnancy discrimination for approximately $10 million. The
settlement requires employees to drop their claims, leave the company, abstain
from seeking future employment with it, and keep secret their individual
settlement amounts, but permits them to publicly discuss their allegations. •
Judge Jackson of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia allows
the criminal case against Paul Manafort for tax and bank fraud to proceed
after Manafort’s lawyers fail to convince the court that the alleged crimes fall
outside the scope of Special Counsel Mueller’s mandate to investigate links
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between the Russian government and individuals associated with the Trump
presidential campaign.
May 18: Seventeen-year-old Dimitrios Pagourtzis is arrested for killing 10
people and injuring at least 10 others after opening fire in a Santa Fe, Texas
high school.
May 21: Chief Judge K. Michael Moore of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Florida sentences Sergio Neftalí Mejía-Duarte, a Honduran drug trafficker, to life in prison for leading a criminal organization
that conspired to traffic cocaine to Mexico’s Sinaloa Cartel for distribution
in the United States. • Justice Gorsuch authors the U.S. Supreme Court’s 5-4
decision in Epic Systems Corp. v. Lewis, ruling that arbitration agreements
between employers and employees that require individualized arbitration to
resolve disputes preclude employees from resolving such disputes via class
action lawsuits.
May 22: Gary Tanner, a former Valeant executive, and Andrew Davenport,
former CEO of Philidor Rx Services, are convicted in federal court on charges
including wire fraud and conspiracy to commit money laundering based on
allegations that Tanner passed inside information to Philidor and that Davenport paid a $10 million kickback to Tanner when Valeant exercised an option
to buy Philidor. • Judge Arenda L. Wright Allen of the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of Virginia denies the Gloucester County School
Board’s motion to dismiss a civil rights suit brought by Gavin Grimm, a
transgender student who sued to win the right to use a boys’ high-school
restroom. The case had previously been set to be argued before the U.S. Supreme Court in 2017, but was remanded after President Trump rolled back
guidance issued by the Obama Administration that had allowed transgender
students to use the bathroom that corresponds with their personal gender
identity.
May 23: Eighty-three Mexican Mafia leaders and associates are charged
with racketeering conspiracies in connection with allegations they controlled
drug sales and arranged stabbings, kidnappings, and murders from inside
Los Angeles County jails. Attorney Gabriel Zendejas-Chavez is also arrested
for allegedly carrying messages to the gang members inside the prison and
attempting to shield the criminal messages with attorney-client privilege.
May 25: Former Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein turns himself in to
the New York Police Department to face charges of rape and sexual misconduct.
May 28: Mali migrant Mamoudou Gassama scales a Paris building to save a
four-year-old boy who was dangling from a fourth story balcony after the
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boy’s father left him home alone while grocery shopping and playing Pokémon Go. The boy’s father faces two years in prison while Gassama receives
for his heroism a fast track to citizenship from French President Emmanuel
Macron and a job offer from the fire department.
May 29: After Epic Games adds a battle-royale feature to its “Fortnite”
game, Bluehole (creator of the “PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds” game) files
suit in South Korea, alleging copyright infringement.
May 30: A Florida man pleads guilty to impersonating a Saudi prince for decades and defrauding investors of millions of dollars that he used to purchase
Ferraris, expensive jewelry, and a condo in Miami.
May 31: Prosecutors in South Korea raid the headquarters of Korean Air
Lines over suspected embezzlement, tax evasion, and breach of trust by
Chairman Cho Yang-ho and members of his family.

JUNE 2018
June 1: Commercial litigation documents filed in Dallas, Texas allege that
Chinese telecommunications company ZTE was created as a front for military
intelligence and has engaged in corruption in 18 countries. Heads of the CIA,
FBI, and NSA testified in February that they do not use, nor would they recommend that private citizens use, products created by ZTE or smartphone
maker Huawei. • Woojae “Steve” Jung, a vice president at Goldman Sachs, is
charged with insider trading for trading on non-public information of several
clients of the firm. Jung used an account in the name of a friend who lived in
South Korea and is alleged to have made more than $130,000 through the
trades. • Above the Law’s employment-based list of the top 50 law schools
sees changes at the top this year, due in part to an increase in the federal
clerkship rates at the top three schools: University of Chicago Law School,
University of Virginia School of Law, and Duke Law.
June 4: The U.S. Supreme Court rules in Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado
Civil Rights Commission that the Commission violated the First Amendment’s
Free Exercise Clause when it ordered a Christian baker to cease and desist
from discriminating against same-sex couples by refusing, based on his religious beliefs, to bake cakes for their wedding ceremonies. • U.S. Army veteran and former U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency officer Ron Rockwell
Hansen is charged with acting as an unregistered foreign agent for China
and transmitting national defense information to aid a foreign government.
Hansen, who had top-secret security clearance while working for the DIA,
is accused of providing information gathered from military and other intelli-
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gence conferences to contacts in China and is alleged to have received at
least $800,000 in payments originating from China since 2013.
June 5: A judge in Argentina charges famed Columbian drug trafficker
Pablo Escobar’s widow and son with laundering drug trafficking money
through real estate transactions in Buenos Aires. Authorities previously investigated the two for similar allegations, but the case was closed in 2005.
June 11: The U.S. Supreme Court rules 5-4 in Husted v. A. Philip Randolph
Institute that the process Ohio uses to identify and remove from the voting
rolls voters who have lost their residency qualification does not violate the
Failure-to-Vote Clause of the National Voter Registration Act because the
procedure does not use registered voters’ failure to vote as the “sole criterion”
for removing them from the state’s voting rolls.
June 12: In a nearly 200-page opinion, Judge Richard Leon of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia rules that the government has failed
to establish that the $81 billion megamerger between AT&T and Time
Warner would decrease competition.
June 15: U.S. Senator Rand Paul’s neighbor, Rene Boucher, is sentenced to
30 days in prison for attacking Paul while he was doing yard work, causing
the Senator to suffer multiple fractured ribs.
June 19: Security researcher Symantec reports that hackers in China
breached the computer systems of satellite operators, defense contractors,
and telecommunications companies in the U.S. and appeared to be driven by
“national espionage goals.”
June 20: Blake Leibel, an author and the son of a wealthy real estate tycoon
in Canada, is convicted of torturing and murdering the mother of his newborn daughter, mirroring the gruesome death of characters in his novel Syndrome, which follows the mind of a convicted serial killer.
June 21: The U.S. Supreme Court rules in South Dakota v. Wayfair that a
South Dakota law requiring online retailers who meet certain sales thresholds to collect and remit state sales tax should not be precluded based on
prior Court decisions that required an out-of-state seller to have a physical
presence in the state. The prior cases are overruled because “[m]odern ecommerce does not align analytically” with the physical presence rule in the
earlier cases.
June 22: The U.S. Supreme Court rules in Carpenter v. United States that
the government’s use of cell phone location records to track an individual’s
location over time without a warrant violates the individual’s legitimate expec-
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tation of privacy in their physical location and movements under the Fourth
Amendment. • Over 100 Amazon employees demand that Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s CEO, stop selling its Rekognition facial recognition software to law
enforcement after the American Civil Liberties Union revealed in May that
Amazon heavily marketed the program to police departments and other
government agencies. This follows similar employee activism earlier in the
month at Microsoft regarding a cloud computing contract with Immigration
and Customs Enforcement and at Google regarding a pilot program with
the Defense Department that uses artificial intelligence to analyze drone
footage.
June 25: The U.S. Supreme Court declines to hear the appeal of Brendan
Dassey, whose conviction for the 2005 murder of Teresa Halbach was the
subject of the Netflix series “Making a Murderer,” leaving in place the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit’s 2017 decision that Dassey’s confession had not been coerced. • A 77-year-old man is arrested in Long
Beach, California and charged with murder, attempted murder, and arson
after he allegedly set fire to the high-rise apartment building where he lived
and shot at the firefighters who responded to the blaze, killing one firefighter and wounding another.
June 26: The U.S. Supreme Court rules in Trump v. Hawaii that President
Trump’s proclamation under the Immigration and Nationality Act, which
imposed entry restrictions on nationals from certain countries that the President determined did not share enough information to permit adequate vetting of individuals to determine whether they present “public safety threats,”
did not exceed his authority. • The Court rules in National Institute of Family and Life Advocates v. Becerra that a California law requiring anti-abortion
pregnancy centers to post notices about free or low-cost abortions likely violates the centers’ First Amendment rights, by altering the content of their
speech.
June 27: Apple and Samsung Electronics settle a dispute over alleged patent
violations by Samsung. The settlement, the terms of which are not available,
ends a seven-year dispute between the world’s top smartphone makers. •
Justice Kennedy announces he will retire from the U.S. Supreme Court, effective July 31.
June 28: Singer and songwriter Ed Sheeran, Sony/ATV Music Publishing,
and Atlantic are sued for $100 million in an infringement suit alleging that
Sheeran’s “Thinking Out Loud” copies portions of Marvin Gaye’s 1973 hit,
“Let’s Get It On.”
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JULY 2018
July 2: Former movie producer Harvey Weinstein is charged by the Manhattan District Attorney with three additional sex crimes, which carry a
maximum sentence of life in prison (see May 25 entry). • Judge James E.
Boasberg of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia issues a
preliminary injunction requiring the Department of Homeland Security to
follow its own 2009 directive that requires asylum seekers’ cases be reviewed
individually, rather than by making blanket detention decisions. • Prosecutors
appeal the 30-day sentence given to Rene Boucher stemming from his attack
on U.S. Senator Rand Paul (see June 15 entry).
July 3: TV’s “Dog Whisperer” Cesar Millan reveals that he crossed the U.S.
border with Mexico illegally before becoming a U.S. citizen in 2009.
July 4: Three suspects are charged with kidnapping and assault with a firearm
after they allegedly kidnapped actors Daisy McCrackin and Joseph Capone
and then forced Capone to remove his clothing and wait in a bathtub for 30
hours while McCrackin was driven around to multiple banks to withdraw
$10,000 to secure Capone’s release. McCrackin escaped the following day
and called police.
July 5: Singer Chris Brown is arrested following a performance in Florida
based on a warrant for a 2017 incident at a nightclub in which Brown is alleged to have punched a photographer who had been hired to take pictures.
July 9: President Trump nominates Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit to replace Justice Kennedy on the U.S.
Supreme Court (see June 27 entry). Kavanaugh clerked for Kennedy at the
Court in 1993-1994.
July 10: Former Apple employee Xiaolang Zhang is charged with stealing
autonomous driving trade secrets for Chinese competitors, a violation of the
1996 Economic Espionage Act, and faces up to ten years in federal prison
and a $250,000 fine.
July 12: The Department of Justice appeals the approval of AT&T’s merger
with Time Warner (see June 12 entry).
July 15: A Greenpeace protester is arrested in Scotland and charged with
breaching a no-fly zone at the Turnberry resort after the man paraglided
over the property while displaying a banner that read “Trump: Well Below
Par #RESIST” while President Trump was staying there.
July 16: China files a complaint with the World Trade Organization over
President Trump’s plan to levy tariffs on $200 billion of Chinese goods.
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July 17: New York, Connecticut, Maryland, and New Jersey sue the federal
government to void the $10,000 cap on federal deductions for state and local
taxes under President Trump’s tax plan.
July 18: The California Supreme Court removes a proposed measure from
the November ballot that aimed to divide the state into three separate states
after a challenge is filed questioning the measure’s validity. Venture capitalist
Tim Draper spent $1.2 million promoting the measure. • The European
Union fines Google €4.3 billion ($5.1 billion) for violating antitrust laws by
requiring that Android smartphones be equipped with Google programs as
the default software. This is the largest fine ever levied by the EU and follows
a €2.4 billion ($2.7 billion) fine it levied against Google in 2017 for unfairly
promoting its own shopping comparison services by including them at the
top of search results.
July 25: Apple’s latest iOS update includes an option to block USB devices,
including those used by law enforcement to crack passcodes. Once the phone
has been locked for an hour, accessories will no longer be able to connect
through the USB port of the device.
July 27: CBS chief executive Leslie Moonves faces an investigation after six
women accuse him of sexual harassment in an article published by The New
Yorker. • Special Counsel Mueller submits a list of 35 potential witnesses in
the bank and tax fraud trial of former Trump campaign chairman Paul
Manafort.
July 29: President Trump tweets a threat to shut down the federal government if Democrats in Congress do not pass changes to immigration laws,
including the funding of a border wall with Mexico.
July 31: A federal judge issues a temporary restraining order halting the
online publication of instructions for the 3D-printing of plastic guns after
several states sue to block an earlier settlement that permitted the plans to
remain online.

AUGUST 2018
August 1: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirms a district
court’s grant of summary judgment in favor of the City and County of San
Francisco and the County of Santa Clara in an action challenging Executive
Order 13,768, in which President Trump directed the withholding of federal
grants to so-called “sanctuary cities.” The Ninth Circuit vacates the district
court’s nationwide injunction, however. • The National Association for Law
Placement (NALP) reports that law school graduate employment for the
class of 2017 increased by one percent to 88.6%, and that the percentage of
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law students who secured jobs that require bar passage within ten months of
graduation rose more than four percent to 71.8%. • CBS announces that it
has hired Covington & Burling and Debevoise & Plimpton to investigate
claims that CEO Leslie Moonves sexually harassed employees. • Law firms
Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough and Broad & Cassel finalize their
merger, which the firms announced in June 2018.
August 2: Baltimore, Chicago, Cincinnati, and Columbus file suit against
President Trump and various officials at the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services in the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland,
seeking declaratory and injunctive relief to prevent the Trump Administration
from allegedly sabotaging the Affordable Care Act by discouraging enrollment
and reducing health plan choices, thereby destabilizing the health insurance
exchanges that the law established. • The EPA and the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration lay out plans to roll back Obama-era fuel
economy standards and freeze mileage targets at 2020 levels, eliciting a joint
statement from 19 attorneys general promising to contest the new rules in
federal court.
August 3: For the second time, Judge John Bates of the U.S. District Court
for the District of Columbia holds that the Department of Homeland Security’s rescission of the DACA program was arbitrary and capricious, and
therefore unlawful. • Judge Dana Sabraw of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of California rejects the Trump Administration’s request
to vest the ACLU with responsibility for locating parents who were deported
after being separated from their children pursuant to President Trump’s “zero
tolerance” immigration enforcement policy.
August 5: President Trump concedes that his son Donald Trump Jr. and
top campaign aides met with individuals linked to Russia for the purpose of
“get[ting] information on an opponent.” In a TV interview, President
Trump’s lawyer Jay Sekulow recants his earlier claim that the President was
not involved in the drafting of a statement describing that meeting.
August 6: HSBC Holdings reveals its agreement to settle with the Department of Justice for $765 million following an investigation into its sales
practices with respect to residential mortgage-backed securities in 2005 to
2007. • The ABA House of Delegates votes to reduce fees and simplify its
fee structure in a bid to attract new members.
August 7: The West Virginia House Judiciary Committee approves 14 articles
of impeachment charging all four remaining justices on the West Virginia
Supreme Court with breaching their duty to “carry out the administrative
duties of the court” and engaging in wasteful spending.
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August 8: President Trump’s legal team rejects Special Counsel Mueller’s
proposal for an on-the-record interview with the President (see September 4
entry). • The FBI arrests U.S. Representative Christopher Collins on suspicion of securities fraud, wire fraud, and lying to investigators stemming from
Collins’s alleged use of inside information pertaining to clinical drug trial
data. Collins indicates that he will not suspend his reelection campaign.
August 9: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit grants a petition
for review of the EPA’s decision to allow farmers to apply the pesticide
chlorpyrifos to crops, vacates the EPA’s order, and remands to the EPA
with directions to “revoke all tolerances and cancel all registrations for
chlorpyrifos within 60 days.”
August 10: Proskauer Rose and labor and employment partner Connie Bertram settle Bertram’s multi-million-dollar gender discrimination lawsuit, in
which Bertram alleged that the firm “consistently underpays its top female
talent.” • The U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary announces that a
hearing on Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination to the Supreme Court will
begin on September 4.
August 13: Hawaii voluntarily dismisses its challenge to the Trump Administration’s travel ban on individuals from predominately Muslim countries in
the wake of the Administration’s victory in the U.S. Supreme Court. • Federal prosecutors rest their case against former Trump campaign chairman
Paul Manafort after putting on more than 20 witnesses over the course of 10
days of trial.
August 14: Attorneys for former Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort
rest their case without calling Manafort or any other witness in his defense.
August 15: Illinois prosecutors filed charges against John Gately III in connection with the shooting death of his brother-in-law, Mayer Brown appellate
partner Stephen Shapiro.
August 16: Intellectual property boutique Senniger Powers announces its
merger with Stinson Leonard Street, to close in October 2018.
August 17: Special master, former federal judge, and current Bracewell partner Barbara Jones completes her privilege review of materials that federal
prosecutors seized from the offices of Michael Cohen, President Trump’s
personal attorney. Jones determines that slightly over 7,000 of the pool of 3.2
million documents qualify for protection under applicable legal privileges.
August 20: Judge Kiyo Matsumoto of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of New York sentences former Katten Muchin Rosenman attorney
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Evan Greebel to 18 months in prison for his role in helping “Pharma Bro”
Martin Shkreli to control the price and trading of Retrophin stock.
August 21: A federal grand jury indicts U.S. Representative Duncan Hunter
and his wife Margaret Hunter for campaign finance violations stemming from
their alleged use of campaign funds for personal expenses. • Venable and
intellectual property law boutique Fitzpatrick, Cella, Harper & Scinto announce their intention to merge in November 2018.
August 22: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit affirms a
decision from the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Alabama
invalidating an Alabama statute that prohibited dilation and evacuation
abortions, referring to the Supreme Court’s abortion jurisprudence as “an
aberration of constitutional law.”
August 23: After President Trump repeatedly questions the decisionmaking of Attorney General Jeff Sessions on Twitter, Sessions announces that
“the actions of the Department of Justice will not be improperly influenced
by political considerations.”
August 24: Proskauer Rose settles claims in connection with its work for R.
Allen Stanford — the architect of a billion-dollar Ponzi scheme — for $63
million.
August 27: A three-judge panel of the U.S. District Court for the Middle
District of North Carolina holds, for the second time, that North Carolina
Republicans impermissibly drew congressional districts in a way that insulated
Republicans from electoral defeat, and questions whether the North Carolina
legislature should be accorded another opportunity to redraw the map.
August 28: California becomes the first state to abolish cash bail after Governor Jerry Brown signs SB-10, which provides discretion to judges to tailor
release decisions on a suspect’s threat to public safety and likelihood of appearing in court. • A Texas jury convicts former police officer Roy Oliver of
murder for the shooting of unarmed teenager Jordan Edwards.
August 29: President Trump announces via tweet that White House Counsel
Don McGahn will leave his post “shortly after the confirmation (hopefully)”
of D.C. Circuit Judge Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court. • Clifford
Chance agrees to pay a $132,000 civil fine and lost wages to resolve claims
that it discriminated against dual citizens and non-U.S. citizens in making
staffing decisions on a document review project. • The U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Eighth Circuit holds that Wells Fargo did not discriminate against
minorities by enforcing a policy to fire or not hire individuals with disqualifying criminal records.
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August 30: Microsoft vice president and general counsel Dev Stahlkopf announces that the company will require its legal service providers to offer paid
parental leave to employees working on Microsoft matters. • Investors in
Papa John’s Pizza file a securities class action in the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of New York, alleging that the company breached its
own policies by, among other things, failing to address the misconduct of
ex-chairman and CEO John Schnatter. • Plaintiffs file two privacy law class
actions against Facebook in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, alleging that the company impermissibly shared user data
without permission.
August 31: Former Dewey & LeBoeuf chairman Steven Davis, finance director Francis Canellas, and controller Thomas Mullikin settle with the SEC
by agreeing to pay roughly $216,000 in combined civil penalties to resolve
the Commission’s claims that they facilitated a $150 million fraudulent
bond offering by the firm.

SEPTEMBER 2018
September 4: Special Counsel Mueller agrees to allow President Trump and
his legal team to provide some written answers in lieu of oral answers in an
interview setting (see August 8 entry). • State Farm coughs up $250 million
in settling a lawsuit alleging that it worked to secure the election of an Illinois
Supreme Court justice through improper means in 2004 for the improper
purpose of overturning a billion-dollar judgment against it. • Confirmation
hearings begin for U.S. Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh,
and are punctuated by interruptions by protesters and complaints by Democrats that they have not had sufficient time to review over 40,000 pages in
documents that lawyers for former President Bush released to them the
night before. • Trial begins before Judge Claudia Wilken in the U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of California in class action antitrust litigation testing the legality of the NCAA’s restrictions on compensating student
athletes. • Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis sues former client Bill Cosby
for more than $50,000 in legal fees in connection with its representation of
Cosby in civil and criminal litigation.
September 5: The SEC alerts investors to the risks of investing in marijuanarelated companies, which the Commission notes may be at risk of criminal
prosecution given the Trump Administration’s rescission of the Obama
Administration’s policy on the prosecution of marijuana-related offenses. •
Wells Fargo’s law firms specialty group issues a report finding that law firms’
financial performance during the first half of 2018 improved markedly. •
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Former U.S. Senate candidate and Alabama Chief Justice Roy Moore files a
complaint in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia alleging
that actor Sacha Baron Cohen “falsely painted, portrayed, mocked and with
malice defamed Judge Moore as a sex offender” after Cohen — posing as a
former Mossad agent — invited Moore to be interviewed on a fictional Israeli television network.
September 7: Judge Randolph Moss of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia sentences former Trump campaign adviser George Papadopoulos to 14 days in prison after Papadopoulos pleads guilty to lying to FBI
investigators about his connections to Russian affiliates.
September 10: The ABA announces a seven-point plan to address substance
abuse and mental health issues in the legal profession, an effort to address
chronic stress and high rates of depression and substance use in the profession.
• Judge Lucy Koh of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of
California signs off on Yahoo’s $80 million settlement with investors who
alleged that the company misled them about four data breaches that jeopardized the personal information of as many as 3 billion users. • CBS CEO
Leslie Moonves resigns amid calls for an investigation into allegations that
he sexually harassed multiple women during his tenure at the network. • The
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit affirms a Patent Trial and
Appeal Board decision upholding the validity of Harvard and MIT’s
CRISPR gene editing patents in the face of a challenge from the University
of California and the University of Vienna.
September 11: In an interlocutory appeal from the U.S. District Court for
the Western District of Kentucky, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit reverses and remands an order declining to dismiss incitement-toriot claims against President Trump stemming from his comments at a Kentucky campaign rally in which he directed his supporters to eject protesters
from the venue.
September 12: Former law students at the shuttered Charlotte School of
Law settle their class-action claims against the school — which allegedly
misled students about the depth of its ABA accreditation problems — for
$2.7 million
September 13: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit hears argument in a case brought by the Electronic Privacy Information Center, which
seeks to use the Freedom of Information Act to obtain President Trump’s
tax returns from the IRS. • The Committee on the Judiciary of the U.S.
House of Representatives votes 16-5 to approve a proposal to divide the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit into three regions.
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September 14: Former Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort strikes a
deal to cooperate with Special Counsel Mueller’s probe into Russian influence on the 2016 elections in exchange for a lighter criminal sentence. • The
New Yorker reports on allegations the Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett
Kavanaugh engaged in sexual misconduct while a high-school student at
Georgetown Preparatory School; Kavanaugh quickly releases a statement
“categorically and unequivocally” denying the allegations.
September 16: The Washington Post publishes an interview with Dr. Christine
Blasey Ford, who alleges that Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh
sexually assaulted her while at a high-school house party.
September 17: U.S. Senator and Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee
Charles Grassley postpones a September 21 vote on Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s
nomination to the Supreme Court, and announces a supplemental hearing
on September 24 to hear testimony from Kavanaugh and Dr. Christine
Blasey Ford as to Ford’s allegation that Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her.
September 18: After 13 years of litigation, MasterCard, Visa, and a group of
banks agree to settle antitrust claims stemming from “swipe” fees and antisteering rules for $6.2 billion.
September 19: Judge Steven T. O’Neill of the Montgomery County (Maryland) Court of Common Pleas denies Bill Cosby’s motion seeking his
recusal days prior to Cosby’s criminal sentencing for sexual assault crimes. •
Judge R. Brooke Jackson of the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado holds that the federal government may not deny a passport application
on the basis of an individual’s refusal to specify a male or female gender in
an application.
September 20: Cardinal Timothy Dolan of New York announces that former
federal judge Barbara Jones will serve as a special counsel and independent
reviewer of child sex abuse cases to determine whether the New York Diocese
of the Catholic church followed proper protocols.
September 21: The New York Times reports that Deputy Attorney General
Rod Rosenstein suggested in the spring of 2017 that he secretly record President Trump shortly after assuming responsibility for overseeing the Department of Justice’s Russia investigation and writing a memo that President
Trump pointed to as a justification for firing then-FBI Director James
Comey.
September 23: Dr. Christine Blasey Ford agrees to testify before the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary about her allegation that Supreme Court nominee
Judge Brett Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her at a high-school house party. •
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The New Yorker reports that a second woman, Deborah Ramirez, has accused
Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her at a Yale dorm party.
September 24: Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh sends a letter
to Senators Charles Grassley and Diane Feinstein stating that he “will not
be intimidated into withdrawing from this [nomination] process,” nor will
he succumb to a “last-minute character assassination.” • The U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit stays an order from the U.S. District Court
for the District of North Dakota preliminarily enjoining the enforcement of
a voter identification law requiring prospective voters to present poll workers
with a form of identification listing a current residential street address. • Judge
Dana Christensen of the U.S. District Court for the District of Montana
invalidates as arbitrary and capricious the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s
2017 decision to remove protections for grizzly bears in the greater Yellowstone area under the Endangered Species Act.
September 25: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit denies the
Department of Justice’s petition for a writ of mandamus seeking to halt the
deposition of Acting Assistant Attorney General John Gore, concerning his
involvement in adding a citizenship question to the U.S. Census. • The U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit holds that Uber can compel arbitration of claims that it misclassified its drivers as independent contractors rather
than employees. • Lambda Legal and Helen Thornton sue Nancy Berryhill,
Acting Commissioner of the Social Security Administration, in the U.S.
District Court for the Western District of Washington after the SSA denies
Thornton’s claim for survivor benefits on the ground that Thornton — who
was barred by Washington law from marrying her same-sex partner at the
time of her partner’s death — was ineligible for benefits. • In the wake of new
reports on the sexual abuse of children in the Catholic church, Pennsylvania
lawmakers enact legislation extending the statute of limitations for victims
of childhood sex abuse to seek civil redress and eliminate the statute of limitations in criminal cases altogether.
September 26: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit reverses an
order from the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Louisiana invalidating Louisiana’s Unsafe Abortion Protection Act as unconstitutional,
and holds that the law’s “admitting privileges” requirement for doctors performing abortions does not impose a substantial burden under the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2016 decision in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt.
September 27: Dr. Christine Blasey Ford and Supreme Court nominee
Judge Brett Kavanaugh testify separately before the Senate Committee on
the Judiciary; Ford testifies that she is “100 percent certain” that Kavanaugh
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was the man who sexually assaulted her at a high-school house party, while
Kavanaugh categorically denies the allegation and accuses Democrats of engaging in calculated character assassination. • The SEC files suit against
Tesla CEO Elon Musk in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of New York, alleging that Musk caused confusion and disruption in the
market for Tesla stock when he made a series of false statements on Twitter
about the prospects of taking the company private.
September 28: The ABA, which had issued a “well qualified” rating of Supreme Court nominee and Judge Brett Kavanaugh, asks the Senate Committee on the Judiciary to suspend its vote on Kavanaugh’s nomination so as to
permit an FBI investigation of allegations that Kavanaugh sexually assaulted
women during high school and college. • After the Senate Committee on
the Judiciary votes along party lines to advances Kavanaugh’s nomination to
the full Senate, Senator Jeff Flake comes to an agreement with Senator
Christopher Coons to suspend a final vote on the nomination until the
completion of a limited, one-week FBI investigation into allegations that
Kavanaugh sexually assaulted women in high school and college. • Judge
Emmet Sullivan of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia holds
that congressional Democrats have standing to sue President Trump for
allegedly violating the Foreign Emoluments Clause of the U.S. Constitution.
September 30: California Governor Jerry Brown signs a bill seeking to reinstitute network neutrality regulations that the Federal Communications
Commission jettisoned in its “Restoring Internet Freedom Order,” prompting the U.S. Department of Justice to ask a federal district court to enter a
preliminary injunction barring enforcement of the law.

OCTOBER 2018
October 1: The United States, Canada, and Mexico agree to replace the
North American Free Trade Agreement (“NAFTA”) with the United States
Mexico Canada Agreement (“USMCA”). • The Trump Administration begins to enforce a new policy of denying entry visas to the unmarried, same-sex
domestic partners of United Nations officials and foreign diplomats — the
same rule it has long applied to unmarried, opposite-sex domestic partners. •
The U.S. Supreme Court hears oral argument in Weyerhaeuser Company v.
United States Fish and Wildlife Service, a case testing the limits of a federal
agency’s power to designate private property as “unoccupied critical habitat”;
Mount Lemmon Fire District v. Guido, which presents the question of the
applicability of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act to state and
local government employers with less than 20 employees; and Madison v.
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Alabama, in which the Court considers whether a state would violate the
Eighth Amendment by executing an individual whose dementia and cognitive decline render them unable to remember their capital crime.
October 2: Following the publication of a report in the New York Times indicating that President Trump inherited over $400 million from his father
via various tax schemes, New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio directs the
City’s Department of Finance to investigate “tax and housing violations” and
work with New York State authorities to determine whether the Trump
family paid all the taxes those transfers required.
October 3: The U.S. Supreme Court hears oral argument in Knick v. Township of Scott, Pennsylvania, a case concerning the extent to which petitioners
must exhaust their state-law remedies before seeking constitutional takings
relief in a federal court, and New Prime Inc. v. Oliveira, concerning the applicability of exemptions in the Federal Arbitration Act to independent contractors and the respective roles of federal judges and arbitrators in construing
those exemptions.
October 4: The FBI concludes a limited investigation into allegations that
Supreme Court nominee and Judge Brett Kavanaugh sexually assaulted
women during high school and college, and provides Senators with a report
on its findings. • The Department of Justice indicts seven Russian military
officers accused of computer hacking, wire fraud, aggravated identity theft,
and money laundering in connection with a coordinated effort to discredit
athletic anti-doping regimes and distract from a doping scandal that implicated Russian government officials.
October 5: After U.S. Senator Susan Collins announces her support for Supreme Court nominee and Judge Brett Kavanaugh in a 45-minute speech on
the Senate floor, the Senate votes for cloture on Kavanaugh’s nomination
and schedules a final vote for October 6. • Judge William H. Orrick of the
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California invalidates restrictions that the Trump Administration had imposed on sanctuary cities’
access to Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grants (“Byrne JAG”
funding), and grants a writ of mandamus directing the Administration to
release Byrne JAG and Community Oriented Policing Services grant funding
to California and San Francisco.
October 6: By a vote of 50 to 48, the U.S. Senate confirms Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination to the U.S. Supreme Court. Chief Justice Roberts
swears-in Kavanaugh shortly after the vote.
October 9: The U.S. Supreme Court hears argument in two cases, Stokeling
v. United States and United States v. Stitt, testing the violent felony requireNUMBER 1 (2019)
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ment of the Armed Career Criminal Act’s sentencing enhancement scheme. •
Judge Robert N. Scola, Jr. of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of Florida sentences Guy Vallerius, also known as “Oxymonster,” to 20 years
in prison after Vallerius pleads guilty to conspiracy to possess with the intent
to distribute controlled substances and conspiracy to launder money in connection with his administration of the dark web drug marketplace “Dream
Market.”
October 10: Justice Ginsburg temporarily stays orders from the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New York requiring U.S. Department of
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross and Acting Assistant Attorney General
John Gore to sit for depositions pertaining to their roles in adding a citizenship question to the 2020 U.S. Census.
October 11: In an opinion by Chief Justice Mary E. Fairhurst in State v.
Gregory, the Supreme Court of Washington holds that the state’s death penalty regime is unconstitutional because it is “administered in an arbitrary and
racially biased manner,” and “fails to serve penological goals.” • Civil rights
groups file suit under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act to enjoin Georgia
Secretary of State and gubernatorial candidate Brian Kemp from enforcing
House Bill 268, an “exact match” law that has resulted in the voter registrations of some 50,000 Georgia voters being placed on hold.
October 12: Judge Nanette K. Laughrey of the U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Missouri holds that a number of the State of Missouri’s
parole hearings deprive those serving juvenile life-without-parole sentences of
a “meaningful opportunity to obtain release based on demonstrated maturity
and rehabilitation” in violation of the Eighth Amendment.
October 15: Judge Ann Aiken of the U.S. District Court for the District of
Oregon grants in part and denies in part motions for judgment on the
pleadings and for summary judgment in Juliana v. United States, dismissing
President Trump from the case but permitting the plaintiffs to take to trial
their claim that the federal government violated their Fifth Amendment rights
by incentivizing the use and development of fossil fuels. • Sears Holdings
Corporation files for bankruptcy in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the
Southern District of New York, announcing its intention to remain in business but close 142 stores by the end of 2018. • Lambda Legal and a group of
individual plaintiffs file suit in the U.S. District Court for the District of
Kansas, and allege that a Kansas policy that precludes transgender individuals
from changing the gender on their birth certificates violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
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October 16: The U.S. Department of Justice reaches agreement with Nomura
Holding America Inc. and several of its affiliates on a $480 million penalty
to resolve federal civil claims that Nomura misled investors in connection with
the marketing, sale, and issuance of residential mortgage-backed securities
between 2006 and 2007. • The State of Minnesota files suit against insulin
manufacturers Sanofi-Aventis US, Novo Nordisk, and Eli Lilly in the U.S.
District Court for the District of New Jersey, and alleges that the insulin
manufacturers fraudulently raised insulin prices in violation of the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, among other counts.
October 17: Senior Judge John Rainey of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Texas sentences Marq Perez, the individual responsible
for burning down the Victoria Islamic Center in Victoria, Texas, to almost
25 years in prison following Perez’s conviction on hate crime charges.
October 18: The Center for Biological Diversity, Defenders of Wildlife, and
Animal Legal Defense Fund file suit against the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and Secretary Kirstjen M. Nielsen in the U.S. District Court
for the District of Columbia, alleging that the Department’s bid to exempt
certain sections of land near the U.S.-Mexico border from environmental
review in advance of wall construction would violate the Take Care and Presentment Clauses of the U.S. Constitution and the Separation of Powers
and Non-Delegation Doctrines.
October 19: The U.S. Department of Justice unseals a criminal complaint
charging Elena Alekseevna Khusyaynova for her role in a Russian scheme to
unlawfully influence the results of the 2016 presidential election.
October 22: The U.S. Supreme Court stays an order of the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New York requiring Secretary of the U.S.
Department of Commerce Wilbur Ross to submit to a deposition pertaining
to his role in adding a citizenship question to the 2020 U.S. Census.
October 23: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reverses and
remands a decision of the U.S. District Court for the Central District of
California dismissing allegations that Nestle, Cargill Cocoa, Archer Daniels
Midland, and a variety of affiliates aided and abetted the use of child slave
labor on the Ivory Coast. • Immigrant rights organizations file suit against the
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”), Acting ICE Director
Ronald Vitiello, and U.S. Department of Homeland Security Secretary
Kirstjen Nielsen in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of
Washington, seeking declaratory and injunctive relief from ICE’s alleged
policy of focusing resources on deporting immigrant activists.
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October 24: The U.S. Department of Justice, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality
announce a national settlement with Chevron, resolving claims that the
company violated provisions of the Clean Air Act; the settlement requires
Chevron to pay a $2.95 million civil penalty and spend $150 million on safety improvements at all of its petroleum refineries across the United States. •
Judge Kimba M. Wood of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of New York sentences former New York State Senator Dean Skelos to four
years in prison following Skelos’s conviction for accepting over $300,000 in
bribes and extortion payments in exchange for official favors. • Citing procedural due process principles, Judge Leigh Martin May of the U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of Georgia enters a preliminary injunction
barring enforcement of Georgia’s “exact match” signature law enabling state
officials to reject absentee ballots if a voter’s signature on the ballot does not
match a signature on other state records. • Judge Richard A. Jones of the
U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington applies Ninth
Circuit precedent and invalidates restrictions that the Trump Administration
had imposed on so-called “sanctuary cities” — here Seattle and Portland —
conditioning access to Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grants
(“Byrne JAG” funding) on cooperation with federal immigration authorities.
October 27: Robert Bowers opens fire in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Tree of
Life Synagogue, killing eleven worshippers and wounding six other individuals, including four police officers.
October 29: The U.S. Supreme Court declines to grant certiorari in Turzai
v. Brandt, in which Pennsylvania legislators asked the Court to take up a
challenge to the authority of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court to order a
redistricting plan to remedy violations of the state constitution. • The U.S.
Department of Justice asks the U.S. Supreme Court to stay the impending
trial in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York over the
addition of a citizenship question to the U.S. Census. • Four individuals file
a class action complaint against the Trump Organization, President Trump,
Donald Trump Jr., Eric Trump, and Ivanka Trump in the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New York, alleging violations of the
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act stemming from the
defendants’ allegedly false and misleading statements encouraging the individuals to invest in the American Communications Network, a media company
that allegedly paid the Trumps to make supportive statements. • Tree of Life
Synagogue shooter Robert Bowers appears in federal court for the first time,
and is advised by U.S. Magistrate Judge Robert Mitchell of the U.S. District
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Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania of the federal charges
against him.
October 30: The U.S. Supreme Court hears oral argument in Washington
State Department of Licensing v. Cougar Den, Inc., an appeal presenting the
question of whether a Washington state tax on fuel importation impinges on
an 1855 treaty guaranteeing native American tribes the ability to freely import
goods to market. • The Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe files suit against North Dakota Secretary of State Alvin Jaeger in the U.S. District Court for the District
of North Dakota, alleging that North Dakota’s voter registration law —
which requires voters to possess identification that lists their current residential address — interposes an unconstitutional impediment on their right to
vote, especially given that many Native Americans lack a residential address
because the federal government declines to give them one.
October 31: A federal grand jury indicts Tree of Life Synagogue shooter
Robert Bowers on 44 counts, including counts alleging that Bowers obstructed
the free exercise of religious beliefs and counts alleging that Bowers illegally
used and discharged a firearm to commit murder. • The U.S. Supreme
Court hears oral argument in Frank v. Gaos, which presents the question of
whether cy pres awards resulting from class action settlements violate Rule 23
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and Jam v. International Finance
Corporation, an appeal inviting the Court to decide whether the International
Organizations Immunities Act provides immunity to international organizations that is coextensive with the immunity provided to foreign governments
under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act.

Gary Cooper (not that one) was convicted of
five counts for his role in a scheme to steal
from a labor union.
United States v. Cooper
886 F.3d 146, 149 (D.C. Cir. 2018)
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A YEAR IN THE LIFE
OF THE SUPREME COURT
2018
A summary of developments involving the Supreme Court of the United States in
2018, most of which are unlikely to be memorialized in the United States Reports.
Age-old Recusal: A letter made public by Clerk of the Supreme Court Scott
Harris in March stated that Justice Anthony Kennedy would recuse himself,
belatedly, from participating in Washington v. United States, a long-running
dispute over tribal treaty rights for northwest Indian tribes. “Justice Kennedy
learned recently that, while serving as a judge on the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals, he participated in an earlier phase of this case. The ordinary conflict
check conducted in Justice Kennedy’s Chambers inadvertently failed to find
this conflict,” Harris wrote. Kennedy’s tenure on the Ninth Circuit ended 30
years ago.
Health Concerns: In the first of several health issues justices faced this year,
Justice Sonia Sotomayor injured her left shoulder in a fall at her home on
April 16, and underwent shoulder replacement surgery later in the month.
In November, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg suffered a fall in her court
chambers that broke three ribs. Examinations related to the injury, in turn,
†

Tony Mauro is Supreme Court correspondent for The National Law Journal, Supreme Court Brief,
Legal Times, and The American Lawyer.
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revealed in December that she had malignant tumors in her lung. The tumors
were removed and her doctors said no further treatment was necessary. But
her recuperation led her to miss oral arguments in January 2019, a first in
her career. As is customary when a justice is ill, Ginsburg participated in the
argued cases by reading briefs and transcripts from home.
Native American Clerk: In what appeared to be a historic first, it became
known in April that Justice Neil Gorsuch had hired Tobi Young, a Native
American lawyer, to be one of his law clerks starting in the summer. An Oklahoma-born citizen of the Chickasaw Nation and general counsel to the
George W. Bush Presidential Center, Young is believed to be the first Native
American to serve as a law clerk for a justice. After Young’s clerkship was
announced, it was revealed that Notre Dame Law School professor Richard
Garnett, who clerked for Chief Justice William Rehnquist in 1996 and
1997, is an enrolled member of the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma. But
Garnett told The National Law Journal that when he was a clerk, he was not
aware of his roots and was not a Choctaw member at that time. After the
clerkship, he learned more about his ancestors, applied for membership, and
became an enrolled member of the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma.
Moving Admission: In a routine ritual on April 17, Assistant to the U.S. Solicitor General Jeffrey Sandberg moved the admission of his husband Elliott
Mogul, a fellow Yale Law School graduate. Chief Justice John Roberts Jr.
granted the motion, mentioning the applicant by name. It may have been
the first time — or one of the first times — that a lawyer has explicitly
moved the admission of his or her same-sex spouse to the Supreme Court
bar in the court chamber. “My guess is that with the volume of bar admissions, it’s probably happened before,” said Paul Smith, a veteran advocate
who is gay. “That said, I’d say it’s worth a mention. Given that it’s less than
three years since the court’s ruling in Obergefell was accompanied by four
separate strongly worded dissents, it’s interesting to see such an event happening without anyone batting an eye.”
In Chambers Opinions: In a rare move, the court on June 18 in its decision on
the Maryland gerrymandering case Benisek v. Lamone cited two “in chambers
opinions.” Those one-justice decisions rule on applications that are brought
not to the entire court but to the justice who oversees the circuit from which
the case arises. They first appeared in the 1830s, but now are rarely issued or
cited. The justices cited Fishman v. Schaffer, a 1976 Justice Thurgood Marshall chambers opinion and Lucas v. Townsend, a 1988 Justice Anthony
Kennedy opinion, as precedent for the proposition that “in election cases as
elsewhere,” a party seeking a preliminary injunction “must generally show
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reasonable diligence.” The last time a justice issued an in-chambers opinion
was in 2014.
Kennedy Retires: Justice Anthony Kennedy, who was often the “swing vote”
in an ideologically divided Supreme Court for more than a decade, announced
his retirement on June 27, setting the stage for a bruising nomination battle
for his successor. Kennedy made his announcement after the court had recessed for the summer. In a letter to President Donald Trump, he said his
retirement was effective July 31 and he would then assume senior status.
“For a member of the legal profession it is the highest of honors to serve on
this court,” Kennedy, 81, wrote in the letter, addressed to “My dear Mr.
President.” “Please permit me by this letter to express my profound gratitude
for having had the privilege to seek in each case how best to know, interpret,
and defend the Constitution and the laws that must always conform to its
mandates and promises.”
Honest Broker: Speaking at the biennial conference of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit on July 2, Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. said, “I
feel some obligation to be something of an honest broker among my colleagues and won’t necessarily go out of my way to pick fights.” He also said
that at times, “You would sort of sublimate your views.” His comments came
against the backdrop of speculation that he would replace Justice Anthony
Kennedy as the court’s swing vote in hot-button cases. Asked if he felt that
“the weight of the office circumscribes your freedom in a way that an associate
justice does not face,” Roberts said “there is something to that,” and that
unlike some of his colleagues who “like to dissent,” he sometimes will remain
silent, though that “may be more just an individual preference.”
Kavanaugh Nominated: President Donald Trump on July 9 announced his
plan to nominate Judge Brett Kavanaugh of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit to replace retiring Justice Anthony Kennedy on the Supreme
Court. In picking the 53-year-old Kavanaugh, Trump opted for a hard-todefeat nominee whose Ivy League credentials are similar to those of Justice
Neil Gorsuch, the president’s first Supreme Court nominee. Both are white
males who attended Georgetown Preparatory School and clerked for Kennedy
in 1993 and 1994. Kavanaugh got his law degree from Yale, while Gorsuch
got his from Harvard.
Confirmation Hearing Begins: The Senate Judiciary Committee began Judge
Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation hearing on September 4 with protesters
interrupting frequently, and Democratic senators asking hostile questions of
the nominee. Kavanaugh was repeatedly asked whether he would abide by
precedents such as Roe v. Wade. He said the abortion ruling was settled
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precedent, adding that “One of the important things to keep in mind about
Roe v. Wade is that it has been reaffirmed many times over the last 45 years.”
But he did not say whether Roe was correctly decided. After his hearing ended
on September 7, allegations that Kavanaugh sexually assaulted females while
he was in high school and college surfaced.
Allegations Against Kavanaugh: The Senate Judiciary Committee agreed to
reopen the Judge Brett Kavanaugh nomination hearing, a move that called
to mind belated accusations against then-Judge Clarence Thomas decades
earlier, Christine Blasey Ford, the main accuser, testified on September 27
and stood by her claims against Kavanaugh. Kavanaugh also testified, angrily
stating that, “This whole two-week effort has been a calculated and orchestrated political hit.” He later expressed regret for his remarks, stating, “I was
very emotional last Thursday, more so than I have ever been. I might have
been too emotional at times. I know that my tone was sharp, and I said a
few things I should not have said.”
Kavanaugh Confirmed: After the contentious hearings ended, Senate Republicans put Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination up for a vote. On October 6,
the Senate confirmed Kavanaugh by a 50 to 48 vote, one of the narrowest
margins in court history. Soon after the vote, Chief Justice John Roberts Jr.
administered the constitutional oath, and Justice Anthony Kennedy, for
whom Kavanaugh had once clerked, administered the judicial oath. Both
ceremonies took place privately in the court’s conference room. Kavanaugh’s
first sitting on the court came on October 9, when he participated in oral
arguments and asked eight questions over two hours.
In the Pool: In an early sign of his pledge to be a “team player” on the Supreme
Court, new Justice Brett Kavanaugh decided to join the court’s “cert pool,” a
system for sharing law clerks to screen the thousands of incoming petitions
for review. It eliminates the need for clerks in all nine chambers to write
memos about each case for their justices. Two justices — Neil Gorsuch and
Samuel Alito Jr. — have stayed out of the pool, which means that their
clerks give them independent assessments of petitions, apart from the pool
memos.
O’Connor Announcement: In an extraordinary letter to her friends and the
public, retired Justice Sandra Day O’Connor on October 23 revealed that
she had been diagnosed with early stage dementia and said she would no
longer be able to participate in public life. “Since many people have asked
about my current status and activities, I want to be open about these changes,
and while I am still able, share some personal thoughts,” wrote O’Connor,
88, who said she wanted to use her remaining years to advance civics learning
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and engagement. “I feel so strongly about the topic because I’ve seen firsthand how vital it is for all citizens to understand our Constitution and
unique system of government, and participate actively in their communities.”
Changing the Rules: On November 1, proposed changes in the court’s rules
came as an unpleasant shock to many court advocates. The biggest changes
were significant cuts in the word limits on merits briefs — from 15,000 to
13,000 words — as well as reply briefs and amicus briefs. Trimming reply
briefs from 6,000 words to 4,500 seemed to be the most unpopular proposal.
A coalition of 18 law firms that specialize in Supreme Court advocacy told
the court that proposed rules aimed at reducing the length of briefs “would
be harmful” to lawyers’ ability to “thoroughly and thoughtfully brief issues
that are critical to the court’s resolution of the cases before it.” The firms’
letter to Supreme Court Clerk Scott Harris added that “a high percentage of
the Court’s merits cases are of great national importance and therefore warrant comprehensive briefing.”
A Bonus Too Far? The hiring bonus that law firms offer to former Supreme
Court law clerks has reached $400,000, The National Law Journal reported.
The Jones Day firm announced that it had hired 11 former clerks from the
previous term, which meant the firm invested $4.4 million in the new hires,
not counting their annual salaries. Sidley Austin partner Carter Phillips,
who recalled offering former clerks $10,000 hiring bonuses for the first time
in 1987, commented, “Things have changed a bit over the past 30-plus years.
I am now hoping my grandchildren get clerkships. It will be $1 million by
then.”
Roberts Pushes Back: In a rare rebuke, Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. on November 21 defended the nation’s independent judiciary against President
Donald Trump’s attack on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
and an “Obama judge” for delivering an “automatic loss” to cases brought by
the Trump administration. “We do not have Obama judges or Trump judges,
Bush judges or Clinton judges,” Roberts said in a statement issued by the
court. “What we have is an extraordinary group of dedicated judges doing
their level best to do equal right to those appearing before them. That independent judiciary is something we should all be thankful for.”
Court Crier: At the beginning of the court’s session on December 4, Chief
Justice John Roberts Jr. paid tribute to George Hutchinson, the last crier of
the court. The 95-year-old Hutchinson was in the audience as Roberts recounted Hutchinson’s decades of connection to the court, beginning as a
page in 1938. He later became an assistant marshal and crier who would
open court sessions, holding that title until 1962. “He participated in many
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historic moments,” Roberts said. “To cite just one example, he cried the
Court for both arguments in Brown v. Board of Education and was here for
the announcement of the decision. He remains a member in good standing
of our bar. Mr. Hutchinson, welcome back!”
Anonymous Amici: A growing trend in Supreme Court amicus practice hit a
speed bump in December. Several organizations filing amicus curiae briefs
with the Supreme Court had turned to GoFundMe campaigns as a way to
build support and generate donations for covering the cost of the briefs. But
because GoFundMe allows anonymous contributions, Supreme Court Clerk
Scott Harris reminded the filers of the court’s rule 37.6, which requires that
amicus filers “shall identify every person other than the amicus curiae, its
members or its counsel, who made such a monetary contribution.” Harris
said in a statement, “The Clerk’s Office interprets this language to preclude
an amicus from filing a brief if contributors are anonymous.” The amicus
filers responded by either giving back the anonymous donations or asking if
the anonymous donors would let their names be made public.
Job Not Finished: In his year-end annual report on the state of the federal
judiciary on December 31, Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. said that recent
efforts to combat workplace harassment in federal courthouses around the
country were strengthening “our culture of accountability and professionalism,” but that more needed to be done to foster the “exemplary workplace
that we all want.” Roberts said, “the job is not finished until we have done
all that we can to ensure that all of our employees are treated with fairness,
dignity, and respect.”

I’m enjoying my coffee out of an Alito mug.
It’s supposedly French roast, but the waters
seem to be of the United States.
Roger V. Skalbeck
email to The Green Bag (Jan. 16, 2018)
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THE YEAR IN
LAW & TECHNOLOGY
2018
JANUARY
Welcome to 2018, a year in which software got better at parsing contracts,
there were more redaction foibles, data crunching and metrics got even bigger,
and emoji again ruled the year. Part guessing game, part Supreme Court
jurisprudence pop quiz, @SCOTUSemoji arrived on Twitter in January to
summarize current cases using emoji, like Gundy v. United States, presented
in emoji form as

• One of our favorite themes is the use of technology to improve access to
justice. This month, CuroStudio began offering software development and
†
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support services, “focus[ing] on the centralization of data collection and analysis” to “pursue ventures that will make a significant impact on the future of
legal services.” • A skirmish in the #robotwars was held in a hotel bar between
CARA and EVA. CARA is an “AI legal research technology” from CaseText,
while EVA is a new technology from the makers of ROSS Intelligence that
helps find relevant case law. Although the makers of EVA did not show up
to the head-to-head competition, the CaseText team set up an EVA log in
and their CARA tool, and performed their “search by brief” competition to
gather relevant case law on both platforms. • Judge Brian Currey channeled
the popular dating application Tinder’s gesture based UX (“user experience”)
when writing his opinion in Candelore v. Tinder, opining “[a]ccordingly, we
swipe left, and reverse,” in a nod to Tinder’s swipe left to “reject.” • The Wall
Street Journal covered emoji evidence in court cases in “Lawyers Faced With
Emojis and Emoticons Are All ¯\_(ツ)_/¯,” asking what the “unamused face”

meant, and highlighting an Israeli case that involved a “series of emojis, including a smiley face, a comet, a champagne bottle, dancing yellow Playboy
bunnies and a chipmunk” at the center of a debate over an apartment lease. •
The first #GlobalLegalHack (more at https://globallegalhackathon.com)
kicked off, covering six continents in 54 hours. Finalists included Revealu,
which helps request a data export of your personal data under the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR); browser plugin Decoding Law; Lex Lucid, which helps analyze contracts; and Rights Now,
which offers a voice search of laws. • Legal tech pioneer Avvo was bought by
Internet Brands. Avvo provided several online services, including search engines that aimed to assist potential clients in finding a lawyer. Avvo launched
11 years ago, and focused on helping the public to find lawyers through
sometimes controversial features such as lawyer reviews and ratings as well as
a specialized search engine for finding local lawyers who worked on various
types of legal issues. • We love to see collaboration in legal innovation.
Working together to make more case law available to the public, Free Law
Project (@freelawproject) and Big Cases bot (@big_cases) teamed up to
make sure that “the RECAP Archive will have all the latest documents from
the top 75 federal cases super quickly.” Big Cases bot tweets out updates from
popular cases that receive a lot of press attention, while Free Law Project
maintains the RECAP Archive, which publishes PACER files that users
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pull while using the RECAP browser plug-in. • Deputy Attorney General
Rod Rosenstein continued to find himself in the news, only this time for his
comments at State of the Net calling for encryption backdoors.

FEBRUARY
Dockets. Pretty simple, right? Like all machine parsing. Mike Lissner shared
a thread on Twitter that documented all the ways in which dockets are not
so simple. Plain text, tables within tables, and links titled “doc” instead of
the docket ID number were among the “PACER horrors of the day.” • The
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (en banc) held in FTC v. AT&T
Mobility that the common carrier carve-out in Section 5(a)(2) of the FTC’s
unfair or deceptive acts jurisdiction is activity-based and not status-based.
An earlier Ninth Circuit decision had held that any actions by a common
carrier fell under the carve-out. In overruling the earlier decision, the Ninth
Circuit ruled in FTC v. AT&T Mobility that the FTC was prevented “from
regulating ‘common carriers’ only to the extent that they engage in common
carriage activity. By extension, this interpretation means that the FTC may
regulate common carriers’ non-common carriage activities.” • Software for
software’s sake doesn’t appeal to lawyers, wrote Ivy B. Grey in It’s Not Me,
It’s You: Lawyers Don’t Want Lousy, Overpriced Tech. Instead, lawyers turn to
legal tech solutions to solve “price, proof, predictability, pain points, and
permanency” and to help with “problems that we encounter every day in legal
practice: writing, billing, collecting, and client relationship management.” •
The Institute for Technology Law & Policy at Georgetown Law held a
symposium on the “Governance and Regulation of Information Platforms”
this month. Panels reviewed problems of access, amplifying lies or facts in
online media, mitigating harassment, and regulating code. Papers were published in Volume 2 Issue 2 of the Georgetown Law Technology Review, available at https://georgetownlawtechreview.org. • Don’t Google that For Me.
The ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility
issued Formal Opinion 478, noting that Rule 2.9(C) of the 2007 ABA
Model Code of Judicial Conduct prevents judges from researching facts involved in cases online, unless that fact is subject to judicial notice. • When
there are robot lawyers, will what they do be considered the practice of law?
Or is there an essential requirement that law can only be practiced by humans
because only human intelligences can tailor legal advice for clients? William
McGeveran relayed a comment made at the University of Miami Law Review
Symposium “Hack to the Future,” tweeting “Alvin Lindsay of @HoganLovells
asks: if a machine can do it, how can it be the practice of law in the first
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place? Echoes comments yesterday that #legaltech -> attorneys spend their
effort on creativity. #UMLR2018” • Privacy law has been a fast-growing
area in recent years, and we’re delighted to see growing attention paid to this
area of the law. Lawyers in this field must often have a significant understanding of technologies such as websites, mobile applications, ad tracking,
and data analytics. At the same time, there are many varying regulations and
statutes that govern this area. To assist lawyers entering the field, IAPP released their Getting Started in Privacy resource guide at “Introduction to Privacy” (https://iapp.org/resources/article/introduction-to-privacy/) this month,
offering a helpful resource to lawyers new to the field or those seeking to
read the latest white papers. • Sarah Jeong (@sarahjeong) live tweeted Waymo
v. Uber from the courthouse. Her tweets informed, but also delighted, as she
relayed the action to followers, including this gem: “I REPEAT, THE JURY
IS GOING TO SEE A TEXT THAT IS COMPOSED OF A WINKY
EMOTICON AND A LINK TO A YOUTUBE CLIP OF MICHAEL
DOUGLAS’S GREED IS GOOD SPEECH FROM WALL STREET”
and an interesting question for the lawyers in the audience, “Question to tech
law twitter: have tech corporations previously asserted trade secret protection
in machine learning data?” • It really wouldn’t be the Year in Law and
Technology without Judge William Alsup. This year, an imposter attempted
to pose as Alsup on Twitter, leading the judge to have to declare to a courtroom, as reported by Sarah Jeong during the above-mentioned Waymo v.
Uber hearing, “I don’t have a Twitter account. I don’t. I don’t do those things.
For obvious reasons.” We understand the judge’s reluctance, but stand ready
to welcome him if he ever signs up. • In past years we’ve featured service by
social media in international cases, and this year we bring you Toronto lawyer
Tara Vasdani, who served a defendant through a private message on Instagram. The Ontario Superior Court found service effective, and did not require
a read receipt. No word on what hashtags were used on the process of service.
• The Fourth Circuit held in BMG v. Cox that the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) requires ISPs to institute a meaningful policy to terminate
the service of repeat copyright infringers. Cox’s automated “thirteen-strike
policy” was found to not meet the unstated requirements of the DMCA,
which calls for the service provider to have done nothing more than “adopt[]
and reasonably implement[] . . . a policy that provides for the termination in
appropriate circumstances of subscribers . . . who are repeat infringers.” Instead the court found that “Cox very clearly determined not to terminate
subscribers who in fact repeatedly violated the policy,” citing emails from Cox
stating they would “collect a few extra weeks of payments for their account.
;-)” and “DMCA = reactivate.” Neither the onslaught of invalid takedown
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notices that plaintiffs had sent Cox, nor the First Amendment implications
of kicking users off of a full-service ISP, seemed to have any bearing on Cox’s
apparent duty to terminate its users. • Docket Alarm, which uses analytics
for case tracking and predictions, began tracking the gender diversity of attorneys appearing in court for various firms. They found some firms excelled at
diversity and inclusivity in litigation (women appeared 47% of the time in
patent cases for both McCarter & English and Crowell & Moring) but far
lower diversity in the litigators appearing for most other firms. • Head-tohead between robots and lawyers! Ok, maybe not robots, but some lawyers
did face off in a contract-reviewing contest. LawGeex held a competition
between their “AI contract review automation solution” and 20 corporate
lawyers, testing them on issue-spotting in five non-disclosure agreements.
The NDAs were chosen from the “Enron Data Set” (publicly released
emails from about 150 Enron employees), and varied in length from two to
five pages. The software averaged 26 seconds to parse each contract, with an
accuracy rating of 94% (against the predetermined scoring matrix), while the
attorneys took an average of 92 minutes with an accuracy rating of 85%.
Many of the attorneys interviewed after the contest noted that this NDA
review featured low-stakes but repetitive contracts of the types that they
would welcome an automation assist on, freeing their time up to handle
more complicated and custom work. • Backup restoration, especially when
those backups are on physical tapes, is expensive. But in a contracts case,
Physicians Alliance Corp v. Wellcare Health Insurance of Arizona, where $20
million was in dispute, the court ordered the defendant to restore tapes
holding data relevant to the dispute, despite initial cost claims of up to
$584,300 to produce the tapes — later lowered to $12,968. In comparison to
the sum at stake, however, the court found the data restoration cost was not
unduly burdensome, following the proportionality guidance in Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1). • Lots of people use social media. Including
terrorists. But this month the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
shut down one of the first cases to reach a federal appellate court where the
estates of terrorists’ victims were trying to hold social media platforms liable
for the harm the terrorists caused. A lower court decision in Fields v. Twitter
had found the platforms immune under 47 U.S.C. § 230 (or “Section 230” for
short, since we’ll be talking about it again). In the appeal the Ninth Circuit
did not reach the Section 230 question and instead determined that the AntiTerrorism Act itself did not allow the plaintiffs to recover from social media
platforms. • Own a building? Wanna let someone paint on it? Better think
twice, if you might ever want to repaint your building ever again. A federal
judge in the Southern District of New York held a building owner liable for
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$6.7 million dollars in damages under the Visual Artists Rights Act for having
painted over the “5Pointz” graffiti installation he had long ago allowed to
adorn the walls of his building as he prepared the property for redevelopment
— even though that very same judge had earlier refused to enjoin him from
doing so based on the same claim.

MARCH
The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia ruled for a veterans
group, the National Veterans Legal Services Program, in a case about PACER
fees for access to federal court records. In National Veterans Legal Services
Program v. U.S., Judge Ellen Segal Huvelle ruled that while PACER fees may
be used for some courtroom technologies, they must be ones that “provide
the public with access to electronic information maintained and stored by the
federal courts,” with the goal of making court information “freely available
to the greatest extent possible.” • Microsoft, Pro Bono Net, and the Legal
Services Corporation launched the “Simplifying Legal Help Blog” at https://
simplifyinglegalhelp.org to track their project to create an “Access to Justice”
portal, focusing first on Alaska and Hawaii. The project aimed to “enable
people to navigate the court system and legal aid resources” and to assist them
with court filings. • The Library of Congress launched free online access to
more than 35,000 cases heard by the Supreme Court, dating back to the
court’s first decision in 1791. These decisions, from the United States Reports,
are now freely available online at http://loc.gov/collections/united-statesreports as page images in a searchable format. • A class action lawsuit against
Yahoo based on their data breach was allowed to move forward. Judge Lucy
Koh found claims by plaintiffs stating that they would have moved email
services to be credible in the In Re: Yahoo! Inc. Customer Data Security Breach
Litigation case. In October, plaintiffs offered to settle the case for nearly $50
million. • The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California
found that a “violation of a procedural right granted by statute can be sufficient in some circumstances to constitute injury in fact,” allowing claims under
Illinois’s Biometric Information Privacy Act (“BIPA”) to move forward in In
re: Facebook Biometric Information Privacy Litigation, based on Facebook’s “Tag
Suggestions” of friends to tag in photographs uploaded to the Facebook service. • When using an instant messaging transcript as evidence, don’t fake
the chat logs. In GoPro, Inc. v. 360Heros, Inc., 360Heros offered a Skype
transcript that they represented as a true and correct copy of the chat. GoPro
found a copy of the same chat on their own servers, found that it did not
match the copy that 360Heros had submitted, and hired a forensics expert
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to confirm that GoPro’s version was accurate. The judge allowed an adverse
inference jury instruction and ordered that GoPro’s forensics expert fees be
covered. • It’s Erie how the question of whether state anti-SLAPP laws can
apply in federal diversity cases keeps getting decided. In Los Lobos Renewable
Power, LLC v. Americulture, Inc., the Tenth Circuit decided that the New
Mexico anti-SLAPP statute could not. • In one of the most significant events
for the Internet, Congress passed FOSTA (the Allow States and Victims to
Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act), which significantly changed Section 230
(as well as amended various other statutes), ostensibly to help fight sex trafficking. The only effect it has definitely had is to lead to greater censorship
by Internet platforms. In an early example, Craigslist removed its online
personal ads for fear of liability under this new law.

APRIL
Mike Lissner began tracking his efforts to persuade 25 federal district courts
to provide RSS feeds for their PACER/ECF systems by including them in a
twitter thread, providing an enjoyable journey through the court systems.
His motivations? “Honestly, I just do this work to hear people’s accents.” •
Ogletree Deakins became the first law firm to publicly license documentdrafting technology from LegalMation. The document-drafting software
assists with generating a draft Answer from the text of a Complaint. This
type of pattern-based text generation, based on a particular stylized type of
input text (where the originating text is easier for the software to parse because
it always follows particular patterns), is a common area for legal automation,
as it can leverage machine learning and natural text processing advances that
are being developed across several industries, not just the legal industry. •
The Coding for Lawyers (C4L) Summit was held in Boston for professors
who planned to teach courses on programming in law schools. It aimed to
“explore the purposes, methods, and future of these courses, with an overarching goal of being descriptive, rather than prescriptive.” • Sarah Burstein
(@design_law) asked #appellatetwitter how to cite a portion of a livestream
video of a speech given at a federal agency event. In response, Steve Schultze
(@sjschultze) pointed to footnote 48 in his article, The Price of Ignorance (106
Georgetown Law Journal 1197), citing to a timestamp in the video hosted
on YouTube. • When is a mustache emoji just a mustache? Reporters at
Bloomberg Law tracked the increasing appearance of emoji in employment
lawsuits as “evidence of discrimination, harassment, or retaliation.” They
found six employment law cases featuring emoji in 2016, twelve in 2017,
and at the time of publication in April, five in 2018 so far. • LSAC named
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its first Presidential Innovation Fellow, Miguel Willis, who will be focusing
on the A2J Tech Fellows Program, which is a summer fellowship program
for law students, focusing on training them in technology and law skills. •
Stanford held its sixth annual CodeX Future Law conference, featuring talks
on algorithmic fairness and accountability and AI-assisted legal research, as
well as a keynote by Hilarie Bass on “Breaking Down Silos Between Law,
Technology and Innovation.” • Should the right to be forgotten, which is part
of the GDPR (and so now important to more companies), treat artificial
intelligence and computer memories differently from human memories?
This question was raised by a new article by Eduard Fosch Villaronga, Peter
Kieseberg, and Tiffany Li, Humans forget, machines remember: Artificial intelligence and the Right to Be Forgotten (34 Computer Law & Security Review 304). •
Ever wonder what Congress was thinking when it wrote Section 230 into law
back in the 90s? Wonder no more, thanks to an amicus brief submitted on
behalf of former Congressman Chris Cox, who co-authored it, in HomeAway
and Airbnb v. Santa Monica, a Ninth Circuit case testing the bounds of the
law.

MAY
The Delaware Supreme Court asked “When a person voluntarily accepts a
‘friend’ request on Facebook from an undercover police officer, and then
exposes incriminating evidence, does the Fourth Amendment protect against
this mistaken trust?” and answered “no” in Everett v. Delaware. The police
monitoring of the defendant’s Facebook page, after he accepted a friend request from an undercover officer, did not constitute a search, as the defendant
knew that his Facebook friends could see the photographs posted. • At “The
Future Is Now: Delivery of Legal Services 2.018,” a conference held in Chicago
this month, Susan Nevelow Mart discussed “The Algorithm as a Human
Artifact: Implications for the Duty of Competent Representation,” which
explored the need for attorneys to understand how algorithms work, and the
ethical obligations to seek out the best-performing legal research assistance
software available. • The day that all privacy lawyers have been waiting for
finally arrived: on May 25, the GDPR went into effect. The regulation brought
a host of new rules, such as the Right to be Forgotten, data exports, data
security standards, and a requirement for most companies to name a privacy
officer. The biggest impact we saw this month was a flurry of emails in our
inbox, letting us know about updated privacy policies every company was
adopting. • Host mugshots? Better be careful — despite them being considered public records in most states, you might get arrested if you charge people
to have theirs removed from your site. In an arrest that raises First Amend-
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ment questions of editorial decisions shaped by a profit motive, that’s what
California authorities did in May to the operators of Mugshots.com.

JUNE
California passed a landmark privacy law, the California Consumer Privacy
Act (“CCPA”), which enacts many GDPR protections for California residents. It will go into effect, with promulgating regulations, during the summer
of 2019. Under the CCPA, California residents will be able to request the
information that a company has about them, request deletion of the data that
a company holds about them, and opt out of having their personal information sold by the company, among other new rights. • A Kansas District
Court found that use of Google Translate to ask for consent for a search
nullified consent for a car search under the Fourth Amendment in U.S. v.
Cruz-Zamora, based in part on professional translators listening to recorded
audio from the stop and determining that Google Translate “provided a literal
but nonsensical translation.” • Austrian startup LeReTo, short for “Legal
Research Tool,” won the top prize at the Legal Tech Startup Awards 2018.
LeReTo won the prize after making a three-minute pitch to a professional
jury in the final round of the awards; the tool searches legal text for sources
that are mentioned, and creates links to those documents in European legal
databases. • The New York Times covered the effort to increase access to legal
advice, especially in civil cases, through technology. “Legal Aid With a Digital
Twist” profiled some new projects that seek to level the legal playing field for
those who can’t afford their own attorneys, such as MDExpungement, which
assists with expunging records, and CLUE (Client Legal Utility Engine),
which helps with clinic intake by finding related problems affecting potential
clinic clients. • Should cell phone site location data (CSLI) be considered
metadata or content under the Fourth Amendment’s warrant requirement?
The Supreme Court held this month in Carpenter v. U.S. that cell phone
users have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their location information,
and that the third-party doctrine warrant exception did not apply because
consumers do not voluntarily turn over all of their location information to
the mobile phone service provider. CLSI was “an entirely different species of
business record — something that implicates basic Fourth Amendment concerns about arbitrary government power much more directly than corporate
tax or payroll ledgers. . . . If the choice to proceed by subpoena provided a
categorical limitation on Fourth Amendment protection, no type of record
would ever be protected by the warrant requirement.” • Journalists’ ability to
promise sources anonymity took a hit in New York when the state’s highest
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court interpreted its state shield law narrowly. • Let’s go crazy: the long,
long, long running litigation over the video of a toddler dancing along to a
Prince song in a home video posted online was finally settled before the kid
got to high school. Stephanie Lenz, the mom who posted the video, had
sued Universal Music for issuing a takedown notice that caused the video to
be removed under Section 512(f) of the DMCA, which allows those who
send invalid takedown notices to be sued by those who have wrongfully been
censored by them. However, the Ninth Circuit had earlier determined that
recovery was limited only to those who had sent wrongful notices without
“subjective” good faith, which had stalled the litigation. • On his way out the
door to retirement, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy penned the
majority opinion in South Dakota v. Wayfair — a decision that turned decadeslong settled practice on Internet sales taxes, as well as long-arm jurisdiction
generally, on its head. In the wake of South Dakota’s complaints that it
couldn’t figure out how to tax its residents, the Court decided that the state
could go ahead and tax out-of-state companies selling to its residents instead.

JULY
Todd Ruger (@ToddRuger) shared this charming anecdote from the Ninth
Circuit: to select an en banc panel, he writes, “A deputy clerk brings ‘literally
a bird cage,’ filled with ‘a little stick’ representing each judge, to a sitting
judge who picks the names out of the cage, says Judge O’Scannlain.” • The
Canadian Bar Association traveled back to 1984 to share an article in their
newsletter, featuring lawyer Jim Moore discussing the purchase of his first
computer (a “microcomputer” that cost over $6,000!). Even in 1984, lawyers
sought efficiency when using new technologies. The main appeal of a computer
for Moore? It’s a time saver. • Tweets about law and technology hypotheticals
are appearing in casebooks now. James Grimmelmann’s eighth edition of the
Internet Law: Cases and Problems casebook featured a hypothetical from Matt
Blaze (@mattblaze). Blaze asks, “Cops riding around the city, repeating over
the PA system: ‘Alexa, send message.’ and then later ‘recordings@localpd.gov,
right.’” For those who haven’t used voice assistants, if an assistant picked up
the first command it would start a recording in the house, and then email the
recording to the address in the second command. • Building litigation metrics
decks came to “all case types in state courts, federal courts, administrative
courts, and other jurisdictions” as Fastcase released their new “Analytics
Workbench” based on Docket Alarm’s earlier product, which had been limited to a smaller number of courts and jurisdictions. • Following the passage
of FOSTA, Section 230 has been limping along. However, it did help the
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California Supreme Court to decide, in Hassel v. Bird, that platforms could
not be enjoined to delete content. In that case, Yelp could not be forced to
delete a user-provided review. • Open-source-law advocate Carl Malamud
achieved the first of two significant victories in court this year when the
D.C. Circuit vacated an injunction that had required him to take down the
standards incorporated by reference into the Code of Federal Regulations.
For the moment, the appeals court’s instructions are for the district court to
look harder into whether such posting is fair use, leaving for another day the
question of whether the posted material is copyrightable at all.

AUGUST
Robert Chesney and Danielle Keats Citron published Deep Fakes: A Looming
Challenge for Privacy, Democracy, and National Security, in which they grappled
with “deep-fake technology,” i.e. photographs, videos, and audio clips that
look completely convincing but are instead generated by computers, either
from scratch or by altering different source material. The article analyzes
“the existing and potential tools for responding to” these images and clips, as
well as the legal issues that responses raise. • Law firm computer security
continued to be a theme throughout 2018. At the ILTACON conference, a
15-year-old computer security expert helped drive the point home by showing
the audience how easy it would be to hack into a law firm and access client
data. Above the Law summed up the panel memorably as, “[i]f you labored
under the illusion that hacking is a difficult, arcane skill that only wellresourced, highly trained attackers can pull off, Weinberger shattered all that
in a matter of minutes showing off his arsenal of equipment that he purchased
for pocket change.” • Would you like an email each time there is a new filing
in a case you are following? We have just the feature launch for you: Free
Law Project announced their new alerts for PACER dockets this month,
available online at https://www.courtlistener.com/help/alerts/. • Attorneys are
just like everyone these days, with too many passwords to remember. New
Jersey courts aren’t helping matters, citing vague authority in “NIST” to require that passwords used to access the e-filing system be changed every 90
days. We direct the court’s attention to NIST SP 800-63B which states,
“verifiers SHOULD NOT require memorized secrets to be changed arbitrarily (e.g., periodically).” Here’s hoping that arbitrary and capricious password policies fail to make an appearance in 2019. • The ABA’s House of
Delegates (which is the policy-making body of the ABA) voted this month
to update a comment on Model Rule 1.1 of the Model Rules of Professional
Conduct. The comment on “Maintaining Competence” was reworded to
require attorneys to “keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, in198
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cluding the benefits and risks associated with relevant technology.” • Ed
Walters published a new book, Data-Driven Law, covering “Data Analytics
and the New Legal Services” for attorneys who are tasked with learning how
to make best use of new technical capabilities in their practices. The book
covers, among other topics, how to use new data mining techniques to parse
and analyze files of past cases in order to more effectively serve clients.

SEPTEMBER
North Carolina became the second state, after Florida, to require attorneys
to include at least one hour of approved training in technical competence
training in their annual CLE. The North Carolina State Bar amended its
CLE requirements to include the new “technology training” requirement. •
Orin Kerr released an updated version of his article, “Compelled Decryption
and the Privilege Against Self Incrimination,” which covers the rights of
accused who are asked to unlock digital devices. In announcing the update, he
thanked his Twitter audience for the “genuinely helpful feedback I received
on Twitter. (Really, this can happen.)” We’re happy to see the legal Twitter
community supporting each other on social media and offering feedback for
paper drafts online. • Machine learning and data processing are helping attorneys with ever more jobs, including tedious and error prone tasks like the generation of spreadsheets from funding documents. Atrium LTS, a machine
learning startup specializing in digitizing legal documents such as the funding
spreadsheets, raised a $65 million round led by Andreessen Horowitz. • Our
home, The Green Bag, published possibly the first set of threaded tweets
(that is, tweets that link to each other to form a list of related individual
tweets) expanded to a law journal article when they published Rachel
Gurvich’s excellent “Tweets to a Young 1L.” The annotated version of her
Twitter thread included sage advice that we second, including the advice to
take the professor, not the class, when picking classes, and to take a law
school clinic. • The Washington, D.C. Bar held an unusual CLE this month.
“Lunch and Learn: A Software Development Primer for Lawyers: When,
Why and How to Build your own Digital Products” provided lawyers with
an overview of how to make a “build versus buy” decision, reviewed the
software development process, and discussed how to hire a team of engineers
to build the project if the attorney decided that building was the right direction to head in. • Can monkeys hold copyrights in the selfies they take of
themselves? No. The en banc Ninth Circuit finally answered the question
when it denied rehearing of the panel’s April decision, which a member of
the court had tried to revisit in May.
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OCTOBER
Carl Malamud achieved the second of his two significant victories in court
this year when the Eleventh Circuit ruled in his favor, finding that Georgia’s
annotated laws were not covered by copyright. Georgia has long contracted
with a private company to add annotations to the state laws. This annotated
version, the Official Code of Georgia Annotated, is the “official” version of state
laws, but is hosted online behind a restrictive Terms of Service. The court
found that despite the private markups, the law of Georgia still belongs in
the public domain: “where the work was created through the procedural
channels in which sovereign power ordinarily flows — it follows that the
work would be attributable to the constructive authorship of the People, and
therefore uncopyrightable.” • Machine readable legal data continued making
inroads in 2018. Harvard’s Library Innovation Lab launched their Caselaw
Access Project, “which puts the full corpus of published U.S. case law online
for anyone to access for free” — 360 years of case law searchable by API or
to download at http://case.law. Readers may remember this project from our
2016 summary, when we shared a tidbit from the digitizing of the physical
books being ingested. • Suffolk University’s David Colarusso launched a new
issue-spotting game, “Learned Hands,” that asks attorneys to either classify
a problem in a domain such as family law, landlord-tenant, or criminal law,
or to issue spot within a particular domain. As issues are classified by players,
the data is fed into a machine learning algorithm. The use of human classifiers to train an algorithm reminded us of the idea of a Mechanical Turk —
something that appears to be artificial intelligence but is really using human
intelligence to solve a problem. • Meanwhile, Thomson Reuters rounded up
several studies on automation in the legal field to ask “[h]ow will artificial
intelligence affect legal practice?” McKinsey & Co. estimated that up to 23%
of legal work could be done by software, while Frank Levy of MIT and Dana
Remus of the University of North Carolina School of Law came to a more
conservative estimate of 13%. Thomson Reuters found that legal automation
came in three general groupings: structural classification, which analyzes
something like a contract to parse the clauses and possibly find alternate
clauses to substitute; data extraction, which can be used to find all the names
and dates in a piece of text; and natural language processing, which aims to
classify items and parse large amounts of human generated “natural” text to
extract meaning. • This month, Vermont became the 32nd state to require
technical competence from practicing attorneys. The measure was adopted
on October 9 and becomes effective on December 10. For those following
along at home, Bob Ambrogi has a list of states now recognizing a duty of
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technical competence at https://www.lawsitesblog.com/tech-competence/. •
Kyle E. Mitchell launched Canting Tribe, an effort to standardize common
business contracts, with their first shared contract, an NDA. Their goal is to
“attack[] the problem of having to read and reread terms that solve that
problem over and over and over again” by promulgating shared contracts
through network effects and “rigorously versioned” changes. Read their NDA,
which is available for use, and some more about the project at https://canting
tribe.com.

NOVEMBER 2018
Effective redaction continued to be a challenge for our industry. In November,
Facebook’s lawyers failed to properly redact files in the Facebook v. Six4Three
case, allowing Cyrus Farivar of Ars Technica to read the redacted text after
opening Facebook’s PDFs in a text editor. The text editor did not render the
redaction marks, allowing the underlying text to be read. To learn about
properly redacting a PDF, see the helpful guide at https://lawyerist.com/howto-redact-a-pdf/. • In other technical competence news, @socmediaJD on
Twitter shared this e-discovery gem. U.S. Magistrate Judge Iain D. Johnston
of the Northern District of Illinois, Western Division, brought a smile to
our nerdy lawyer hearts when he reassured lawyers that “[i]n life, there are
many things to be scared of, including, but not limited to, spiders, sharks,
and clowns — definitely clowns, even Fizbo. ESI is not something to be
scared of.” (ESI stands for electronically stored information, and is shorthand for things like emails, databases, social media, and other nativeelectronic format data.) • Whose Twitter followers talk about “low bono”?
Sarah Glassmeyer (@sglassmeyer) ran the same poll about familiarity with
the term “low bono” on Twitter as Bryan Garner (@BryanAGarner), but
came out with opposing results. While 36% of Garner’s Twitter followers
have heard of “low bono,” 63% of Glassmeyer’s followers are familiar with
the term. • Meanwhile, more low bono sites launched in 2018, including
Basic Counsel, which began offering basic legal services to clients in Oregon
and Washington. The site allowed attorneys to create packages of services,
and offered a service tracker to clients to help them understand when each
step of a multi-step service was complete, helping to make confusing multistep legal processes easier to follow for clients. • The FTC held three of their
series of hearings on “Competition and Consumer Protection in the 21st
Century” this month, covering topics at the intersection of technology and
antitrust law, including algorithms and predictive analytics, algorithmic collusion, and privacy issues. Archived videos of the hearings are available on the
FTC’s website at https://www.ftc.gov/policy/hearings-competition-consumerNUMBER 1 (2019)
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protection. • In Roe v. Halbig, a California appeals court affirmed that anonymous speakers who successfully quash subpoenas seeking to unmask them
are entitled to recover their attorney’s fees under California Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1987.2.

DECEMBER
Which courts have cited the “laughing face” emoji? Eric Goldman released
his emoji case law data set of “about 165 opinions referencing emojis or
emoticons, of which about 30% are from 2018.” His data set, available at
http://bit.ly/emojidataset, lists case names and the cited emoji, including the
context in which the emoji was used, such as email, IM, or “[h]and-written.”

• Start your data crunching: when federal agencies collect data, it will now be
open by default. Congress passed the Open, Public, Electronic, and Necessary
Government Data Act (“OPEN Government Data Act”), mandating open
data standards, such as those promoted by data.gov, including releasing data
sets to the public in non-proprietary formats and ensuring that data is machine readable. • On the un-readable data front, the Washington Post reported
that data provided by Google for the Senate Intelligence Committee to analyze as part of a report on misinformation was presented in a hard-to-parse
format, making the researchers’ jobs more difficult. “The ads data was provided in lengthy PDF format whose pages displayed copies of information
previously organized in spreadsheets (Google could have provided the original
spreadsheets in CSV or JSON files).” • How many U.S. Justice Department
indictments from 2018 are cybersecurity related? MITRE Cybersecurity
engineer Katie Nickels used CourtListener and crowdsourcing on Twitter to
find the answer — at least 21 indictments in 2018. You can currently find her
thread of cases on Twitter at https://twitter.com/likethecoins/status/107654
2615825383435. Along the way, people brainstormed how to best do this sort
of collaborative research (GitHub repositories?), how to avoid PACER fees,
and where to find references to cybercrime-related cases. Several participants
noted that there was a wealth of material in this set of indictments, so we
look forward to reading a law review note or two on the cybercrimes of 2018
next year. • The year ended before there were any more high-profile redaction
disasters, but stay tuned for the 2019 update . . .
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The almanac has long been regarded and held as a
part of the law of the land.
Finney v. Callendar
8 Minn. 41, 43 (1862)

q EXEMPLARY LEGAL WRITING 2018 q
JUDICIAL OPINIONS

FOUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Susan Phillips Read†
I selected these four opinions for style, not substance. But a well-written
appellate judicial opinion is always persuasive on the merits, as is the case with
each of these writings. Next, appellate judicial opinions either reveal the outcome of the appeal upfront in the opening paragraphs, or eschew doing so.
Each approach has its advantages and its drawbacks; its fans and its critics. I,
for one, have always favored letting readers know from the beginning where
the writing is headed and will end up, and each of these opinions does that.
What follows is a short explanation of why in particular I consider each of
these opinions to exhibit exemplary judicial writing.
Build, Inc. v. Utah Department of Transportation
2018 UT 34, 428 P.3d 995 (Utah 2018)
opinion for the court by
Associate Chief Justice Thomas R. Lee
Sequentially numbered ¶¶ 1-4 are a précis of the opinion to follow, a
boon for the reader. A boon for the Utah judiciary is the way in which the
Court, after reconciling the internal conflict in its “law of the case” precedent,
†

Of Counsel, Greenberg Traurig, LLP; Associate Judge (ret.), New York Court of Appeals.
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twice clearly states the rule to be followed going forward (¶¶ 32, 56). The
variation in sentence length and use of vivid verbs (“double[] down”, ¶ 51;
“infect[]”, ¶ 55) and figurative language and phrases (a successor judge “should
measure twice before cutting down the decision of a predecessor”; ¶ 30) create
pace and liveliness in the writing.
Hassell v. Fischer
879 F.3d 41 (2d Cir. 2018)
opinion for the court by
Senior Circuit Judge Jon O. Newman
The New York Court of Appeals’ decision in People v. Catu, 4 N.Y.3d 242
(2005), has spawned 15 years and counting of follow-on litigation in New
York’s state and federal courts. The opening five paragraphs of the opinion
present just enough of this complicated background information and the
facts to tee up the Court’s disposition of the appeal. The remainder of the
opinion, which expands on the facts and discusses and applies relevant state
and federal post-Catu precedents, is likewise a model of concision and clarity.
Olagues v. Perceptive Advisors LLC
902 F.3d 121 (2d Cir. 2018)
opinion for the court by
Senior Circuit Judge Gerard E. Lynch
This writing resolves a dispute over the proper interpretation of regulations
defining the application of a statutory restriction on insider trading to derivative securities such as options. And yet it is readable! The opinion makes
good use of footnotes to include helpful or necessary information that would
have cluttered the narrative if included in the text (e.g., footnote 6, which
discusses and dispatches an argument made by the plaintiffs). Figurative
language and phrases embellish the writing (e.g., “The statute is strong
medicine for the ill Congress sought to address,” and the statute’s policies
“do not always pull in the same direction”).
Shiel v. Rowell
480 Mass. 106 (2018)
opinion for the court by
Associate Justice Elspeth B. Cypher
This opinion sums up the issue in an evocative first sentence: “At the root
of this case lies a distinctively neighborly type of dispute about who should
have the responsibility for monitoring and cutting back an intruding tree.”
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Here, the Court declines the plaintiff’s invitation to “fell” longstanding precedent (and the defendants’ tree). The opinion explains bedrock principles of
stare decisis and its rationale in an economical two paragraphs that consist
mostly of notable quotations unlikely to have been improved upon by paraphrase. Importantly, these quotations are not merely strung together; they
are placed and connected just so.

I was reading in a newspaper the other day that
Isaiah Thomas’ apprentice, while composing the
almanac, came to his master to know what he
should put opposite the 14th of June. The
master, being engaged, told him “anything.”
The boy put, “rain, hail, snow and sleet.” It so
happened that it both hailed and snowed on that
day. A large dose of Emprick’s pills, noted for
their efficacy in recovering strayed cattle, drove
the countryman aside from the road, where, to
be sure, he found the ox. I doubt much if even in
these days and goings down of the sun, either the
quack or Mr. Thomas would have been adjudged
within the letter or spirit of this statute — the
one for the price of his pills, or the other for the
recipes of his almanacs.
State v. Church
3 Ohio Dec. 85, 91 (Ohio Ct. of Common
Pleas 1823) (argument of counsel)
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“Half the Truth is often a great Lie.”
U.S. v. Spanier
2017 WL 1336998 (S.D. Cal. Apr. 7, 2017)
(quoting Benjamin Franklin in Poor Richard’s Almanack (1758)),
rev’d 744 Fed.Appx. 351 (9th Cir. 2018)

q EXEMPLARY LEGAL WRITING 2018 q
BOOKS

FIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

Lee Epstein†
Robert J. Hume
Ethics and Accountability on the U.S. Supreme Court:
An Analysis of Recusal Practices
(SUNY Press 2017)
Controversies over recusals — more precisely, failures to recuse — flare up
every now and then. Who can forget the Scalia-Cheney duck-hunting saga?
Or calls for Kagan and Thomas to step out of the Obamacare litigation,
which apparently prompted Roberts to declare, “I have complete confidence
in the capability of my colleagues to determine when recusal is warranted.”
Later the Chief found himself in the awkward position of having to recuse
from a patent case after he had participated in oral arguments. Accompanying these and other recusal controversies are spikes in commentary on the
justices’ choices, as well as calls for reform. Enter Hume, who brings to the
debate the hard-nosed sensibility of the political scientist that he is. Based on
a nifty and rigorous empirical analysis, which unearthed exactly zero examples
of egregious judicial misconduct, Hume finds no “compelling public policy
justifications” for reform. If there’s a problem, he concludes, it lies not in the
†
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Copyright 2019 Lee Epstein.
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Court but with political commentators ever more willing to “play the ethics
card in an attempt to remove justices whose policies they dislike.”
Richard L. Hasen
The Justice of Contradictions:
Antonin Scalia and the Politics of Disruption
(Yale University Press 2018)
These days, when even the mildest criticism of its hero mobilizes the
Scalia squad — former clerks and conservative/libertarian bloggers, academics,
and lawyers — Hasen is brave to write sentences like this: “Scalia used his
ostensibly neutral jurisprudential theories — which he argued were necessary
to legitimatize judicial decisionmaking, even though he did not consistently
follow them — to politicize the Court and delegitimize his opponents, leaving
us with a weakened Supreme Court.” Or this: “Thomas reaches the kinds of
decisions Scalia would have reached if he had the courage of his convictions.”
To be sure, Hasen’s book is no paean to Scalia but neither is it a diatribe. By
rehearsing the many opinions in which Scalia jettisoned originalism in favor
of precedent, public policy considerations, and, yes, political values, Hasen
makes a case for Scalia that even the justice’s harshest critics might appreciate.
Judging, after all, necessitates judgment; and good judgment may involve —
even require — mixing and matching methods. Or at least Churchill suggested as much: “It is better to be both right and consistent. But if you have to
choose — you must choose to be right.”
Matthew E.K. Hall
What Justices Want:
Goals and Personality on the U.S. Supreme Court
(Cambridge University Press 2018)
Personality plays a prominent role in histories of the Court and, of course,
in biographies of the justices, but not so much in large-n empirical studies.
One challenge is generalizing about a subject that is inherently unique. Another, assuming generalization is possible, is categorizing judges; putting them
on the couch or even administering personality tests is hard to imagine. Hall
meets both. Using concurring opinions, he ranks the justices on each of the
Big Five personality traits (Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion,
Agreeableness, and Neuroticism) and then connects the traits to agenda setting, voting, and opinion writing. For social scientists, What Justices Want is
game changer. For legal academics and historians, Hall’s personality rankings
present a real opportunity to explore the fit between quantified data and expert
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narratives. E.g., should Kagan fall at the high end of the Extraversion scale
and Scalia rank among the most Conscientious? Don’t you wonder what
Hasen, author of The Justice of Contradictions, would think?
James L. Gibson & Michael J. Nelson
Black and Blue:
How African Americans Judge the U.S. Legal System
(Oxford University Press 2018)
That blacks are considerably less supportive of the U.S. Supreme Court
than whites doesn’t seem especially surprising considering near-daily reports
of serious racial disparities in the criminal justice system. What is surprising:
Gibson and Nelson find no direct connection between judgments about the
fairness of the justice system and support for the Court. So what accounts
for the support gap between blacks and whites? The answer lies less in interthan in intra-racial differences. It turns out that blacks with the strongest
psychological attachment to their group are less likely to support the Court
but those with weaker group identification view the Court as positively as
whites. In this way local (in)justice does enter the picture: With group identification on the rise (the authors point to the Black Lives Matter movement) overall support for the Court could continue to decline among blacks.
The implications of these findings await development but a clear takeaway is
that Court’s legitimacy may depend on the justices giving more serious consideration to conditions on the ground, though so far only Sotomayor has
gestured in that direction (see her dissent in Utah v. Strieff, 2016).
Michael F. Salamone
Perceptions of a Polarized Court:
How Division Among Justices Shapes the Supreme Court’s Public Image
(Temple University Press 2018)
Chief Justice Roberts has offered a long list of reasons for promoting
consensus among the justices: it “contributes to stability in law,” reflects a
more “cautious” approach, brings the justices closer together, and promotes
the Court’s legitimacy. Some of Roberts’ colleagues too have an expressed a
desire to “muffle” disagreements. But outside the Court the consensus project
has its share of detractors. Geoffrey R. Stone calls attempts to bury disagreement “bad policy.” Melvin Urofsky emphasizes the role of dissent in the “nation’s constitutional dialogue”; and even Warren’s legendary mission to issue
a unanimous decision in Brown v. Board of Education is now in question:
“Whatever modest gain Warren realized from Brown’s unanimity in the form
210
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of squelched dissent . . . could have been counterbalanced — and perhaps
even outweighed — by the attendant loss of watering down the opinion’s
condemnation of Jim Crow,” says Justin Driver.
Salamone joins the detractors, though not with reasoned speculation but
with data in the form of experiments embedded in surveys. His study shows
that in disputes of high public salience — say, over same-sex marriage — it
matters not whether the Court is divided or unanimous; Americans’ willingness to agree with or even accept the decision is almost solely a function of
how they stand on the issue. Worse news for Chief comes from Salamone’s
analysis of lesser salient decisions. In these, dissents actually boost support
for the Court because they amount to consolation prizes for Americans who
disagree with the decision: even losers get representation. Should Salamone’s
results — recently replicated, btw, in Norway — prod the justices to reconsider the consensus project, especially if more efficacious (not to mention
more realistic) ways exist to promote their institution’s legitimacy (see Gibson & Nelson’s Black and Blue)? Maybe so.

LAWYER’S ALMANAC — Kissimmee City
Attorney Ed Brinson says you can put those
warm clothes away for the season on March 3.
You’ll need some of them right up until then,
he says, but on Saturday, March 3, real spring
will be here. How does he know? Why, says
he, the weather is always lousy when the Citrus
Open starts, but the final Saturday and Sunday
always turn out beautiful and the last of the
cold weather is gone. “You can bank on it.”
Mark your calendar; March 3 to herald arrival of spring
The Little (Orlando) Sentinel, Feb. 24, 1978, at 24
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Our almanacks, which are in every man’s hands, give you no instructions
concerning lunar months, but they tell you all about the calendar months.
All our calculations, all our reckonings, all our popular divisions of time,
are solely governed by the calendar month and not the lunar. So little are
lunar months attended to in our rural economy, and even in our legal
proceedings, that Judge Blackstone’s lunar month is as little known, or as
little understood as his trial by battle; and, I believe, the latter will be as
soon revived as the former. Then, I think, we are authorized by Judge
Blackstone himself, to adopt the popular meaning, and say that the act
means calendar months.
Alston v. Alston
3 Brevard 469, 474 (Const. Ct. App. S.C. 1814) (opinion of Smith, J.)
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Nor does the district court point to an unquestionably accurate source — a respectable almanac is the
usual example — to support its proposition.
U.S. v. Hoyts Cinemas Corp.
380 F.3d 558, 570 (1st Cir. 2004)
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Cedric Merlin Powell†
Larry Gonick & Tim Kasser
Hypercapitalism:
The Modern Economy, Its Values, and How to Change Them
(The New Press 2018)
One part graphic novel, one part commix, and wholly provocative, Hypercapitalism: The Modern Economy, Its Values, and How to Change Them offers a
compelling account of economic inequality and the underlying distortion of
values accompanying it. Tim Kasser, a professor of psychology, and Larry
Gonick, a cartoonist, describe hypercapitalism as an economic system premised on extreme materialism and the displacement of humanistic values. The
first part of the book is a comprehensive analysis of the debilitating impact of
hypercapitalism on impoverished communities, offering sociological research,
stark narratives, and themes that underscore the pervasiveness of structural
inequality. Conceptualizing “The Five Commandments of Hypercapitalism,”
Gonick and Kasser identify its defining principles as: (i) excessive consumption; (ii) globalization and displacement; (iii) deregulation and no corporate
†
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taxation; (iv) low wages for labor; and (v) privatization so that the market
controls all social and economic outcomes. Gonick and Kasser posit that
hypercapitalism threatens our well-being as individuals and as members of a
free, functioning democracy.
While part one of the book illustrates the disconcerting reality of hypercapitalism, the second part of the book offers a blueprint for dismantling
structural inequality, with an emphasis on individual and collective actions
to restore the values displaced by hypercapitalism. Tracing evolving social
protests that have challenged hypercapitalism, Gonick and Kasser conclude
that “[i]n the end, hypercapitalism is only one social system among many,
and social systems can change if many people, individually and collectively,
work to bring about change wherever they are and however they can.”
Robin DiAngelo
White Fragility:
Why It’s So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism
(Beacon Press 2018)
Exploding the limited and literal narratives surrounding identity politics
and race, Robin DiAngelo’s New York Times best seller, White Fragility Why
It’s So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism, offers a nuanced and critical
conception of white privilege. White Fragility references the defensive moves
and neutralizing techniques that whites use whenever a challenging racial
issue arises. Writing as a white progressive to a white audience, DiAngelo
unpacks the complexities of white privilege and dominance by dissecting
how any challenge to racial hierarchy is perceived as “racial stress” which is
“intolerable” to whites. To relieve this stress, a set of defensive responses are
deployed to disrupt any attempts at meaningful dialogue and positive social
change: “These responses work to reinstate white equilibrium as they repel the
challenge, return our racial comfort, and maintain our dominance within the
racial hierarchy. . . . [W]hite fragility is triggered by discomfort and anxiety,
it is born of superiority and entitlement. . . . [White fragility] is a powerful
means of white racial control and protection of white advantage.”
Thus, assertions such as white people are now the oppressed group, the
white poor have been forgotten, affirmative action is nothing more than a
racial spoils system for undeserving people of color, and American culture is
being undermined, are all variants of the defensive narrative moves used by
whites to escape racial stress and that ultimately reinforce and perpetuate
inequality. Rather than pointing an accusatory finger at whites for the inherent systemic inequality that plagues society, DiAngelo offers a path for
opening new discursive space to have difficult discussions about the eradicaNUMBER 1 (2019)
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tion of racism. She calls for a fundamental disruption of white privilege:
“We can interrupt our white fragility and build our capacity to sustain crossracial honesty by being willing to tolerate the discomfort associated with an
honest appraisal and discussion of our internalized superiority and racial
privilege.”
Arjun Singh Sethi
American Hate: Survivors Speak Out
(The New Press 2018)
American Hate: Survivors Speak Out is a collection of narrative essays
chronicling the experiences of survivors of hate. Editor Arjun Singh Sethi, a
civil rights lawyer and law professor, integrates inspiring stories of survival in a
world dominated by hate targeting people of color and those who are stigmatized for exclusion. Acknowledging that the United States “was built on a
hate crime,” Sethi offers a collection of personal narratives that illustrate the
present day effects of this sad history of hatred and systemic oppression.
What is particularly compelling about this compilation is how those targeted because of “race, national origin, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation,
faith, disability, immigration status, and other personal characteristics,” find
the strength to confront hate and survive. Adopting a “testimonial format,”
each survivor in the edited collection is allowed to tell their own story in their
own unfiltered voice. Focusing on the perspectives of women and young
people because they are on the front lines of struggle and most susceptible to
the ravages of hatred, American Hate offers a devastating on-the-ground catalogue of the impact of hate and violence in our polarized nation.
Anders Walker
The Burning House:
Jim Crow and the Making of Modern America
(Yale 2018)
Diversity is embraced as a defining hallmark of our pluralistic society, but
it is structured, constrained, and impacted by the living legacy of Jim Crow.
In The Burning House: Jim Crow and the Making of Modern America, Saint
Louis University law professor and historian Anders Walker offers an original,
powerful, and insightful analysis of dual American societies, separated by the
colorline, and how they have functioned and thrived separately, but nevertheless coalesced around fundamental tenets of our polity. Rejecting integration
as a societal goal of inclusion for African-Americans, James Baldwin referred
to white American society as a “burning house” that would inevitably destroy
them if they moved in. This searing metaphor underscores Walker’s central
216
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enterprise: to uncover the intellectual exchanges between authors with
Southern roots on how racial justice could be advanced without integration.
Integration, because of its homogenizing effect, could undermine the cultural
uniqueness and vibrancy of the separate white and Black cultures. Of course,
Jim Crow was brutal, violent, and oppressive, but within its stigmatizing
separateness, there were cultural and societal traditions wholly worthy of
preservation. This would require a fundamental reinterpretation of Jim Crow
and Brown v. Board of Education. Unpacking the cultural nuances of the separate Black and white societies, Walker writes, “For such voices — white and
black — ending segregation was less important than providing opportunities
and jobs from within a framework that also respected racial traditions, racial
identities, and loosely defined notions of racial culture. Such debates constituted an important, if counterintuitive chorus to the epic saga of civil rights
at the time, which focused on desegregating public accommodations and
schools.”
With this history in mind, Walker advances a pathbreaking reinterpretation of Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, centering on race and
pluralistic diversity, not substantive equality. Walker conceptualizes this as
“southern pluralism” — the fraught balance between diversity and the inequality that is tolerated to preserve a distinct cultural group identity. Walker argues, “Jim Crow also gave us diversity.” Walker’s important work deconstructs
structural inequality in a new way because he squarely debunks the myth that
Bakke is a liberal decision advancing the sound constitutionality of affirmative
action. Rather, as Walker skillfully illustrates, Bakke actually preserves liberal
individualism at the expense of substantive equality: “diversity was not about
achieving equality so much as defending separate institutional spheres.” Paradoxically, diversity preserves the very separateness that it seeks to eradicate
— it is this separateness that defines modern America to this day.
Steven Levitsky & Daniel Ziblatt
How Democracies Die
(Crown 2018)
In this turbulent age, there is a burgeoning canon of books on democratic
governance, separation of powers, and impeachment. How Democracies Die is
a riveting addition to this oeuvre. Harvard government professors Steven
Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt pinpoint four characteristics of autocrats: (i) a
weak commitment to democratic rules; (ii) denial of the legitimacy of opponents; (iii) tolerance of violence; and (iv) a willingness to curb civil liberties
or the media. All of these autocratic imperatives are on full display today,
and they directly threaten the viability of our constitutional democracy.
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Levitsky and Ziblatt make the point that democracies die because there is a
consistent erosion of the foundational principles that sustain a healthy democracy: “The tragic paradox of the electoral route to authoritarianism is that
democracy’s assassins use the very institutions of democracy — gradually,
subtly, and even legally — to kill it.” There is a disconcerting paradox here
because the autocrat is legitimate because he was elected by the people, but
he seeks to undermine the very process that has given him legitimacy by unilaterally expanding his power by discarding core constitutional principles of
separation of powers, institutional deference to co-equal branches of government, and faithful adherence to the rule of law. As Levitsky and Ziblatt explain, two essential democratic norms — mutual toleration (or the recognition
that the opposing party is legitimate) and forbearance (the exercise of restraint
in deploying institutional power) — have been substantially weakened.
Nowhere is this more apparent than the recent government shutdown.
This contrived emergency was a bald power play by the Chief Executive.
Drawing upon racial divisions and civic unease, autocrats create emergencies
derived from the very havoc that they consistently engender. In a recent New
York Times article, Levitsky and Ziblatt note that “Autocrats Love Emergencies,”
because “they provide a seemingly legitimate (and often popular) justification
for concentrating power and eviscerating rights.” But the contrived emergency
that caused the longest government shutdown in history illustrates the limits
of presidential power and unintended consequences because it was the voices
of the people that ultimately ended the shutdown, at least for the time being.
Levitsky and Ziblatt tell us what we all know — it is up to us to make sure
that our democracy does not die.

“Individual thinkers since the days of Ezekiel
and Isaiah have asserted that the despoliation
of land is not only inexpedient but wrong.”
State v. Mauthe
366 N.W.2d 871, 878 (Wisc. 1985)
(quoting Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac 203 (1948))
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Although not stated in the Amended Complaint,
an almanac, of which I may take judicial notice
pursuant to Federal Rule of Evidence 201, reveals
that April 4, 2012 fell on a Wednesday.
Williams v. Pennridge School District
2016 WL 6432906 (E.D. Pa. Oct. 31, 2016)

q EXEMPLARY LEGAL WRITING 2018 q
JUDICIAL OPINIONS

THREE RECOMMENDATIONS

Stephen Dillard†
Autauga Quality Cotton Association v. Crosby
893 F.3d 1276 (11th Cir. 2018)
opinion for the court by
Circuit Judge Kevin C. Newsom
Judge Kevin Newsom is not just a brilliant jurist, he’s also a heck of a
storyteller. I don’t often find myself captivated by a liquidated-damages case,
but Newsom’s opinion in Autauga Quality Cotton Association v. Crosby draws
the reader in immediately. In just three short sentences, he makes a (seemingly)
garden-variety breach-of-contract case about cotton come alive. The writing
is crisp, clear, compelling, and, just as importantly, respectful of the parties
and the underlying dispute. As a relatively new jurist, Newsom has already
demonstrated an uncanny ability to make even the most dry material leap off
the pages, and Autauga is a perfect example of his considerable writing talent.
United States v. Maturino
887 F.3d 716 (5th Cir. 2018)
opinion for the court by
Circuit Judge Don R. Willett
Judge Don Willett knows how to turn a phrase. In his relatively short
tenure as a federal appellate judge, he has already published several opinions
with memorable writing and evocative imagery. This isn’t surprising. Willett
†
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spent over 12 years publishing a slew of gripping and forceful opinions as an
associate justice on the Supreme Court of Texas, and little has changed since
he joined the Fifth Circuit. Unlike many federal judges, who toil away in
their majestic courthouses with little notice or fanfare, Willett — a former
social-media superstar — is closely watched and scrutinized by the appellate
cognoscenti. Indeed, his first published opinion was a rip-roaring tour de
force involving the sentencing of a hapless Mexican drug cartel member who
attempted to buy 144 live grenades, only to discover that all but one of them
were inert. It’s a fun read, littered with sparkling writing and a few choice
Scaliaesque one-liners.
United States v. Obando
891 F.3d 929 (11th Cir. 2018)
opinion for the court by
Circuit Judge William H. Pryor, Jr.
There’s a reason Judge Bill Pryor is a perennial Supreme Court shortlister. Outside of the nine justices, he is perhaps the most prominent (and
faithful) textualist jurist in the nation. Pryor is also a superb and clever writer;
and his refined skills as both a textualist and storyteller are on full display in
United States v. Obando, a fascinating statutory construction case involving a
dodgy vessel in international waters. Indeed, in considering whether a flag
painted on the side of a vessel is “flying” for purposes of a federal maritime
statute, Pryor extensively and incisively addresses the issue, peppering his
cogent analysis with colorful graphics and interesting historical tidbits.

The ability to provide guidance about the common
problems of life — marriage, children, alcohol, health
— is a foundation of human interaction and society,
whether this advice be found in an almanac, at the
feet of grandparents, or in a circle of friends. There is
no doubt that such speech is protected by the First
Amendment.
Serafine v. Branaman
810 F.3d 354, 369 (5th Cir. 2016)
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In such a case the race is to the swift, and priority is
established by the almanac.
Farmers’ & Merchants’ State Savings
Bank of Manchester v. Kriegel
195 N.W. 624, 627 (Iowa 1923)
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G. Edward White† & Sarah A. Seo*
Richard H. Fallon, Jr.
Law and Legitimacy in the Supreme Court
(Harvard University Press 2018)
Richard Fallon likely did not plan the publication of this book to coincide
with the aftermath of the Kavanaugh hearings or the phrase “Obama judges or
Trump judges, Bush judges or Clinton judges.” After all, the author has been
writing about legitimacy and the law for over a decade, and this book brings
together many of his ideas in previously published law review articles. But
the timing could not be better, all the more so for young scholars or those
otherwise new to Fallon’s writings who will appreciate an accessible account
for why and when Supreme Court decisions merit legitimacy even if we do
not agree with them. Fallon submits the argument — a bold one during these
polarized times, a reasonable one during any other — that no one theory of
interpretation can answer all constitutional questions and suggests that we
make room for valid disagreements; “moral legitimacy can exist along a spectrum,” he posits (167). In a similar tenor, Fallon proposes the “Reflective
Equilibrium Hypothesis” that allows Supreme Court justices leeway to “refine and revise their methodological approaches on an ongoing basis” (170),
†
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which is a sensible recognition that smart and thoughtful individuals will,
and should, change their minds with new information. To enhance their
legitimacy, the justices simply need to be transparent and consistent about
their reflective equilibrium. Fallon claims that his proposals can promote
civil discourse and civil disagreement. Unfortunately, the book comes with
no guarantees.
Robert A. Ferguson
Metamorphosis:
How to Transform Punishment in America
(Yale University Press 2018)
Ferguson’s book is something of a sequel to his Inferno: An Anatomy of
American Punishment (2014), which precipitated an outpouring of letters to
him from people in prison. Metamorphosis uses those letters to construct a
vision of the experience of inmates in a prison system that features harsh,
long sentences and a culture of fear and degradation. He argues that the
original goal of a “penitentiary” system, rehabilitation of offenders through
opportunities to reflect upon and reconsider their past conduct, has nearly
vanished in the current obsession with using prisons as a means of simply
removing offenders from the population at large and “punishing” them
through indifferent and often cruel treatment.
The current atmosphere of prisons, Ferguson maintains, dehumanizes all
the participants in prison life. Prison officials focus almost exclusively on
discipline, tacitly permitting some prisoners to abuse others so long as a surface order is maintained. Guards are given nearly unlimited discretionary
authority over prisoners, resulting in a culture of callousness and brutality
and the self-selection of persons for guard positions who relish the exercise
of arbitrary power. Prisoners, facing long sentences and daily perturbations,
develop attitudes of fatalism and despair, undermining efforts at rehabilitation.
Violence against inmates is a constant background presence, resulting in
most inmates needing to spend the bulk of their time developing strategies
to protect themselves against attacks. The cumulative effect, Ferguson shows
through prison letters, is to make contemporary American prisons the equivalent of hellholes.
Ferguson is a reformer in the sense of wanting incarceration policies to
move away from using prisons as storehouses for offenders, in which the
inmates are simply housed out of sight of the general population with virtually no concern for their welfare, to a renewed emphasis on rehabilitation, in
which prison populations would be reduced (currently a large percentage of
inmates are incarcerated for non-violent crimes, such as drug use, but are
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mingled with violent offenders and serve what appear to be disproportionately long sentences) and genuine efforts would be made to allow inmates to
use prison as a basis for developing their faculties. But the strength of Metamorphosis comes not from particular reform proposals but from its power in
creating a narrative of prison as the equivalent of purgatory. When incarceration is used as a basis for simply forgetting about a resident population that
is consistently degraded, frightened, and isolated from redemptive human
contacts, something has gone radically wrong. The prison atmosphere that
Ferguson vividly creates, through the contributions of inmates who wrote
him about their experiences, is a powerful testament that America’s prison
policies having taken morally unjustifiable directions.
Issa Kohler-Hausmann
Misdemeanorland:
Criminal Courts and Social Control in an Age of Broken Windows Policing
(Princeton University Press 2018)
Alexandra Natapoff
Punishment without Crime:
How Our Massive Misdemeanor System Traps the Innocent and
Makes America More Unequal
(Basic Books 2018)
Misdemeanors are the underside of the iceberg of the criminal justice
system. Though these cases attract little attention, they make up the vast
proportion of criminal cases and profoundly determine what kind of justice
our criminal justice system dispenses. Even more, as Issa Kohler-Hausmann
and Alexandra Natapoff show, misdemeanor cases also reflect the health of
our democracy and even define the kind of society we have. Notwithstanding
some overlap between these two books, they complement each other in ways
that make it worth reading them together.
Misdemeanorland focuses on New York City’s courts to explain how the
processing of sub-felony cases exerts social control. In the 1990s, the city
adopted “broken windows policing,” which focused law enforcement’s efforts
on order maintenance. An expected consequence was a sharp uptick in the
number of misdemeanor arrests. An unexpected consequence was a sharp
decrease in the rate of convictions. By following how misdemeanor courts
handled the insurmountable caseload, Kohler-Hausmann discovered that they
simply did not adjudicate most cases. Instead, defense lawyers, prosecutors,
and judges fashioned a system to manage — discipline — defendants until
their cases could be resolved, often dismissed, without going through the
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time-consuming and resource-draining procedures of formal adjudication.
Misdemeanorland concludes with a provocative question: What, exactly, is
wrong with the managerial model for non-felonious crimes? Does it not make
sense to assess whether low-level offenders can demonstrate rule-abiding
behavior over time without subjecting them to — and spending scarce resources on — the full-blown procedures and consequences that attend serious
crimes?
Natapoff’s own answer to this question is the focus of Punishment without
Crime. Both Natapoff and Kohler-Hausmann criticize mass misdemeanors
for entrenching class and racial inequalities in American society. Some parts
of Natapoff’s account may be familiar, such as the disregard for actual innocence in the processing of misdemeanors and the fines and fees that basically
add up to a regressive tax on minorities and the poor. But she goes on to
engage in a necessary discussion about why our democracy depends on reforms to the misdemeanor system, whether change is possible, and which
changes she would like to see.
Intriguingly, the chapter titled “History” comes in the middle of the book,
separating the chapters in the first half that describe the problem and the
later chapters that outline the reforms. This chapter traces the use of petty
offenses as a method of social control, beginning with the Jim Crow era, to
the postwar period of vagrancy policing, and finally to the decades of broken
windows policing. Natapoff’s takeaways from this history are somewhat in
tension. On the one hand, American society has for a long time used criminal
laws to oppress those on the margins of society. On the other hand, there
has been progress; broken windows policing is an improvement over vagrancy
policing, which is a far cry from the system of convict labor that essentially
reenslaved black Americans after the Civil War. In Punishment without
Crime, history provides context — today’s problems with race and criminal
justice are not new. It also offers guarded hope that although the struggle is
never ending, progressive change is possible.
Sarah E. Igo
The Known Citizen:
A History of Privacy in Modern America
(Harvard University Press 2018)
Privacy has a history, one that is broader than the legal histories often
told through Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis’s Harvard Law Review
article, “The Right to Privacy,” Griswold v. Connecticut, and Roe v. Wade.
“Privacy” as a concept has also entailed more than freedom from unreasonable
searches and seizures, government surveillance, or data mining. According
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to Sarah Igo, thinking and arguing about privacy is a distinctly modern phenomenon that goes straight to heart of the meaning of citizenship itself.
Since the late 19th century, Americans have debated privacy in a wide range
of contexts, including public health, Social Security, scientific research, and
all the records that schools, government agencies, and private corporations
maintain. By expanding the inquiry, Igo masterfully sets forth the surprising
and complex stakes of being a “known citizen” in the 20th-century United
States. Privacy was never an unalloyed good that has been lost sometime in
the past few decades. Privacy has been, and continues to be, an unsettling
and difficult question precisely because fears about intrusions to our privacy
have always accompanied the desire to be visible as a rights-bearing, statusholding individual.
Jennifer E. Rothman
The Right of Publicity:
Privacy Reimagined for a Public World
(Harvard University Press 2018)
Rothman’s book makes two contributions. The first is to construct a narrative history of the “right of publicity,” now primarily understood as allowing
persons to capture the commercial value of their names or likenesses against
potential appropriation by others, as having spun off of the original common
law right of “privacy” in a fortuitous and not fully defensible fashion. The
core meaning of the action of common law privacy, as it developed in the
early 20th century, was protecting persons from having their names or likenesses made public without their consent for any reason. In early privacy
cases plaintiffs were not complaining that the publication of their images or
stories about them robbed them of the opportunity to capitalize on their
prospective fame or notoriety. They were claiming that they suffered humiliation and other forms of emotional harm simply because they did not want
their names or images, or incidents about them, exposed to the general public
at all. Their objection to the publicizing of information about them was
based on feelings that it was “humiliating” for young women to have their
portraits made part of commercial advertisements for flour, or it was misleading to place a photograph of an artist on an advertisement for insurance.
Neither of those plaintiffs was maintaining that they should have been paid
for the use of their likenesses. They were objecting to pictures of them being
displayed in public at all.
As the right of privacy expanded in the mid 20th century, a case came
before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in which one manufacturer of chewing gum sued another for allegedly unauthorized use of the
names and likenesses of major league ballplayers in “baseball cards” accomNUMBER 1 (2019)
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panying packets of gum. The suit was originally based on interference with
contract because the players had allegedly given one of the companies exclusive rights to use information about them and their careers for limited periods.
That issue was complicated because the players had assigned their rights to
third parties who had then assigned them to gum companies. The players
were paid nominal sums for the assignments, which were exclusive but of
short duration. A central issue in the case was whether the third parties were
able to assign the rights they had received from the players to other persons.
Although the case of Haelan Laboratories v. Topps Chewing Gum was understood by all the judges who decided it as an interference with contract
case, the question of assignability affected that issue, and at one point judges
for the Second Circuit concluded that the players had a “right of publicity”
that was personal to them and could only be assigned if they consented to
the assignment. That issue was not necessary to the case, because all of the
players had signed waivers of any rights they had to prevent third parties from
using their names or likenesses. The Second Circuit was also incorrect in
concluding that the common law right of privacy in New York encompassed
a “right of publicity”: there was no common law right of privacy in the state,
only a statute that prevented anyone’s using the name or likeness of an individual “for the purposes of business or trade” without the individual’s consent.
Nonetheless Haelan was read by other courts to have created a “right of
publicity” distinct from one of privacy, akin to an intellectual property right.
Over the decades after Haelan that reading was to have three significant implications. One was that rights of publicity, like other intellectual property rights,
were alienable: they could be transferred to other persons who could prevent
the commercial appropriation of someone’s name or likeness. A second was
that, subject to jurisdictional limitations, rights of publicity were inheritable:
the rights of entertainers to control the distribution of their names or likenesses could succeed to relatives. Finally, a Supreme Court decision in 1977,
in a case involving a news station’s broadcast of the entire ‘human cannonball”
act of a performer at a state fair, held that no First Amendment privileges
constrained rights of publicity. A performer could capture the value of his
“act,” and prevent others from rebroadcasting it without his consent, even if
it was “newsworthy.”
In this form the “right of publicity” has expanded, distorting the original
understanding of rights of privacy and arguably creating problems for persons
who want to creatively reproduce the names or likenesses of others. Rothman’s
second contribution is to suggest that in this capacity the right of publicity
arguably restrains creativity and places too much power in the hands of celebrities and their relatives, who simply want to get paid anytime someone else
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makes use of their names and likenesses. She points to several cases in which
celebrities successfully sued others for representations of their names and
likenesses when the representations were sufficiently “transformative” that
no one would have thought them simply an effort to make money on the
literal appropriation of a name or likeness. One case involved an advertisement
by Samsung featuring a robot dressed like the television performer Vanna
White which looked nothing like White, although it performed arguably
“robotic” functions similar to White’s turning the “Wheel of Fortune” board.
The ad was designed to communicate the message that Samsung electronic
devices would still be available when, in some future, robots might replace
humans as performers.
Rothman would disengage the “right of publicity” from privacy and seek
to restore the original thrust of disclosure privacy actions, where persons
sought simply to prevent public disclosure of information about them, or
their names or likenesses, without their consent. She argues that in an increasingly “public” world, whose inhabitants are besieged by social media and
other devices that serve to gratuitously publicize intimate details of their daily
lives, there is a need for a more robust version of disclosure privacy, and
“right of publicity” cases have amounted to establishing a doctrinally flawed
barrier to the emergence of that version.
Mary Ziegler
Beyond Abortion:
Roe v. Wade and the Battle for Privacy
(Harvard University Press 2018)
Ziegler’s book may be said to compliment Rothman’s in that both seek
to complicate “histories” of privacy in the 20th century. Whereas Rothman’s
history focuses on the concept of privacy in tort law, Ziegler’s focus is on
privacy as a constitutionally protected “right,” a form of “liberty” under the
Due Process Clauses. She shows how when Roe v. Wade came to the Court,
the idea of constitutional privacy rights in the area of reproduction was at a
high-water mark, with the Court’s Griswold and Eisenstadt decisions discovering a right of privacy that justified the unrestricted use of contraceptives in the
Constitution and extending it beyond married couples to individuals. Roe,
challenging efforts by the state of Texas to outlaw abortions, seemed a logical
next step, and so a Court majority grounded a woman’s choice to terminate
a pregnancy, up to certain times in a gestation cycle, in a “liberty” to make
decisions affecting reproduction and her body under the Due Process Clauses.
The choices to apply privacy rights to abortion decisions, to limit the
scope of unrestricted abortion choices to the early stages of a pregnancy, and
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to associate the abortion decision not only with the rights of pregnant women
but with their physicians turned out, Ziegler demonstrates, to make the Roe
decision far more controversial than it might have been. By treating the choice
to terminate a pregnancy as an individual right, but limiting the scope of that
choice to the early stages of a pregnancy because of a corresponding “right”
in a fetus, the decision galvanized persons on both sides of the abortion issue
and suggested that the Supreme Court was siding with “pro-choice” rather
than “pro-life” supporters, for reasons that did not seem wholly convincing to
many. The focus on individual privacy rights also suggested that Roe might
have effects beyond abortion itself, such as the purported right to terminate
one’s life. The relatively thin doctrinal basis of the Roe opinion, which received
abundant criticism even from pro-choice advocates, raised a difficulty that
the Court has habitually faced when it chooses to intervene on one side of a
contested social issue. The difficulty with Roe, as opposed to other controversial Court interventions such as Brown v. Board of Education, is that the
moral basis of Brown — that classifying persons differently on the basis of
race or skin color was simply erroneous and unjustifiable — seemed lacking
in Roe. Both sides in the abortion debate believed that their positions — the
state should not be able to dictate to individuals what they might choose to
do about procreation and child-rearing; or humans should not be allowed to
terminate the lives of other humans merely by labeling them as “fetuses” or
“unborn” — were morally unassailable.
Ziegler spends most of her narrative on the legal and political difficulties
that followed from the Court’s choice to decide Roe when it did and the way it
did. She alludes only briefly to a counterfactual dimension of the Roe decision.
What if the Court had chosen to ground a decision on the part of woman to
terminate a pregnancy not on “privacy,” but on equality? That basis would
have underscored the fact that when states restrict the abortion decision, they
are imposing unique burdens solely on females. It is women who become
pregnant, carry fetuses to term, and may have their own health, as well as
that of a fetus, affected by the process. When a state says to a woman, “you
must not terminate your pregnancy,” it is telling her how she needs to take
care of her body, and of a future child she is carrying, for a lengthy period of
time. It is not issuing comparable instructions to the father of the prospective
child or any of the child’s other putative relatives. And the burdens it is imposing on the woman are burdens imposed on her because she is female, and
therefore uniquely capable of carrying a fetus to term. In restricting abortion
states are, in effect, telling pregnant women what is “good” for them. They
are not communicating a similar message to males, nor are they communicating that message to women who are not pregnant. Moreover, the capacity
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of women to become pregnant and bear offspring is an immutable characteristic, like skin color or gender.
Thus there might have been arguments based on the Equal Protection
Clause which could have functioned as justifications for Roe. There was no
realistic possibility, at the time Roe was decided (1973), that such arguments
would have been advanced. The Court was only beginning to interpret the
Equal Protection Clause to prevent some forms of gender discrimination,
and feminism was only on the edge of becoming mainstream. In retrospect,
it might have been better for the Court to have delayed a decision on the
abortion issue while arguments premised on gender equality were percolating.
Ziegler only briefly alludes to that possibility: her focus is on the controversial
baggage of “privacy” rights that has prevented privacy from playing a more
substantial role in Court decisions and American culture at large. But it is
intriguing to speculate about what might have happened had the Court’s
abortion decisions been grounded differently.

For example, despite plaintiffs’ burden to
provide an “extensive analysis” of state law
variations, they have not explained how their
multiple causes of action could be presented
to a jury for resolution in a way that fairly
represents the law of the fifty states while
not overwhelming jurors with hundreds of
interrogatories and a verdict form as large as
an almanac.
In re Ford Motor Co. Ignition Switch
Products Liability Litigation
174 F.R.D. 332 (D.N.J. 1997)
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To call a judgment a finding makes it none the less
a judgment. A summons is not an execution, nor an
almanac a pleading, even if called so on authority of
a court.
Nuckolls v. Irwin
2 Neb. 60, 68 (n.d., pub. 1872)
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Femi Cadmus† & Casandra Laskowski*
Joseph Blocher & Darrell A.H. Miller
The Positive Second Amendment:
Rights, Regulation and the Future of Heller
(Cambridge University Press 2018)
Blocher and Miller provide a comprehensive overview of the landscape
following the Supreme Court’s Second Amendment decision in District of
Columbia v. Heller, protecting an individual right to keep and bear arms.
The authors note that post Heller; a wide divergence between constitutional
doctrine and public debate persists. There continues to be a polarization
between those who hold an absolutist view of the Second Amendment, an
unwavering belief in the unfettered, unregulated right to bear arms and
those holding an extreme view of regulation, with some even calling for the
removal of the individual right to bear arms. The authors maintain that the
Second Amendment is highly nuanced and does not fall into either one of
these camps. Rather, there needs to be a positive interpretation, a debate
†
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that reflects an understanding and respect for constitutional doctrine and the
substance and method of law.
Cyrus Farivar
Habeas Data: Privacy vs. the Rise of Surveillance Tech
(Melville House 2018)
Farivar travels the reader through the lives and conflicts that shaped
Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. He begins with a behind-the-scenes
look at the making of Katz v. United States, where a young Laurence Tribe
doggedly yet persuasively changed Justice Potter Stewart and the Court’s
mind. This story sets the tone for a series of close calls, incremental changes,
and unforeseen applications that have shaped the privacy landscape in our
country. Apple fights against the FBI request to circumvent their encryption
on the public stage. Ladar Levison, the founder of Lavabit, sits in his living
room with his tiny dog Princess when FBI agents inform him that he must
circumvent his email services encryption and hand him a national security
letter preventing him from speaking to anyone, even with his attorney, about
the request. And Daniel Rigmaiden, after being brushed off by the ACLU
and EFF, uncovers law enforcement’s covert, widespread, and unchecked
use of cell site simulator technology called Stingrays. Though Farivar discusses the law, it is the people that stand out in his telling, both those who
helped shape the law and those who are affected by it. He ends the book by
spotlighting those individuals and communities advocating for change and
implementing better policies, such as the city of Oakland, which formed a
Privacy Advisory Commission charged with developing policies for any new
surveillance technology that the city wants to adopt.
Paul Finkelman
Supreme Injustice: Slavery in the Nation’s Highest Court
(Harvard University Press 2018)
Finkelman examines what he describes as the “slavery jurisprudence” of
three supreme court justices, pre-antebellum, Chief Justices John Marshall
and Roger B. Taney and Associate Justice Joseph Story. He posits that had
they all taken a different approach that adhered to the nation’s founding
ideals of equality and liberty, that trajectory would have led to different outcomes, including freedom from slavery. Instead, the court, with very few
exceptions, reinforced and strengthened the institution of slavery, upholding
(never with support from Marshall, Taney, or Story) a few freedom claims.
Marshall and Taney were lifelong slave owners, and while Story did not own
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slaves, he abandoned his early anti-slavery principles, aligning with the
court’s pro-slavery stance. Finkelman reiterates that while the court’s decision-making alone was not the basis for sectionalism or secession, it did provoke frustration and intolerance in the North for the court’s pro-slavery status quo. The book delves into the backgrounds and motives of all three justices, starting with Marshall, Chief justice from 1801 to 1835, reiterating
that he wrote almost every decision reinforcing slavery as an institution and
debunking writings that state otherwise or were silent on the issue. Story
had originally exhibited a hostility and abhorrence towards slavery but later
took on a supportive role, concurring with Marshall on the court. The
chapter on Taney, “Slavery’s Great Justice”, cites his harsh and racist decision in the Dred Scott case, referred to as an accurate depiction of the jurisprudence of the Taney court.
John B. Nann & Morris L. Cohen
The Yale Law School Guide to Research in American Legal History
(Yale University Press 2018)
The Yale Law School Guide to Research in American Legal History is special
in that it fills a void in modern-day research guides tailored specifically to
meet the needs of scholars and researchers of American Legal History. It
addresses and accommodates the unique viewpoints and contexts of historians and lawyers. The guide begins with an examination of general bibliographic sources, including catalogs, bibliographies, and websites. Using a
six-step approach to historical legal research (much of which simulates a
general approach to legal research), the research journey is framed in time
periods, starting with English foundations of American law (the commonlaw system), moving on to the colonial law, U.S. constitutional law in the
1780s, the early republic in the 1790s to 1870s, and concluding with the
administrative state through the present day. Attention is also given to the
development of a more sophisticated organization of research, which started
at the end of the 19th century with codification by the federal government
and collection of case law in reporter form by the West Publishing Company. A chapter on international law and civil law in the U.S. traces the development of international law at the founding, the exposure of the founders to
the law of nations, classic writings of international law, sources of international law, and treaties. There are useful research examples provided at the
end of every chapter which walk the researcher through scenarios with application of resources utilized to find information. A list of further readings,
important sources mentioned in each chapter, and database resources serve
as additional useful tools for the researcher.
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Jill Norgren
Stories from Trailblazing Women Lawyers
(New York University Press 2018)
The ABA and American Bar Foundation’s Women Trailblazers Project
is a treasure trove of oral histories. With 96 current entries, it is difficult to
decide where to begin, which is why this book is a great introduction. Norgren dives into that trove for us and weaves together the stories along a
common timeline of experience (from childhood to practice). She highlights
parallel experiences and unique struggles, such as racism, which she gives its
own section in the first chapter. By combining stories this way, you get multiple perspectives of common events, like the infamous women’s dinners
hosted by Harvard Law School Dean Erwin Griswold. In one of my favorite
stories, African American Attorney Constance Harvey is forced to purchase
a new outfit because a judge, a renowned racist according to her, would not
swear her in unless she changed her outfit because it looked as though she
had come from a “honky tonk.” Harvey proceeds to wear that same outfit
every time she is in court before him. These moments help define the trailblazers in the collection. Limited by the structures of the time, each finds
ways to push back against it in their way. Norgren also does additional research, expanding on these women’s stories, making the book a welcome
partner to the collection.

From the Pittston (Pennsylvania) Gazette, Dec. 7, 1855, at 2.
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THE BLUEBOOK

There is no “the” Blue Book nor a “the” Red
Book, any more than there is a “the” Almanac,
but the authorities may use this type publication
as a guide, and in the absence of merited complaint adopt figures given by the publication as
valuations which would be subject to the assessment ratio.
Appeal of Carolina Quality Block Co.
155 S.E.2d 263, 266 (N.C. 1967)
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The almanac further states “[r]eal monster trout will
take those salt-flavored minnows as if they are going
out of style.”
Arkie Lures, Inc. v. Gene Larew Tackle, Inc.
119 F.3d 953, 960 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (Michel, J., dissenting)
(quoting Salted Dynamite for Lunker Trout, in
The 1974 Sports Afield Almanac (Ted Kesting ed., 1974))
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Charmiane G. Claxton†
In re Paige
738 Fed. Appx. 85 (3d Cir. 2018)
opinion for the court by
Senior Circuit Judge Richard L. Nygaard
This short but sweet masterpiece is included because it touches on one of
my favorite topics — civility. There is no circumstance under which a litigant or advocate should use the legal system to abuse any of the participants
in the process. That a party appears pro se is no excuse for poor behavior.
There is often much merit to the saying that “every man who is his own
lawyer, has a fool for a client.”1 The stress of litigation should never lead a
party to address the court in the manner that the Paiges repeatedly pursued.
Proper decorum and professionalism should be the beacon for all who practice before courts of any level — from the Supreme Court Justices to Magistrate Judges.

†

Magistrate Judge, U.S. District Court for the Western District of Tennessee.
Often attributed to Abraham Lincoln, as well as to Henry Kett, 2 The flowers of wit, or a choice
collection of bon mots 185 (1814).
1
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Meador v. Apple, Inc.
911 F.3d 260 (5th Cir 2018)
opinion for the court by
Circuit Judge Stephen A. Higginson
Mobile devices have become such an integral part of our lives that we believe we must respond to every buzz or ping. Or at least that’s what Ashley
Kubiak tragically believed on April 30, 2013. Ms. Kubiak was driving her
truck that day when a text message notification caught her attention and she
redirected her eyes from the road ahead of her to the screen of her Apple
iPhone. When she returned her attention to the road, it was too late to
avoid the collision with a car containing two adults and a child. The adults
were killed as a result of the crash and the child was rendered a paraplegic.
Ms. Kubiak was convicted on two counts of criminally negligent homicide.
The representatives of Ms. Kubiak’s victims sought to hold Apple liable
for not implementing “[l]ock-out mechanisms for driver handheld computing device” on the iPhone 5, the device that Ms. Kubiak was using. Apple
was awarded for a patent on the lock-out mechanism in 2003 but chose not
to implement it. The patent specifically addresses the dangers of texting
while driving. The district court granted Apple’s motion to dismiss for failure
to state a claim for which relief may be granted, and the plaintiffs appealed.
This opinion from the Fifth Circuit provides very instructive analysis on the
law of causation. Among the issues that the Fifth Circuit had to address in
reaching its conclusion was whether Texas law would hold a smartphone
manufacturer liable for torts committed by the phone user “because the neurobiological response induced by the phone is a substantial factor in her tortious
act.” The closest analog that the court could find is in the area of dram shop
liability. Ultimately, the court held that mobile phone users bear responsibility
for the consequences of their actions.
Taylor v. FAA
895 F.3d 56 (DC Cir. 2018)
opinion for the court by
Chief Judge Merrick B. Garland
Much of our lives is governed by an ever-growing number of regulations.
Largely because of the volume of regulations, many of us are unaware of the
reach they have in our day-to-day activities. Adding to this is the complicated
interplay between the regulations and the implementing statutes. This case
layers onto this the emerging popularity and availability of small, unmanned
aircraft or drones. What makes this opinion special is that the court takes
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what could have been an incredibly technical and difficult to understand area
of law and provides a user-friendly explanation of the applicable law.
The pro se petitioner is a model aircraft hobbyist seeking review of a new
rule that governs the use of certain drones. The 2012 FAA Modernization
and Reform Act, 49 U.S.C. § 40101, authorized the promulgation of rules
to “safely accelerate the integration of civil unmanned aircraft systems into
the national airspace system.” The act exempts from regulation “model aircraft” that meet specified operational criteria but creates an exception within
that exception for “persons operating model aircraft who endanger the safety
of the national airspace system.” It is petitioner’s belief that certain implementing regulations exceed the scope of the FAA’s regulatory authority. The
D.C. Circuit explains in a well-reasoned and easily digested opinion why
each of the petitioner’s contentions is incorrect. This is extremely important
in a case where the petitioner is proceeding pro se and where there the potential audience for the opinion is not just lawyers but lay readers.
Turner v. United States
885 F.3d 949, 955 (6th Cir 2018)
opinion concurring dubitante by
Circuit Judge John K. Bush
dubitante (d[y]oo-bi-tan-tee) [Latin] Doubting. • This term
was usu. placed in a law report next to a judge’s name, indicating that the judge doubted a legal point but was unwilling to state that it was wrong. — Also termed dubitans.
“[E]xpressing the epitome of the common law spirit,
there is the opinion entered dubitante — the judge is unhappy about some aspect of the decision rendered, but
cannot quite bring himself to record an open dissent.” Lon
L. Fuller, Anatomy of the Law 147 (1968).2

John Turner appealed the denial of his 28 U.S.C. § 2255 claim of ineffective counsel to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. Turner
was charged in state court with the aggravated robbery of four businesses.
While the state case was pending, the state prosecutors notified Turner’s
attorney that the United States was considering federal robbery and firearms
charges against Turner that upon conviction could result in a mandatory
minimum prison sentence of 82 years. The federal prosecutor communicated a
15-year plea offer to Turner’s lawyer that would expire upon Turner’s indictment by a federal grand jury. While there is a dispute between Turner
2

Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014) (Bryan A. Garner, ed.).
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and his lawyer regarding their discussions of the plea offer — Turner says he
never got it; his lawyer says he rejected it — there is no dispute that it was not
timely accepted. Turner ultimately retained new counsel for the federal case
and accepted a plea agreement that resulted in a 25-year sentence. Turner
argued on appeal that because his original attorney did not effectively represent him during the plea negotiations his rights to the effective assistance of
counsel pursuant to the Sixth Amendment was violated.
While the main opinion in this case involving the attachment of Sixth
Amendment rights to preindictment plea negotiations is effective in explaining why the Sixth Amendment does not attach at this stage, the real excitement is in Judge John Bush’s concurrence dubitante. Judge Bush provides the
reader with a historical perspective of the right to counsel, beginning with a
review of the Founders’ intent and meaning regarding the words “accused”
and “criminal prosecution.” Although he concurred in the result based on
Supreme Court precedent, it is clear that Judge Bush believes the originalist
understandings of when the right to counsel should attach would lead to the
opposite result. The opinion is a very thorough, considered piece that will
provide a scholarly basis for future challenges before the Supreme Court.

It was Abraham Lincoln who said, “Let
reverence for the law be breathed by every
American mother to the lisping babe that
prattles on her lap. Let it be taught in the
schools, in seminaries, in colleges. Let it
be written in primers, spelling books and
almanacs. Let it be preached from the pulpit,
proclaimed in legislative halls, enforced in
courts of justice, and, in short, let it become
the political religion of the nation.”
U.S. v. Dewey
37 F.Supp. 449 (D. Kan. 1941)
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When readers seek health information, they subscribe to health oriented publications, for spiritual
advice they read religious tracts, and for astrology
they read sidereal almanacs.
S.E.C. v. Lowe
725 F.2d 892 (2d Cir. 1984) (Brieant, J., dissenting),
rev’d Lowe v. S.E.C., 472 U.S. 181 (1985)
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Jed S. Rakoff† & Lev Menand*
The Secret Barrister
The Secret Barrister: Stories of the Law and How It’s Broken
(Pan Macmillan 2018)
In an age of mass incarceration, it is not so easy to find good in the U.S.
criminal justice system. But The Secret Barrister makes you appreciate the
better aspects of our system by showing just how dysfunctional the corresponding English system has become. The book — written by an anonymous
junior barrister — is a devastating, sometimes hilarious, and frequently
heart-breaking account of how the criminal justice system in England and
Wales is not only broke financially but broken in its ability to deliver justice,
whether to prosecutors, defendants, victims, or the public.
Because of the unique British system enabling barristers (i.e., courtroom
lawyers) to represent the prosecution in one case and an accused person in the
next, the author is able to illustrate her widespread accusations with accounts
of recent cases she handled and to maintain an objectivity rarely found in
such first-person accounts. But what she recounts is alarming. Continuous
reductions in the financial support given to the criminal justice system in the
U.K. have led to a situation where none of the players — the police, the
†
*

U.S. District Judge, Southern District of New York. Copyright 2019 Jed S. Rakoff and Lev Menand.
Law Clerk to the Honorable Robert A. Katzmann, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
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prosecutors, the defense lawyers, or even the judges — are given the tools to
do their jobs adequately. To give just one example, one of the cases in which
the Secret Barrister served as prosecutor involved a heroin addict named
Rob who seduced a young girl, Amy, when she was 14, forced her to inject
heroin and, once she herself became addicted, forced her to have sex with
his dealers in order to pay for their supply. Over the next few years, Rob
regularly beat Amy when she protested in the slightest, and finally he almost
beat her to death when she was 22. In the hospital, Amy finally confided her
plight to the doctors, who contacted the police, who in turn, after an investigation, arrested Rob on serious assault charges. But when the day came for
Rob to stand trial, the prosecutor (i.e., the Secret Barrister) found that the
authorities had misplaced the basic documents (such as witness statements
required to be provided to the defense) necessary for the case to go forward.
No fewer than four adjournments followed over the course of the next three
months, as the prosecutor made every effort to obtain the missing documents,
only to be confronted with the sad reality that the police, already stretched
to the limits, had in their view more important things to do than search for
misplaced documents. And so, the case was dismissed. According to the
author, this kind of thing happens regularly.
To cope with financial contraction, moreover, the U.K. authorities have
resorted to “efficiencies” (i.e., cheap, halfway measures) that in the U.S. would
be considered a denial of due process. For example, an ever-increasing number
of criminal cases (not just misdemeanors, but felonies as well) are now tried
by three-judge panels of volunteer “lay magistrates” — i.e., non-lawyers who
volunteer to give 13 days a year to hear such cases. About the only law that
enters into their deliberations comes from an assigned law clerk (called a
“legal advisor”), whose advice they frequently disregard. While defenders of
this system note that it has roots in the common law going back at least to
the fourteenth century (and what could be a better justification than that!),
in fact, as the Secret Barrister notes, the only real defense for this bizarre
lay-magistrate system is that it is quick and cheap.
Although both the book and the author of The Secret Barrister have created
something of a swirl in British legal circles, the book remains relatively unknown in the U.S. But we ignore its lessons at our peril.
Lucy E. Salyer
Under the Starry Flag
(Harvard University Press 2018)
This fascinating and beautifully written work of legal history deals with a
right guaranteed by U.S. law that many of us have never heard of: the right
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of expatriation, i.e., the right to renounce a citizenship you previously held.
More especially, it traces the far-from-peaceful origins of the Expatriation
Act of 1868.
In 1867, forty Irish-American, most of them veterans of the Civil War and
all of them naturalized U.S. citizens, sailed from New York to Ireland with a
shipload of armaments, intending to aid the cause of Irish independence
(the “Fenian Revolt”). But most of them were arrested by British authorities
as soon as they reached Ireland, and several were then tried for treason, on
the theory that they were still British subjects. At various points in the trial,
the defendants’ lawyers (who were hired by the U.S. government) argued in
one way or another that the defendants had, as part of the oath they took to
become U.S. citizens, expressly renounced any allegiance to Britain. Accordingly, whatever else they might be guilty of, they could not be held guilty of
treason. But the British judges were quick to reject such arguments, citing
the great Sir Edward Coke for the proposition that the British citizenry of
these naturalized Americans was “written by the finger of the law in their
hearts” forever.
Although the defendants were duly convicted and sentenced to prison,
the notion that citizenship was not renounceable infuriated Americans who
had not so long before fought a Revolution against the British Crown and
who were building a nation composed of immigrants. Vehement protest
rallies were held in New York and elsewhere, and not just among IrishAmericans, for, in the words of one U.S. newspaper, the notion of perennial
citizenship was a “monstrous monarchial assumption.” Reacting to the
mood, Congress quickly passed the Expatriation Act of 1868 — still good
law — which states that “the right of expatriation is a natural and inherent
right of all people” and that any ruling to the contrary is “inconsistent with
the fundamental principles of this government” and hence null and void.
Although the short-term effect was to further fray relations between the
U.S. and Britain (already harmed by tacit British support for the South during
the Civil War), the principal of the right to expatriation ultimately prevailed
and was even adopted, a century later, by the United Nations.
This brief account does not begin to do justice to Professor Salyer’s skillful
weaving together of all the political, social, economic, and emotional threads
that made the British trial of the American Fenians and its legislative aftermath in the U.S. an important development in the rise of U.S. nationalism
and its impact on international law and relations. And, given all the issues
involving every aspect of immigration law now being debated in the U.S.,
Salyer’s contribution to legal history may have some immediate relevance as
well.
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Tim Wu
The Curse of Bigness: Antitrust in the New Gilded Age
(Columbia Global Reports 2018)
What — you reasonably might wonder — do checked bag fees and the
ever-shrinking distance between your knees and the seat in front of you have
to do with Cambridge Analytica, the Equifax data breach, and recent revelations that your phone company has been selling your location data to various
“third-party service providers”? All of these things, Professor Wu tells us, are
partially, if not primarily, the product of industrial concentration and the
failure of the Justice Department to enforce our nation’s anti-trust laws.
Monopolists, it turns out, don’t have to cater to consumers in the same way
small firms do. Worse, mega-businesses can use their economic power to
distort democracy.
Two parts historical narrative and one part call to arms, Wu’s indispensable
new survey of American anti-trust law seeks to explain how many American
industries came to be dominated by just a handful of firms. On Wu’s account,
our anti-trust laws were originally designed in the 1890s and early 1900s not
to ensure low prices for consumers, but to promote liberty and democratic
self-government by limiting the accumulation and abusive exercise of private
power. Specifically, Congress was concerned that the Constitution’s protections
against political oppression could not stop new, corporate oppressors, with
names like Standard Oil, the Northern Securities Company, and American
Tobacco. These trusts, Congress observed, controlled as much economic
activity as the government and were not subject to the same restrictions. As
one lawmaker put it, a people cannot be truly free if they are dependent, in
their economic lives, on the “arbitrary will of another.” Business tycoons like
John D. Rockefeller, another lawmaker explained, possessed a “kingly prerogative,” which was “inconsistent with our form of government.”
American democracy survived, Wu suggests, because a series of presidents,
beginning with Teddy Roosevelt in 1901, enforced the laws passed by Congress
prohibiting contracts and combinations “in restraint of trade” and the monopolization of “trade or commerce.” But beginning in the 1970s, Wu explains,
a group of academics reconceived anti-trust law, arguing, with little basis, that
Congress really meant merely to promote competition so as to ensure low
prices. In 1979, these academics even convinced the Supreme Court. The
result, Wu says, is our New Gilded Age, where prices are low, but the concentration of private power has suppressed wages, slowed economic growth,
stifled innovation in science and technology, increased inequality, hampered
democratic self-government, and fueled fascist political movements in the
U.S. and abroad.
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At the end of his book, Wu proposes a series of reforms, recommending
breaking up media, technology, and transportation conglomerates, stopping
mergers before they happen, and studying commercial practices in concentrated
industries. Wu is a structuralist, and The Curse of Bigness is an important
contribution to the emerging “law and political economy” literature, which
examines how legal rules shape markets and how, in turn, markets shape legal
rules. Wu’s approach reveals that there is nothing inevitable about present
arrangements; just as there was nothing inevitable about the break-up of
Standard Oil a century ago. When President McKinley, awash in secret corporate campaign contributions, won the presidency in 1896, it seemed like
the sun would never set on J.P. Morgan’s railroad empire. Then a few years
later, Roosevelt took the oath, brought suit against the Northern Securities
Company, and the Gilded Age gave way to the Progressive Era.
Adam Winkler
We the Corporations:
How American Businesses Won Their Civil Rights
(W.W. Norton 2018)
American businesses today enjoy many of the same rights as living,
breathing American citizens, including freedom of speech, freedom of the
press, freedom of religion, due process, equal protection, freedom from unreasonable searches and seizures, the right to counsel, and the right to trial
by jury. Indeed, businesses routinely sue the government when they think
one of these rights has been violated. And through such suits, businesses
have successfully abrogated many duly enacted laws and deterred Congress
and the states from enacting countless others. But it was not always so. In a
sweeping new history of American constitutional law, Professor Winkler
reveals how businesses won these rights and how, in many cases, they helped
to define these rights, testing out new theories of constitutional interpretation
that were later adopted by other groups and individuals seeking to vindicate
their own rights.
Somewhat counterintuitively, Winkler shows that businesses achieved
their many Supreme Court victories not by contending that corporations
were legal “persons” entitled to the same protections as natural persons, but
rather by arguing that, when it comes to the authority of the government to
regulate their affairs, corporations were merely associations of natural persons
whose rights the government must recognize, and courts must allow corporations to assert. For example, in what Winkler dubs the “first” corporate
rights case, Bank of United States v. Deveaux (1809), the lawyer for the Bank,
Horace Binney, convinced the Court that a corporation was a “mere collec248
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tion of men” and that, accordingly, the Bank should be permitted to sue in
federal court under Article III, section 2, which permits federal courts to
hear cases “between citizens of different states.”
Winkler fills out his narrative with lots of nourishing details about the
lawyers and judges arguing and deciding the major cases. For example, he tells
us how Roscoe Conkling, a drafter of the Fourteenth Amendment, lied to
the Supreme Court in an effort to win new rights for businesses. (Conkling
claimed, falsely, that Congress had intended the equal protection clause to
apply to businesses, and that he had a notebook from the deliberations to
prove it.) We also learn how a cabal of like-minded corporate rights enthusiasts passed off Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific Railroad (1886) as
standing for the proposition that corporations were persons within the
meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment when the case was explicitly decided
on other grounds.
Overall, Winkler is incredibly fair, taking pains to carefully dissect both
sides of each case he examines. And, not every victory for a corporate plaintiff
seems like a loss for the American people — or vice versa. For example,
Winkler recounts how in NAACP v. Button (1963), the Supreme Court
permitted the NAACP to assert the free speech and free assembly rights of
its members in challenging a Virginia law that, among other things, required
the NAACP to file annual lists of its members with the state. Drawing a
line between when a corporation should be permitted to assert the rights of
its members and when it should not is not as easy as it may seem. That is
one of many reasons why a book like We the Corporations is long overdue and
fills a hole in both our constitutional and corporate law scholarship.

“Economy is the method by which we prepare
today to afford the improvements of tomorrow.”
Clifford v. Raimondo
184 A.3d 673, 677 (R.I. 2018)
(quoting Silent Cal’s Almanack: The Homespun Wit and Wisdom of
Vermont’s Calvin Coolidge 58 (David Pietrusza ed., 2008))
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KEY DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE LAW, 2018
The Word from West
In the 2016 edition of the Green Bag Almanac & Reader, we republished
the title pages of the 2015 issues of one of our favorite periodicals — the
biannual report on major changes to West’s Key Number System. As we
said back then,
Twice a year, every year, Thomson Reuters distributes a glimpse into
the company’s judgment about developments in the law. In March
and again in August, libraries all over the world receive a pamphlet
reporting on “important changes and revisions . . . to West’s Key
Number System.” The Key Numbers and their modern offspring,
KeyCite, underlie many of the print and online legal research resources that lawyers and their colleagues use every day. The Keys are
so quietly pervasive that they influence (as they long have) how lawyers think, even if we don’t think about them or think they do.1 The
annual changes and revisions are not exciting news of the breaking,
palpitating sort. The blogs will never buzz about them. The news in
the March and August pamphlets is, rather, of a major legal institution’s measured judgments about what legal topics have in recent
years undergone changes sufficiently substantial to justify partial revisions of a widely used legal resource. These pamphlets of untrendy
news about legal trends do not get much attention, and remarkably
few libraries even bother to preserve them. So, this year — with permission from Thomson Reuters — we are giving our readers a second
chance to notice these developments, by reprinting the front matter
from last year’s Key pamphlets. We hope to do this every year from
now on, for our readers and for posterity.

We failed to fulfill that hope, and we have no excuses. We are trying again,
starting now, with the 2018 issues (see the two pages after this one).
Last year’s big news in the Key System involved law relating to:
Appeal and Error
False Pretenses
and
Finance, Banking, and Credit
1

See Bob Berring, Ring Dang Doo, 1 Green Bag 2d 3 (1997).
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“The almanac is part of the law of England.”
Wilson v. Van Leer
17 A. 1097, 1099 (Pa. 1889)
(quoting Pollock, C. B., in
Tutton v. Darke, 5 Hurl. & N. 649)
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Richard W. Garnett† & Christian R. Burset*
Patrick J. Deneen
Why Liberalism Failed
(Yale University Press 2018)
It was at least a bit surprising — but no doubt good for sales! — when a
political theorist’s Wendell Berry- and Alasdair MacIntyre-inspired genealogy
and diagnosis of liquid modernity appeared on President Barack Obama’s
Summer 2018 recommended-reading Facebook post. (He took care to note
his disagreement with “most of the author’s conclusions[.]”) Patrick
Deneen’s provocative thesis is that much of what is identified, and lamented,
as “illiberal” in the current context — e.g., hair-trigger Twitter mobs, various
officials’ indifference to constitutional constraints and forms, increasingly
aggressive application to mediating institutions and non-state associations of
the logic of congruence, the on-campus repurposing of the language of
“safety” and “violence” to de-platform controversial speakers, etc. — actually
reflects the working out of liberalism’s own fundamental premises and ani†
*

Paul J. Schierl/Fort Howard Corporation Professor of Law, University of Notre Dame.
Associate Professor of Law, University of Notre Dame.
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mating commitments. The economic inequality criticized by progressives
and the pulverizing of the family decried by conservatives turn out to be
fruits of the same unhealthy, liberal tree. Whether it is the Main Streetdestroying trade and economic policies championed by “right” libertarians or
their “left” counterparts’ demands for liberation from limits in the contexts
of sexuality and bioethics, the key player in Deneen’s story is liberalism’s
reductionist account of what it means to be human. Deneen is no Luddite,
and he happily acknowledges liberalism’s accomplishments, but his account
should engage all those who sense that something’s wrong. There is no “silver
bullet” proposed or “miracle cure” identified; instead, Deneen urges an emphasis on concrete practices over abstract principle and a search for new
forms of community that can sustain them.
Sam Erman
Almost Citizens:
Puerto Rico, the U.S. Constitution, and Empire
(Cambridge University Press 2018)
Puerto Rico is often described as the world’s oldest colony, but recent
events have given new urgency to questions about its legal and constitutional
status. The slow recovery from Hurricane Maria and a government-debt
crisis, in particular, have sharpened longstanding debates about Puerto Rico’s
relationship to the rest of the United States. More than a century after Congress formally granted U.S. citizenship to Puerto Ricans, Americans on and
off the island continue to ask what it would mean for them to achieve true
equality. Sam Erman’s book is a timely contribution to this conversation. It
also offers broader insights about the relationship between law and empire
and the causes of legal change. Although Erman gives due attention to the
familiar ambiguities of the Insular Cases, he integrates that well-known jurisprudential tale into a broader narrative that incorporates the racial legacies of
Reconstruction, labor activism, and the interplay between private claimmaking and constitutional conflict. In doing so, Erman builds on the recent
tendency of legal and colonial historians to emphasize the agency and creativity of individual claimants. But his argument differs from that offered by
many other scholars of empire, who have emphasized the ability of colonial
subjects to exploit legal ambiguities for their own ends. Instead of praising
the flexibility of colonial legal orders, Erman insists that “ambiguity has been
the handmaiden of empire” (158). For Puerto Rico to escape its colonial
status, he suggests, it must attain the certainties of equal citizenship.
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Steven D. Smith
Pagans and Christians in the City:
Culture Wars from the Tiber to the Potomac
(Eerdmans 2018)
Writing a blog post about the 2015 controversy surrounding Indiana’s
religious-exemptions law, re-reading T.S. Eliot, and chatting with Stanley
Fish all contributed, Steve Smith has reported, to the launching of his most
recent book project. Five years after his Rise and Decline of American Religious
Freedom, Smith here develops the intriguing claim that the relevant divide in
our “culture wars” and our various religious-freedom fights over wedding cakes
and insurance coverage for contraception is not really between the “religious”
and the “secular,” or between the believing and the unbelieving. An orientation toward the sacred is everywhere along our various political and other
spectrums; the question is where we locate it: Is our sacred immanent or
transcendent? The quality and intensity of many activists’ purportedly “secular” attachments and commitments — like the fervor of their efforts to impose
orthodoxy and combat heresy — seems more than a little bit “religious.” To be
clear, the idea of “paganism” is not used by Smith as a stand-in for “new age”
or neo-Wiccan innovations but is instead meant to capture the older, but
possibly still powerful, sense of immanent sacrality. The pagans of one era
were at first confused, and then irritated and later worse, by the Christians’
rejection of the state-as-sacred. Appreciating the presence, and the passion,
of today’s “pagans” contributes to our understanding of today’s law-andreligion debates.
Jennifer Pitts
Boundaries of the International:
Law and Empire
(Harvard University Press 2018)
Jennifer Pitts’s meticulously researched book reconstructs and critiques
European arguments about the law of nations in the 18th and 19th centuries.
In doing so, it makes a profound contribution to the history of international
law — especially its recent critical turn, which has challenged the discipline’s
self-conception as a fundamentally “emancipatory” project. Although other
scholars have previously uncovered the imperialism lurking at the heart of
international law — Antony Anghie and Marti Koskenniemi have been especially prominent here — that work has focused either on earlier progenitors
like Alberico Gentili, Hugo Grotius, and Francisco de Vitoria, or on the
discipline’s maturation in the late 19th and 20th centuries. Pitts’s focus on
the 18th and 19th centuries recovers a neglected but transformative period.
256
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As in her first book, A Turn to Empire: The Rise of Imperial Liberalism in
Britain and France (Princeton 2005), Pitts portrays that era as one of missed
opportunities. The 18th century, she argues, generated unique possibilities
for a more inclusive approach to ordering our world. As it happened, that
potentially ecumenical moment collapsed into a “parochial universalism” that
insisted both on the global applicability of European norms and on Europeans’ unique capacity to apply them. This fascinating account of the interaction
between universalism and particularism should excite not only readers with
an interest in international law, but anyone trying to understand how we
define the boundaries of civilized society.
Jeffrey S. Sutton
51 Imperfect Solutions:
States and the Making of American Constitutional Law
(Oxford University Press 2018)
A little over 40 years ago, Justice William Brennan argued, in State Constitutions and the Protections of Individual Rights, that litigators and statecourt judges should use the states’ constitutions (and the adequate-andindependent-state-grounds rule) to supplement, correct, and even resist
what he worried was the Nixon Court’s skepticism regarding the Warren
Court’s confidence. Probably because of the 2016 election and recent judicial
appointments, similar calls for creativity in state courts, and for increased
attention in law schools to the progressive potential of state constitutional
law, have become more common. Judge Sutton’s timing — both with 51
Imperfect Solutions and with his co-edited West Publishing casebook, State
Constitutional Law: The Modern Experience — is spot-on. True, there has
long been an air of reactive opportunism surrounding the calls for invigorating
state constitutional law. Sutton’s book, though, pitches the project not simply
as a one-way-ratchet way of getting in state courts what is not get-able (for
now) in the Supreme Court, but instead as an opportunity for genuine comparison and learning. After all, state courts and state constitutions are more
than vehicles for rejecting Employment Division v. Smith, or trimming the carsearch-incident-to-arrest rule, or experimenting with positive rights. They
can teach us about inter-branch conflicts, amendment procedures, judicial
selection, term limits, and much more. And they raise the intriguing question
whether the Supreme Court might do well, when employing the Supremacy
Clause, to leave more space for continued education.
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AN OATH UPON AN ALMANAC
“Q. Mrs. Miller, I ask you this question: ‘Do
you believe in the existence of a Supreme
Being who controls the destiny of men, who
rewards their virtues or punishes their transgressions here or hereafter?’ A. No. I believe
that man controls his own destiny.
“Q. Therefore, taking an oath and appealing
to this Supreme Being would have no effect
on you? A. I say any oath I take to tell the
truth has a binding effect on me.
“Q. When you take it on the Bible and appeal
to God, would that have an effect on you?
A. Yes, it is an oath. Any oath will have an
effect on me.
“Q. You might take it on an almanac just as
you would on a Bible and it would have the
same effect on you, wouldn’t it? A. Yes —
I’d tell the truth.”
State v. Beal
154 S.E. 604, 611-12 (N.C. 1930)
(statement of the case)
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A jury should be as neutral as a thermometer and as
detached as an almanac. They should look at no
party or witness in the light of how that party or
witness might affect them personally.
Finney v. G.C. Murphy Co.
161 A.2d 385, 387 (Pa. 1960)
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LETTER TO FRIENDS AND FELLOW AMERICANS

Justice Sandra Day O’Connor at
the Supreme Court, January 2006.
___________________________
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OVERRULED ON THE INTERNET
The clever 404 error notice employed by the James E. Rogers College of
Law at the University of Arizona (excerpt below) might or might not have
been unique to the Rogers College of Law in 2018, or even new in 2018, but
that is how we experienced — and enjoyed — it.
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“When the well’s dry, we know the worth of water.”
Pleasant Valley County Water District v.
Fox Canyon Groundwater Management Agency
2017 WL 5589178 (California Court
of Appeal, 2d Dist., Nov. 21, 2017)
(quoting Benjamin Franklin in Poor Richard’s Almanack (1746))
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Harold E. Kahn†
Brady v. Bayer Corp.
26 Cal. App. 5th 1156 (2018)
opinion for the court by
Associate Justice William W. Bedsworth
All of us who read judicial opinions know the sad truth: the great majority
of them are dull. Justice William Bedsworth of California’s Fourth District
Court of Appeal (Orange County) apparently didn’t receive the memo that
judicial decisions should be boring. His opinion reversing a trial court’s order
sustaining a demurrer (similar to a 12(b)(6) motion) to a false advertising
complaint alleging that that the “One A Day” label on a bottle of gummy
vitamins is as entertaining as it is illuminating. Bedsworth’s opinion rejects
the arguments of Bayer (the vitamin maker) that language on the back of the
bottle stating that the dosage is “two gummies daily” suffices to cure any
misleading impression from the “One A Day” moniker on the front of the
bottle. Bedsworth observes that reading the dosage language is “an ocular
challenge.” The decision concludes that there are both factual and legal infirmities in Bayer’s positions. Factual infirmity: “Instead of relying upon lifelong experience that One A Day is a trustworthy company that has been
studying and analyzing our health needs for decades and has much more
†

Judge, Superior Court of California, County of San Francisco .
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knowledge than laypeople, Bayer says consumers look at the label and decide
just how much selenium, biotin, pantothenic acid and zinc they need and
then make their purchase after comparing those values with the labels on the
vitamin bottles. That’s a stretch.” Legal infirmity: “But as problematic as that
factual depiction is, we must stretch further to adopt Bayer’s legal position.
We must conclude that consumers do that as a matter of law.” My favorite
line in the decision is found in footnote 20, where, after explaining that the
vitamins are not likely perceived as medicine by their target audience given
the ingredients, he concludes, “They’re gummies, for crying out loud.” The
decision provides the dual joy of being legally exacting and providing an LOL
experience.
De Havilland v. FX Networks, LLC
21 Cal. App. 5th 845 (2018)
opinion for the court by
Associate Justice Anne H. Egerton
Self-proclaimed “living legend” actress Olivia de Havilland alleged that the
television docudrama Feud: Bette and Joan violated her right to control her
own publicity and depicted her in a false light. In an elegant opinion befitting
the subject of Feud, actresses of the golden Hollywood era, Justice Anne
Egerton of California’s Second District Court of Appeal (Los Angeles County) held that all of de Havilland’s claims ran afoul of the First Amendment.
At the outset of the decision, Egerton explained what animated her holdings:
“Books, films, plays, and television shown often portray real people. Some
are famous and some are just ordinary folks. Whether a person portrayed in
one of these expressive works is a world-renowned film star — a ‘living legend’
— or a person no one knows, she or he does not own history. Nor does she
or he have the legal right to control, dictate, approve, disapprove, or veto the
creator’s portrayal of actual people.” The trial court judge had ruled that de
Havilland’s claims were viable because the creators of Feud wanted to depict
de Havilland “as real as possible” and it created a false impression about de
Havilland’s character. Egerton explained the error of the trial court’s reasoning: “The trial court’s ruling leaves authors, filmmakers, playwrights, and
television producers in a Catch-22. If they portray a real person in an expressive work accurately and realistically without paying that person, they face a
right of publicity lawsuit. If they portray a real person in an expressive work
in a fanciful, imaginative — even fictitious and therefore ‘false’ — way, they
face a false light lawsuit if the person portrayed does not like the portrayal.
‘[T]he right of publicity cannot, consistent with the First Amendment, be a
right to control the celebrity’s image by censoring disagreeable portrayals.’”
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Hoard v. Hartman
904 F.3d 780 (9th Cir. 2018)
opinion for the court by
Circuit Judge Richard H. Paez
Sometimes a judicial decision rests on grounds that resonate from and reaffirm our nation’s basic values. One such decision is Judge Richard Paez’s
opinion for a unanimous Ninth Circuit panel reversing due to instructional
error a jury verdict against a prisoner who claimed that correctional officers
had engaged in numerous acts of excessive force. Quoting from Whitley v.
Albers, 475 U.S. 312, 320-21 (1986), the trial judge instructed the jury that
the prisoner had to prove that an officer “acted maliciously and sadistically
for the purpose of causing harm.” In response to a jury note, the trial judge
further instructed that “sadistically means having or deriving pleasure from
extreme cruelty.” The issue on appeal was whether the phrase “maliciously and
sadistically for the very purpose of causing harm” in Whitley required proof
that an officer not only intended to cause harm, but also derived pleasure
from his actions. Paez held that Whitley did not create such a requirement.
He wrote: “the Constitution does not require proof of sadism, or pleasure
from extreme cruelty, for excessive force claims brought under the Eighth
Amendment . . . . [O]fficer intent — not officer enjoyment — serves as the
core dividing factor between constitutional and unconstitutional applications
of force.” Paez addressed the Whitley language head on: judicial opinions,
“unlike statutes, are not usually written with the knowledge or expectation that
each and every word may be the subject of searching analysis. Sometimes a
word is just a word. And there is ample evidence here that the Supreme
Court did not intend its use of ‘maliciously and sadistically’ in Whitley to
work a substantive change in the law on excessive force beyond requiring
intent to harm.” Paez concluded that requiring proof of sadistic intent was “a
grave injustice . . . . [T]he Eighth Amendment reflects this country’s ‘fundamental respect for humanity.’ That respect is lost when courts close the
doors to relief by asking plaintiffs to prove that they were the victims of not
just cruelty, but sadism as well.”
Janus v. AFSCME, Council 31
138 S.Ct. 2448 (2018)
dissenting opinion by
Associate Justice Elena Kagan
Janus held that an Illinois statute authorizing public employee unions to
receive fees for non-political activities from non-consenting employees vio268
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lated the First Amendment rights of the non-consenting employees. In so
holding, the Court overruled Abood v. Detroit Board of Education, 431 US
209 (1977). In her dissent Justice Elena Kagan eloquently explained why she
believed the majority went astray in overruling a 41-year-old precedent on
insufficient grounds. Kagan did not pull punches. She wrote “The majority
goes wrong at every turn” and “There is no sugarcoating today’s opinion.”
Kagan stated “the worst part of today’s opinion is where the majority subverts
all known principles of stare decisis . . . Any departure from settled precedent
(so the Court has often stated) demands a ‘special justification’ . . . And the
majority does not have anything close. To the contrary, all that is ‘special’ in
this case — especially the massive reliance interests at stake — demands retaining Abood, beyond even the normal precedent.” Channeling longstanding
antipathy toward judicial activism and judicial intrusion into democratic
processes, in what is likely to be much quoted in the years ahead, Kagan accused the majority of preventing “the American people, acting through their
state and local officials, from making important choices about workplace
governance. And it does so by weaponizing the First Amendment, in a way
that unleashes judges, now and in the future, to intervene in economic and
regulatory policy.” At the close of the dissent, Kagan’s anti-democratic critique became sharper still: “And maybe the most alarming, the majority has
chosen the winners by turning the First Amendment into a sword . . . And it
threatens not to be the last . . . almost all economic and regulatory policy
affects or touches speech. So the majority’s road runs long. And at every stop
are black-robed rulers overriding citizens’ choices. The First Amendment
was meant for better things.”
Regents of the University of California v. Superior Court
4 Cal. 5th 607 (2018)
opinion for the court by
Associate Justice Carol A. Corrigan
Determination of whether to impose a duty of care — an essential element
of a negligence claim — has bedeviled common law courts for centuries, and
this century is no exception. In Regents the California Supreme Court, in an
opinion by Justice Carol Corrigan, held that “universities owe a duty to protect
students from foreseeable violence during curricular activities.” Reminiscent
of some of the California Supreme Court’s opinions in the days of Chief
Justices Phil Gibson and Roger Traynor, Corrigan’s opinion is a fine example
of a common law court grappling with the many policy considerations that
bear on whether a duty of care should apply. Corrigan provided a full recitation of the facts which, for present purposes, will be simplistically summarized
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as one student who had exhibited unstable behavior, without warning or
provocation, stabbed another student in a university chemistry laboratory.
Corrigan explained that whether the university “was negligent in failing to
prevent [the stabbing] . . . depends first on [the question of law] whether a
university has a special relationship with its student that supports a duty to
warn or protect them foreseeable harm. To answer that question, Corrigan
surveyed numerous sources, including the Restatement Third of Torts, California case law, and decisions of other jurisdictions. Corrigan’s opinion carefully
balances the many applicable factors and arrived at a nuanced yet concisely
stated holding. She elaborated on the scope of that holding: “The duty we
recognize here is owed not to the public at large but is limited to enrolled
students who are at foreseeable risk of being harmed in a violent attack while
participating in curricular activities at the school. Moreover, universities are
not charged with a broad duty to prevent violence against their students.
Such a duty could be impossible to discharge in many circumstances. Rather,
the school’s duty is to take reasonable steps to protect students when it becomes
aware of a foreseeable threat to their safety.”

Of course, simply ignoring depreciation is ignoring a
real expense for an ongoing business (particularly a
“high end” night club claiming it would have earned
profits for 15 years absent its landlord’s breach of
lease). (Cf. Kaufman, Poor Charlie’s Almanack: The Wit
and Wisdom of Charles T. Munger (2005) p. 120 [“I
think that, every time you see the word EBITDA
[i.e., earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and
amortization], you should substitute the words ‘bullshit
earnings’”].)
Giftime, Inc. v. KWI 1901 Newport Plaza, L.P.
2011 WL 6400626, n.7 (California Court
of Appeal, 4th Dist., Dec. 21, 2011)
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“Pete Seeger arrives at Fed. Court with his
guitar over his shoulder,” April 4, 1961.
____________________________________

David Dunaway wrote to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (“FBI”) on May 23, 1976, requesting all
materials in the FBI’s files concerning The Almanac
Singers, a musical group which performed from 1940
until 1945; The Weavers, a musical group which
performed nationally from 1949 until 1962; People’s
Songs, Inc., an organization of songwriters which
published the People’s Songs Bulletin from 1946 until
1950; and People’s Artist, an organization of musicians
which existed from 1945 until 1952.1
Dunaway v. Webster
519 F.Supp. 1059, 1064 (N.D. Cal 1981)
1

Mr. Dunaway, a writer and graduate student at the University of California at Berkeley, made this
request in connection with a book he is writing about Pete Seeger, the folksinger. Mr. Seeger was
associated with each of these musical groups and organizations.
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As Sherlock Holmes said (when use of a new
almanac did not serve as the code book but the prior
year’s almanac did) in The Valley of Fear: “‘We pay
the price, Watson, for being too up-to-date!’”
Fabre v. Taylor
2009 WL 162881 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 20, 2009)

OUR POOR ENDING
Getting Permission for
The Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon
from a Book Publisher
Cattleya M. Concepcion†
Clearing rights to re-publish a copyrighted work is often a challenging
exercise not only in copyright law but also in contract law. The rights arrangement — i.e., who holds the copyright and which rights the copyright holder
retained or assigned under the publishing agreement — varies with each
published work. Since the details about authors, publishers, and publishing
contracts matter in this rights regime, there is danger in overgeneralizing
from one experience. So, this essay is limited to: (1) explaining why we could
not re-publish The Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon as the final law-related
almanac in the 2019 Green Bag Almanac & Reader; and (2) sharing some tips
that might be helpful to researchers who are trying to clear rights with book
publishers.
The Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon was published in 1968. At first glance,
securing permission to re-publish an excerpt seemed straightforward. The
authors, Jack Shepherd and Christopher S. Wren, held the copyright, so
permission would need to come from them. Since I knew who held the copyright, the main challenge was finding current contact information to reach
the authors. I received permission after sending an email and then dropping
a letter in the mail for good measure.
A second, more careful read of the book’s copyright page revealed that the
permissions process would not be that simple or easy. The copyright page
stated, “No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without written
permission of the publisher . . . .” It appeared that the authors’ contract with
the publisher gave the latter some sort of license, so the permission that I
had received from the authors (as copyright holders) was not enough.

Wikipedia Is a Place to Start But Don’t Stop There
The two publishers named on the copyright page — World Publishing
Co. (of Cleveland) and Nelson, Foster & Scott Ltd. (of Canada) — certainly

†

Head of Reference, Georgetown Law Library. Copyright 2019 Cattleya M. Concepcion.
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The authors of The Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon — Jack Shepherd (left)
and Christopher S. Wren (right) — in the garden of Shepherd’s Manhattan
brownstone at the time of Poor Richard.
________________________________________________________________

existed at the time of the book’s publication in 1968, but neither publisher
appeared to exist in 2019. There were no official websites to serve as starting
points, but Wikipedia offered clues.
According to Wikipedia’s article on World Publishing Co.,
[i]n 1974, the Times Mirror Co. sold World Publishing to the
U.K.-based Collins Publishers, with the trade publishing remaining
with Times Mirror’s New American Library subsidiary. In 1980
Collins broke up World Publishing, selling its children’s line to
the Putnam Publishing Group, the dictionary line to Simon and
Schuster, and otherwise ridding itself of World’s assets.”1

The article referenced another article from the Encyclopedia of Cleveland History, which offered a similar, though not identical, timeline. According to
the Encyclopedia of Cleveland History, “[Times-Mirror Inc.] sold World Publishing [] to Collins Publishing of Great Britain in 1974. In 1980 inflation
1

World Publishing Company, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Publishing_Company
(last revised Feb. 24, 2019).
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caused Collins-World Publishing to sell its dictionary line to Simon and
Schuster, the children’s titles to the Putnam Publishing Group, and the Bible
Division to Riverside Book & Bible House.”2
If the Encyclopedia of Cleveland History was accurate, Collins (now called
HarperCollins) was most likely the current holder of World Publishing
Co.’s contract. But if Wikipedia’s additional (and unsourced) details were
true, then it was possible that HarperCollins never acquired the rights and
that Penguin Random House (now home to the New American Library
imprint) did. In the alternative, HarperCollins had acquired the rights but
no longer owned any of World Publishing Co.’s assets. It seemed highly
unlikely that The Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon would have been part of the
children’s titles that were sold to Putnam Publishing Group (now an imprint
of Penguin Random House) or the dictionary line that was sold to Simon &
Schuster.3 However, if I could get confirmation from both Penguin Random
House and Simon & Schuster that they did not control the rights, that would
have been helpful too, since there were only a handful of big trade book
publishers that could have ended up with the rights.4

Plan to Wait Two to Three Months
for a Publisher’s Response
So I reached out to all three — HarperCollins, Penguin Random House,
and Simon & Schuster — and prepared for a long wait. Simon & Schuster
estimated that a response could take up to twelve weeks.5 HarperCollins
needed at least eight weeks.6 Penguin Random House aimed for six to eight
weeks but indicated it would make every effort to inform requesters right
away if it did not control the rights.7
The Permissions Department at Penguin Random House responded in
six business days, well under its estimated turnaround time. Penguin Random
House did not control the rights and suggested that I contact HarperCollins.
2

World Publishing Co., Encyclopedia of Cleveland History, https://case.edu/ech/articles/w/worldpublishing-co (last visited May 28, 2019).
3
It seemed almost impossible that the title would have been sold as part of the Bible division, so I
did not pursue the possibility that Riverside Book & Bible House acquired the rights.
4
HarperCollins, Penguin Random House, and Simon & Schuster are joined by Hachette Book
Group and Macmillan as the top five publishers. Jim Milliot, Ranking America’s Largest Publishers,
Publishers Weekly, Feb. 24, 2017, https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/
publisher-news/article/72889-ranking-america-s-largest-publishers.html.
5
Email from Simon & Schuster Permissions (Dec. 21, 2018) (on file with author).
6
Email from HarperCollins Permissions (Jan. 2, 2019) (on file with author).
7
Penguin Random House, Permissions: Frequently Asked Questions, https://permissions.penguin
randomhouse.com/faqs.php (last visited May 28, 2019).
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Simon & Schuster responded after seven weeks, comfortably within its
twelve-week window, and similarly informed me that they did not control
the rights. HarperCollins missed its eight-week estimate.

Know When and From Whom to Ask for Help
While I waited for a response from HarperCollins, I turned my attention
to Nelson, Foster & Scott Ltd. of Canada. Unfortunately, Wikipedia did not
provide any leads, and my general Internet searches uncovered little more than
descriptions of other books’ copyright pages naming the same publisher. The
only additional detail I learned was that the publisher was from Toronto.
As a librarian, when I find myself researching a new and unfamiliar area,
I typically turn to research guides. These are lists of resources that librarians
(often from university libraries) curate on a specific topic to help researchers
get started. Having no background in researching Canadian companies, I
looked for a guide on company research authored by an academic library in
Canada. One from the University of British Columbia8 pointed me to a database of federal corporations from Corporations Canada,9 the country’s federal
corporate regulator. A search of the database for Nelson, Foster & Scott
quickly identified the company and provided information on its status. The
publisher dissolved on September 15, 1980.
One question was answered, but a new one was posed: When Nelson,
Foster & Scott dissolved, what happened to its assets? For help finding an
answer, I turned to an expert. I contacted the Toronto Public Library and was
connected with the Business, Science & Technology staff of the Toronto
Reference Library. “Generally,” I was told, “when a publisher ceases to exist,
the contract terminates and the rights revert back to the author, and they
may enter into a new contract with another publisher.”10 In this case, The
Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon was never re-published. Either the authors
held the Canadian rights, or the publisher who acquired the rights from
World Publishing Co. did. I needed information from HarperCollins, the
last player in my search for the rights-holding publisher.

8

University of British Columbia, Company Research, https://guides.library.ubc.ca/company/find (last
revised April 26, 2019).
9
Corporations Canada, Search for a Federal Corporation, https://www.ic.gc.ca/app/scr/cc/Corporat
ionsCanada/fdrlCrpSrch.html?locale=en_CA (last revised April 1, 2019).
10
Email from Toronto Reference Library (Jan. 4, 2019) (on file with author).
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Be Persistent If a Publisher Does Not Respond
Eight weeks turned into thirteen. Then I figured out how to contact the
Permissions Department at HarperCollins. While HarperCollins invited
requesters in my situation to follow up,11 it made it difficult to do so by not
providing any contact information for the Permissions Department. The
permissions request form that I had originally submitted on the publisher’s
website generated an automatic confirmation email from noreply@harper
collins.com, but I eventually figured out that permissions@harpercollins.com
was a valid address.12
About two weeks later, HarperCollins finally responded. The publisher
confirmed that it held the contract and controlled the rights for The Almanack
of Poor Richard Nixon in the United States and Canada, while the authors
controlled the United Kingdom and Commonwealth rights. The long delay
in HarperCollins’ response was due to difficulty in locating the contract, plus
my request had “got[ten] lost in some paperwork.”13

Don’t Invest More Time
Until You Agree to the License Fee and Terms
Even before confirming its rights, HarperCollins had asked me to send
manuscript pages showing an excerpt from The Almanack of Poor Richard
Nixon. The publisher made the same request after confirming its rights but
before quoting a permission license. I provided information on the 30-page
excerpt that the Green Bag Almanac & Reader sought to re-publish, but I declined to invest time (or hope) in preparing manuscript pages with an excerpt
that had not been and might not be licensed. The publisher also requested
the print run, approximate page count, publication date, and subscription
price of the Almanac & Reader to provide a quote for a permission license.
Another three weeks later (and after one more follow-up email to push
along a response), HarperCollins quoted a license fee: $1,000 for thirty pages.
An excerpt of 750 words was $100, but much too short for a proper feel for
the book.14
11

HarperCollins Publishers, Permissions FAQ, http://permissions.harpercollins.com/faq.aspx (last
visited May 28, 2019) (“Please follow up only if you have not received a contract within 8 weeks of
original submission.”).
12
A Google search will lead to a number of services that simulate sending an email to verify if an email
address is valid.
13
Emails from HarperCollins Permissions (April 16, 2019 & April 25, 2019) (on file with author).
14
Emails from HarperCollins Permissions (May 21, 2019 & June 4, 2019) (on file with author).
HarperCollins charges a minimum fee of $50 for a permission license. HarperCollins Publishers,
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If You Can’t Agree, Walk Away
In the end, the process to determine that we would not be able to secure
rights to an excerpt from The Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon took from
New Year’s Day to just after Memorial Day. I am disappointed that while I
received permission from the authors and copyright holders, I was unable to
clear rights from HarperCollins, the publisher who holds the authors’ contract
from the now-defunct World Publishing Co.
We would have liked to present to readers excerpts from the beginning
and end of The Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon: “High Tides” and “Low Tides”
(pages 27-42); “Yarns Twice Spun” and “Changes of Seasons” (pages 164173); and “Predicted Eclipses” and “Poor Richard’s Farewell” (pages 184190).15 Narrowing to just these selections was a difficult task, and I encourage
readers who are lucky enough to find a copy16 to read it from cover to cover.

In our judgment a statement of unliquidated
damages should be assigned to that category
of requirements wherein some considerable
latitude must be allowed, rather than ranked
with a matter absolutely measurable by clock
and almanac.
Central Vt. Ry. Co. v. Robbins & Pattison
184 F. 439, 442 (2d Cir. 1911)

Permissions Guidelines, http://permissions.harpercollins.com/ (last visited May 28, 2019).
15
Jack Shepherd & Christopher S. Wren, The Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon (1968).
16
According to WorldCat, over 70 libraries — including the Library of Congress, New York Public
Library, and many university libraries — have copies of The Almanack of Poor Richard Nixon in their
collections.
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PUNCH

An excerpt from page 12 of the January 9, 1858, issue of Punch.
_________________________________________________
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REFORM YOUR ALMANACKS

Another excerpt from page 12 of the January 9, 1858, issue of Punch.
_____________________________________________________
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